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Abstract 

 

This dissertation is an investigation on the realist film theory of Siegfried Kracauer. 

It was principally conducted through film practice as exemplified by the ten short 

films that compose the omnibus film project, Life-world Series (dir. Joni Gutierrez, 
2017, 118 minutes). To supplement the study’s examination of Kracauerian 

cinematic realism (KCR), film criticism of selected works of Lino Brocka was also 
accomplished. The methodology involved three components: (1) research-based 

production of Life-world Series; (2) textual analyses of the said film collection and 
selected Brocka films; and (3) meta-analysis of the scholarly criticism on the 

Brocka film. This dissertation is the first to use film-making practice which was a 
part of the research project and devised to investigate KCR, which avows that the 

cinematic experience of physical reality as an object of contemplation fosters an 
intuitive understanding of the Lebenswelt (life-world) and, in turn, brings about the 

redemptive potential of film vis-à-vis the modern condition. The emergent design 

of Life-world Series opened the study to a wide range of possibilities that it could 
not have encountered if it limited itself to applying a particular theory as a 

framework in doing film criticism of pre-existing works. This project – through both 
its film practice and criticism components – is an interweaving of key notions from 

Husserlian phenomenology and the seven KCR tropes identified in the study, 
namely: (1) the quotidian; (2) the transient; (3) the refuse; (4) the fortuitous; (5) the 

indeterminate; (6) the flow of life; and (7) the spiritual life itself. The 
phenomenological engagement of this investigation has provided opportunities for 

expanding the inventory of KCR tropes, to conceivably include characteristics of 
the Lebenswelt which form part of the project’s overall findings; that is, the life-

world as: (1) expansive; (2) multi-layered; (3) flowing; (4) in the process of 

becoming; (5) resonantly intersubjective; (6) a thing of beauty; (7) relating to 
essences; (8) cyclical; (9) transcendent; (10) meaning-laden; (11) fragmented; 

and (12) malleable. The dissertation explicates how its phenomenological 
approach in inspecting KCR led to the construction of a prospective model of 

cinematic realism – the integrated quadrant model of Kracauerian cinematic 
realism (IQMKCR) – and finally, determines the implications and prospects of 

using film practice as an instrument in interrogating KCR. 
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Introduction 

 

This section will orient the reader on: the background and significance of 

the study; scholarship on the writings of Siegfried Kracauer and films of 

Lino Brocka; and the research questions, methodology, scope and 

limitations of the study. 

I Background 

The germinal drive for this thesis project was the intention to conduct a 

study on cinematic realism. The project commenced through a reading of 

the works of the classical realist film theorists, André Bazin and Siegfried 

Kracauer. In due course, originally through Ian Aitken’s (2007) (2006) (2001) 

(1998) writings on those thinkers, two further theorists, namely, John 

Grierson and Georg Lukács, were explored; together with the previously 

mentioned pair, they are regarded as ‘the major realist film theorists’ (Aitken, 

2016, p. 37). The project followed Aitken’s (2016) consistent approach in 

elucidating the interweaving threads of those theorists’ philosophical 

influences, to bring about a more holistic appreciation of the wider 

intellectual traditions at play. Aitken identified these thinkers who influenced 

the ideas of the realist film theorists: Immanuel Kant and Edmund Husserl 

for Kracauer (2016, p. 19); Henri Bergson for Bazin (p. 26); Francis Herbert 

Bradley for Grierson (p. 30); and the philosophers belonging to the German 

tradition for Lukács (p. 23) – see Figure 1. To manage its scope, the thesis 

project focused exclusively on the realist film theory of Siegfried Kracauer 
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(1889–1966), a German-Jewish film theorist, philosopher, film critic, 

sociologist, and architect whose career covered the years from the Weimar 

Republic in Germany to the United States in the 1960s (Richter, 1997, p. 

233). 

 

 

Figure 1. The major realist film theorists 

 

The thesis project, incited by its encounter with Kracauer’s Theory of Film: 

The Redemption of Physical Reality (1960) – regarded as ‘a canonical work 

of classical film theory’ (Gilloch, 2015, p. 173; Hansen, 1997, p. viii) that 

‘remains a key work in the field’ (Armstrong, 2007, p. 62) – proceeded to 

delve into the main philosophical influences on Kracauerian thought: 

Husserl’s work on phenomenology; and Kant’s ideas on ‘the “judgment of 
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taste”’ (Aitken, 2016, p. 21) focusing on the ‘free experience of the object 

of judgment’ (p. 21). Drawing on Aitken’s (2006) emphasis on ‘the 

Husserlian notion of the Lebenswelt as a key to understanding Kracauer’s 

assertion that “physical reality” can be redeemed through cinema’ (Wils, 

2016, p. 76), the project determined the Lebenswelt (life-world) to be the 

subject matter of its research-based film-making component, Life-world 

Series (2017, 118 minutes), which was designed to investigate Kracauerian 

cinematic realism (KCR) through film practice. 

Aitken (2016) noted that ‘the term “classical”’ (p. 34) in ‘classical 

realist film theory’ (p. 33) was ‘incongruous’ (p. 34); thus, coming up with a 

more appropriate term was in order (p. 34). Aitken proposed that classical 

realist film theory instead be called ‘phenomenalist-realist film theory’ (2016, 

p. 34) after determining that this theory – in which KCR and the cinematic-

realist theories of Bazin, Grierson and Lukács belong – has an ‘emphasis 

on experience’ (p. 34). This is fitting because KCR focuses on the 

‘exteriority of everyday experiences, events and encounters as forms of 

action in the world’ (Gilloch, 2015, p. 170) and as Adorno declared of 

Kracauer: ‘the medium of his thought was experience’ (1991, p. 162). The 

‘idea of “experience” is as central to Husserl as it is for Kant’ (Russell, 2006, 

p. 22) and relates to what we discover as ‘the “world” (p. 22) which is ‘the 

totality of individual objects that could possibly be experienced . . . what 

Husserl called “reality”’ (p. 22). Central to both Husserlian phenomenology 

and Kracauerian cinematic realism is the concept of the Lebenswelt, which 

is ‘the surrounding ever-changing world of our everyday experience and 
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perception’ (Aitken, 2016, p. 15); in other words, it is, as Husserl described, 

‘the world of lived experience’ (Russell, 2006, p. 189), ‘the world given to 

us most immediately’ (p. 194), and ‘the one that is actually given through 

perception, that is ever experienced and experienceable’ (p. 189). Finally, 

the Lebenswelt or life-world ‘comprises the sum of man’s involvement in 

everyday affairs: his knowledge, interpretation, response, and organization 

of his experience’ (Natanson, 1973, p. 127). 

 The medium specificity of film is the starting point of the Kracauerian 

notion of redemption (Hansen, 1997, p. viii). Kracauer distinguished film 

among the other arts as the one that is ‘privileged to capture “the ripple of 

leaves stirred by the wind”’ (1960, p. 222). For him, ‘the film maker’s 

approach is called “cinematic” if it acknowledges the basic aesthetic 

principle’ (p. 38), which has, for its ‘minimum requirement’ (p. 13), the 

imperative ‘to follow the realistic tendency under all circumstances’ (p. 13). 

Kracauer asserted that since the state of the Lebenswelt (life-world) within 

modernity generates film form and content (Aitken, 2001, p. 178), the film 

medium is ‘particularly equipped to promote the redemption of physical 

reality’ (Kracauer, 1960, p. 300). Through film’s ‘concrete mode of 

apprehending and understanding’ reality (Petro, 1991, p. 138), this medium 

is ‘uniquely equipped to redeem’ (Aitken, 2001, p. 178) the ‘base of life for 

the modern subject’ (p. 178) as it helps spectators to overcome the 

abstraction prevalent within the modern condition (Petro, 1991, p. 138). 

Kracauer’s notion of cinematic realism includes a ‘vast catalogue of 

functions, “inherent affinities,” and objects’ (Hansen, 1997, p. ix), such as 
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‘urban crowds, the “street,” things normally unseen, the small and the big, 

the quotidian and the marginal, the fortuitous and the ephemeral’ (p. ix). 

For Kracauer, the basic property of film is its capacity for ‘recording’ and 

‘revealing’ physical reality – hence, the cinematic medium gravitates 

towards it (1960, p. 28) – and its basic affinity is for ‘representing aspects 

of reality such as “the unstaged,” the “fortuitous,” “endlessness,” “the 

indeterminate” and “flow of life”’ (Aitken, 2001, p. 175). All these notions are 

contained in Kracauer’s seminal book, Theory of Film: The Redemption of 

Physical Reality (1960), which ‘postulated film's ability to renew the 

relationship between the spectator and reality’ (Armstrong, 2007, p. 62). 

II Significance of the study 

This study was the first to use film practice – a collection of ten short films 

that compose the omnibus film, Life-world Series (total running time: 118 

minutes) – which was part of the research project and designed to 

investigate KCR. Being a thesis project, Life-world Series was constructed 

to be a KCR film, and therefore set out to manifest the relevant film 

aesthetics under examination; the usual approach in considering KCR has 

been through purely theoretical discourse and film criticism on pre-existing 

works that are read in hindsight as having KCR elements. Since this film-

making process was research-based, its discussions of findings in the 

subsequent chapters were informed by the work of Kracauerian scholars 

who have done research on the theoretical aspects of KCR that are relevant 

to the current study, namely: [1] on KCR film aesthetics (Aitken, 2016) 

(Gilloch, 2015) (Gemünden & Moltke, 2012) (Armstrong, 2007) (Aitken, 
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2006) (Callenbach, 1960);  [2] on the affinity of KCR with phenomenology 

(Wils, 2016) (Hansen, 2012) (Aitken, 1998) (Schlüpmann, 1987) (Casebier, 

1970); and [3]  the intellectual background of KCR, based on Kracauer’s 

wider writings (Sieg, 2010) (Eksteins, 1997) (Mülder-Bach, 1997) (Hansen, 

1993) (Petro, 1991) (Elsaesser, 1987)  (Frisby, 1986) (Witte, Correll, & 

Zipes, 1975). Aside from the research-based film practice as the primary 

means to investigate KCR, the project also has a supplementary way of 

examining KCR, that is, through criticism of selected films by Lino Brocka, 

which had for its springboard the research done by Brocka scholars on the 

realist aspects of this auteur’s cinema – e.g., (David, 2012) (Campos, 2011) 

(David, 2011) (Sotto, 2010) (Tolentino, 2010) (Tioseco, 2007) (Tolentino, 

2003) (Tiongson, 2001) (David, 1995) (David, 1990a) (Rafael, 1990) 

(Francia, 1987) (Dormiendo, 1983) (Lumbera, 1983). The project’s two-fold 

approach – research-based film practice (Life-world Series) component as 

primary and criticism (Brocka films) component as supplementary – yielded 

some conclusions from the comparison of those modes, although the 

significance of the study is principally built upon the former which attempted 

to make a new path in investigating the realist film theory of Kracauer. 

 Since the dissertation significantly involved Husserlian 

phenomenology in its investigation of KCR, its hypotheses and prospective 

theorisation were located within the intersections between philosophy and 

realist film theory. The first two columns of Figure 2 map out how the thesis 

project enabled this. The inner box in the first column (philosophy) shows 

that KCR, as practiced by Kracauer himself, principally involved theory-
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building and criticism of films to illustrate his assertions in Theory of Film. 

As precisely noted by Kracauerian scholars, KCR, particularly through the 

notion of the Lebenswelt as key, can be productively engaged within the 

sphere of Husserlian phenomenology.  

 

 

Figure 2. Philosophy and realist film theory 

 

The second column (the realist film) illustrates where the thesis project 

comes in. The second component (film criticism of Brocka films) of the two-

fold methodology of the dissertation falls under a conventional mode in 

examining Kracauer’s realist film theory; however, as noted earlier, the first 

component (film practice, Life-world Series) paved the way for the 

dissertation to make more productive opportunities for new understandings 

of KCR. Note that the two approaches – film practice and criticism – in the 

second column are set within the larger realm of realist cinema; thus, also 

crucial in the thesis project was a significant exposition of realist film-
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making practice and criticism particularly of the phenomenalist-realist film 

which has the seminal KCR film – as implied by Kracauer’s realist film 

theory-building – as one of its exemplars. The third column of Figure 2 

identifies three nodes that anchor the project’s underlying hypotheses 

which led to the prospective theorisation towards the end of the dissertation.  

The first and second nodes are instigated from the film practice component. 

The first highlights the Lebenswelt as crucial in the understanding the 

cinematic realism. Salient in the investigation of Life-world Series on the 

very notion of the Lebenswelt is its equivalence with reality within the 

context of KCR. It is important to note that in the project’s 

phenomenological short film studies on KCR and the Lebenswelt, KCR 

tropes such as the fortuitous, the indeterminate, and the ‘flow of life’ 

(Kracauer, 1960, p. 71) have been recognised by Aitken as both ‘aspects 

of reality’ (2001, p. 175) and ‘aspects of the Lebenswelt’ (2006, p. 166). 

Having established this early on, the dissertation had for its first prospect 

for theorisation the characteristics of the Lebenswelt which resulted from 

the investigation of Life-world Series (e.g., multi-layered, resonantly 

intersubjective, and cyclical) as forthcoming ingredients to be used in 

formulating new conclusions and models of Kracauerian cinematic realism. 

The second node (middle part) of column three of Figure 2 also 

comes from the film practice component of the dissertation. It refers to the 

KCR model discussed towards the end of the dissertation as an illustration 

that the phenomenological approach in investigating KCR conceivably led 

to new understandings of it and cinematic realism in general. Film practice 
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as a means to investigate KCR was crucial because the analysis in the 

dissertation benefitted from the researcher’s reflexive access to the 

phenomenology of the film-maker. Reading another film-maker’s (in this 

case, Brocka’s) works as texts could not have wholly engaged the mode of 

phenomenological reflection afforded by contemplative film practice; 

certainly, this radical way of investigating KCR is where the significance of 

the dissertation is principally located. This does not mean that the film 

criticism (of Brocka films) component did not contribute to the significance 

of the thesis project as a whole; on the contrary, the use of film criticism in 

the investigation of KCR was meant to examine whether the essence of the 

KCR project, regardless of mode – film practice (Life-world Series) or 

criticism (Brocka films) – maintained the primary hypothesis about the 

ineluctable affinity between KCR film aesthetics and aspects of reality and 

the Lebenswelt. Lastly, the third hypothesis (bottom part of Fig. 2) formed 

by the Brocka film criticism component, that is, the Brocka film as a 

cinematic rendition of the Lebenswelt, has a considerable potential to 

contribute to Filipino film scholarship since as the literature review will 

illuminate later, cinematic realism has been an under-researched stream in 

Brocka film studies. 

III Research questions 

The general objective of the dissertation was to investigate Kracauerian 

cinematic realism – through film practice (Life-world Series) as the principal 

means and film criticism (of Brocka films) as the supplementary – to 

understand how the Lebenswelt contributes to the redemptive potential of 
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film as regards the spectator’s engagement with physical reality as an 

object of contemplation.  

 

 

Figure 3. Husserlian phenomenology and KCR 

 

The substantial bond between KCR and the phenomenological notion of 

the Lebenswelt in this dissertation’s investigation of KCR is illustrated in 

Figure 3. The first level (outermost circle) identifies KCR and Husserlian 

phenomenology as the two main factors involved the project. The product 

of this interaction is the consolidation of Kracauer’s matrix of cinematic-

realist notions into the seven KCR tropes investigated in the thesis project: 

the (1) quotidian; (2) transient; (3) refuse; (4) fortuitous; (5) indeterminate; 

(6) flow of life; and (7) spiritual life itself. The second level (intermediate 

circle) of Figure 3 shows that the seven KCR tropes which the project set 

out to investigate, in turn, interacted with the another set of factors, that is, 

the characteristics of the Lebenswelt that were produced by each of the ten 
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short film experiments. The second level indicates three out of the ten 

characteristics of the Lebenswelt: (8) multi-layered; (9) resonantly 

intersubjective; and (10) cyclical. Note that they are numbered to succeed 

that original seven KCR tropes which, as previously mentioned, are both 

aspects of reality and of the Lebenswelt. A major implication here is that 

film practice as a principal means to investigate KCR in the dissertation has 

multiplied the possibilities of expanding the inventory of KCR tropes; 

consequently, this extension offers opportunities for broadening our 

understanding of KCR, phenomenalist-realist film theory, realist cinema, 

and phenomenology in general. The third level (innermost circle) affirms 

that at the core of the dissertation is the productive project of augmenting 

the inventory of KCR tropes by virtue of their being much larger than their 

original place in Theory of Film; indeed, they are aspects of reality and 

characteristics of the Lebenswelt and as such are also central in the larger 

sphere of Husserlian phenomenology. Finally, the end of Figure 3 shows 

that the essence of the experimentation, limits-testing and expansion 

conducted in the dissertation comes full-circle with the re-emergence of the 

first detail of the figure, i.e., ‘(Husserlian phenomenology) x (KCR)’, though 

it should be noted that the process from outer to inner circle changes the 

characteristics of each of the two factors and consequently, their products, 

when the process renews. This took the dissertation’s investigation on KCR 

into new directions that enriched its capability to propose prospective 

additions – i.e., the project’s resultant characteristics of the Lebenswelt – 

to the inventory of cinematic-realist tropes. 
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The dissertation’s research questions are listed below. These were 

designed to contribute to the inquiry on KCR which relates to its aesthetics, 

intellectual background, phenomenological engagement, methods of 

investigation, and prospects for developing new understandings of 

cinematic realism: 

 

1. What is Kracauerian cinematic realism and what sort of film 

aesthetics does it entail? 

2. How can the intellectual background of KCR be understood in terms 

of Kracauer’s earlier writings, i.e., before Theory of Film: The 

Redemption of Physical Reality (1960)? 

3. How does KCR appropriate the phenomenological notion of the 

Lebenswelt and how does this foster Kracauer’s assertion of the 

redemptive potential of film amidst the modern condition? 

4. What is the phenomenalist-realist film and to what extent does the 

KCR film – which is a subset of it – inherit its characteristics? 

5. How can a research-based production of a KCR film be designed as 

a method for systematically inspecting KCR? 

6. What findings and conclusions can be generated by investigating 

KCR tropes – namely, the quotidian, the fortuitous, the indeterminate, 

the flow of life, and the spiritual life itself – using the thesis film 

project, Life-world Series? 
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7. Where can the KCR film, as exemplified by Life-world Series, be 

positioned in terms of the cluster of genres of the avant-garde, poetic 

and experimental documentaries? 

8. What findings and conclusions can be gained by examining KCR 

tropes – the refuse and the transient – through film criticism of 

selected Brocka films? 

9. How can the project’s phenomenological approach in investigating 

KCR lead to the construction of a prospective model of cinematic 

realism? 

10. What are the implications and prospects of using film practice as an 

instrument to investigate KCR? 

IV Literature review 

Siegfried Kracauer was ‘as much a social scientist as a film theorist’ 

(Armstrong, 2007, p. 62). This is evident not just in Theory of Film, but also 

in his (1) articles and reviews as a ‘practical film critic of the Frankfurter 

Zeitung’ (Petro, 1991, p. 131) of the 1920s and early 1930s; (2) in his book 

on ‘film sociology’ (Elsaesser, 1987, p. 67), From Caligari to Hitler: A 

Psychological Study of the German Film (1990a); and (3) in History, The 

Last Things before the Last (1969).  

Writings on Kracauer 

Kracauer’s Theory of Film (1960) is considered to be ‘relatively scientific in 

its categories and distinctions’ (Armstrong, 2007, p. 62) and is regarded as 

‘his most sustained and systematic attempt to explore’ (Gilloch, 2015, p. 

173) the cinematic medium’s ‘essential properties and possibilities’ (p. 173). 
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Chapter 1 (Kracauerian cinematic realism) is tasked with fleshing out 

Kracauer’s notions on cinematic realism in Theory of Film (1960); in the 

current section, let us consider the intellectual background of KCR through 

various Kracauerian scholars’ inquiry into his earlier writings, specifically 

regarding (1) abstraction and distraction and (2) the affinity between 

phenomenology – especially its notion of the Lebenswelt – and Kracauerian 

thought.  

Kracauer observed that the domination ‘by systems of technical and 

conceptual rationality’ (Aitken, 2006, p. 154) within the modern condition 

produces a prevailing state wherein the ‘immediate experience of the 

physical environment as a possible object of contemplation for the modern 

subject has become sharply abridged, and therefore more “abstract” 

(Kracauer, 1960, pp. 291-7)’ (p. 154). Within the modern condition, 

Kracauer defined the resultant abstraction as an ‘attitude toward reality’ (p. 

292) conditioned by how sciences deal with ordinary experience by 

abstracting from them certain elements then process them in various ways 

(p. 292), thus, ‘stripping the objects of the qualities that give them “all their 

poignancy and preciousness” (Dewey, 1934, p. 338)’ (Kracauer, 1960, p. 

292). Within the modern condition, objects are ‘understood in terms of 

particular abstractions as products or tools with their essence tantamount 

to their function’ (Kracauer, 1960, p. 292) as their physical nature is 

persistently enveloped by ideologies (p. 299). The dominant rationality uses 

these ideologies, which are salient forms of abstractions, to create an 

illusion of wholeness in modern life. For Kracauer, abstraction deals with 
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‘the actual state of disintegration’ (Kracauer, 1987, p. 95) by gluing the 

shreds back together and presenting them as ‘organic creations’ (p. 95). A 

product of this prevailing abstraction is distraction (Aitken, 2001, p. 170), 

which is a form of culture – manifested in films, advertisements, the circus, 

the streets, etc. (Elsaesser, 1987, p. 68) – that ‘attempts to remake reality 

in the image of the mass ornament’ (Frisby, 1986, p. 148). For Kracauer, 

‘the modern subject’s state of distraction’ (Hansen, 1992, p. 64), which 

leads to a ‘sterile encounter between the self and the world’ (Aitken, 2001, 

p. 169), is caused by the ‘reification in the modern condition’ (Hansen, 1992, 

p. 64) as manifested in mass ornaments such as films; eventually, however, 

distraction – ‘originally a negative term’ (Aitken, 2001, p. 169) since it was 

deemed as too lowbrow to produce opportunities for contemplation that 

was usually ‘associated with the high arts’ (Aitken, p. 169) – was recognised 

by Kracauer as an alternative to ‘totalising systems of rationality’ (p. 170) 

especially because it is associated with the experience of the common, 

everyday person (p. 170) whose senses are sharpened ‘for an antagonistic 

reality’ (Schlüpmann, 1987, p. 102). Kracauer asserted that film is important 

as a means to observe the disintegrative tendencies of the modern 

condition (Eksteins, 1997, p. 611) while other elements of popular culture, 

like ‘theatrical revues, travel, dance, photography, best-selling literature, 

and even urban arcades and hotel lobbies’ (p. 611) were also of interest to 

him (p. 611); together, these mass entertainments reveal ‘the superficiality 

and triviality of modern endeavour’ (p. 611). Kracauer emphasised that 

these mass ornaments deserved ‘attention and should be defended against 
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critics, since they exhibit a greater “degree of reality” (Kracauer, 1995, p. 

79) than traditional art forms’ (Sieg, 2010, p. 112). 

One of the main features of the realist film theory of Kracauer is his 

assertion that within the modern condition, film form and spectatorship 

‘correspond to the “damaged condition of modernity”’ (Aitken, 2006, p. 166); 

it is ‘in this sense, and not in any naïve realist sense, that Kracauer 

understands film to be “realistic”’ (p. 166). Kracauer observed that ‘film 

comments on the disintegrated elements of the material world’ (Hansen, 

1993, p. 457), and has the potential to foster a redemptive state for the 

spectators as they contemplate how the ‘fragments reconfigure themselves, 

perhaps into something new’ (1992, p. 64) amidst the modern condition. 

Kracauer declared that cinema has the capability to penetrate physical 

reality that operates at the base of life that is beyond the humanistic 

abstractions espoused by the dominant ideology as “film looks under the 

table” [Marseille notebooks, Kracauer Papers, 1:5] – for which Kracauer 

uses the shorthand dégonflage’ (Hansen, 1993, p. 450). Kracauer drew on 

his notion of distraction ‘to support what appears to be a realist form of 

filmmaking’ (Elsaesser, 1987, p. 67) which avows that ‘redemption could 

be achieved through a re-engagement with physical reality’ (Aitken, 2001, 

p. 171). Kracauer’s ‘emphasis on the flow of life and the contingent detail 

suggests that sense in which we enjoy motion pictures because of the way 

they heighten our consciousness of the everyday, making it seem 

unfamiliar and interesting’ (Armstrong, 2007, p. 65) as ‘the cinema's 

photographic capacity reintroduces us to things in themselves’ (p. 65). 
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Kracauer argued that ‘popular film is capable of enhancing our faculties, 

heightening our sensitivity and receptivity, and restoring our aesthetic 

appreciation of the world around us’ (Gilloch, 2015, p. 178); indeed, he 

noted that ‘historical and sociological investigations should not seek hidden 

truths but recognize what is always already in the open’ (Sieg, 2010, p. 104). 

As his film reviews and writings in the 1920s and early 1930s demonstrate, 

Kracauer read the ‘ephemeral, unnoticed and culturally marginalized 

phenomena of everyday life as configurations of writing, resorting to 

scriptural figures such as “hieroglyph,” “ornament,” “rebus,” or “arabesque”’ 

(Hansen, 1992, p. 63); this implies that ‘Kracauer belongs to a larger 

tradition, related in turn to the philosophical program of “the readability of 

the world”’ (p. 63). 

The strength of Kracauer’s writings in the 1920s was their 

phenomenological procedure of letting everyday life manifest itself first, 

then eventually reflecting on them (Schlüpmann, 1987, p. 98). Husserl’s 

‘lasting influence on Kracauer’ (Witte, Correll, & Zipes, 1975, p. 63) – the 

latter drawing on the former’s notion of the Lebenswelt in developing his 

theory of cinematic realism (Aitken, 2001, p. 173) – is evident here, 

especially along the lines of ‘phenomenology (“surface”) and in vitalistic 

philosophy (Lebensphilosophie, “flux of life”)’ (Witte, Correll, & Zipes, 1975, 

p. 63). Kracauer declared that ‘film is a privileged medium’ (Aitken, 2001, 

p. 178) – which is ‘generated by the state of the Lebenswelt within 

modernity’ (p. 178) – because it is ‘uniquely equipped to redeem this base 

of life for the modern subject’ (p. 178). This entails, in terms of practice, that 
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films must be ‘so constructed as to replicate the damaged condition of the 

Lebenswelt within modernity, and this led Kracauer to endorse a type of 

cinema which is indeterminate in character, and which possesses “affinities” 

with such aspects of the Lebenswelt as “unstaged reality,” “chance,” “the 

fortuitous,” “the indeterminate,” the “flow of life” and “endlessness”’ (Aitken, 

2006, p. 166); such a ‘model of cinematic realism led Kracauer to support 

forms of avant-garde film-making which deploy the impressionistic style’1 

(p. 166). For Kracauer, ‘the basic principles and affinities of film equated 

structurally with those underlying the Lebenswelt’ (Aitken, 2001, p. 174). 

This ‘postulation of a structural homological relationship between film and 

the Lebenswelt provides one of the foundations of Kracauer’s theory of 

cinematic realism, and also makes it clear that this theory was not based 

on naïve realist premises’ (Aitken, 2001, p. 174). The affinity between 

phenomenology and KCR is evident here; indeed Kracauer’s ‘theory of 

cinematic realism is best described as a form of phenomenological realism 

which, like the Kantian aesthetics and Husserlian phenomenology from 

which it is derived, seeks a basis of knowledge and representation through 

close observation of the material world’ (Aitken, 2001, p. 178) – Kracauer 

elucidated: 

Both the farmer and the engineer know something about the 
importance of seemingly unimportant details. Many small factors, 
they know, must work together to ripen the corn or to make a 
complicated machine function. Their experience teaches them to 
distrust the pretensions of pure ideas while at the same time they 

                                                             
1 Life-world Series, an experimental documentary, executes a form of avant-garde film-making 
which deploys the impressionistic style. Chapter 2 will discuss the genre of the film and the shape 
that KCR aesthetics has taken in the said work. 
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find in little things more than just little things. Such an outlook proves 
helpful, too, in the field of humanities where any survey interested 
solely in the display of ideas runs the risk of missing the ideas’ very 
significance. (Kracauer, 1996, p. 16) qtd. in (Gemünden & Moltke, 
2012, pp. 1-2) 

 

Husserl argued that abstraction threatens to block out the ‘subjective 

meanings generated within experience’ (Aitken, 2001, p. 173) of ‘the 

phenomenal world’ (2016, p. 16) or the Lebenswelt’ which is ‘the world in 

which we live intuitively’ (Husserl, 1970, p. 139). In line with this, Husserl 

declared that the modern subject, in the journey towards self-actualisation, 

‘must regain contact with this lost, and repressed, realm of existence’ (p. 

173). Indeed, the bond between phenomenology and KCR is expressed in 

that objective of the modern subject to reconnect with the Lebenswelt, 

which holds the ‘key to understanding Kracauer’s assertion that “physical 

reality” can be redeemed through cinema’ (Wils, 2016, p. 76). 

Brocka film studies 

Before we identify and expound on the research streams in Brocka film 

studies, let us first briefly consider the historical context of the cinema of 

Brocka, who made his films from 1970 to 1991, which in turn covers the 

entire Era of Martial Law in the Philippines from September 1972 to March 

1986. The main part of that period was termed by the regime of President 

Ferdinand Marcos as Bagong Lipunan [‘New Society’] (1972-81) and the 

extension period, as ‘New Republic’ (1981-86) (Rafael, 1990, p. 282). The 

phrase, ‘crony capitalism’, which pertained to the ‘megalomania of the 

dictatorship in connivance with the Marcos cronies who left the Philippines 
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in massive poverty’ describes the Philippine economic system during that 

era (Tolentino, 2010, p. 98). The First Lady, Imelda Marcos ‘transformed 

Manila through autocratic development of structures and projects which 

embodied her vision of “the true, the good, and the beautiful”’ (Tolentino, 

2012, p. 115); these buildings were built more to showcase the 

achievements of the modernising regime than for their ‘intended public 

purpose’ (p. 117). Imelda’s brand of spreading “beauty” and “culture” 

interlaced with Ferdinand’s ‘nationalist pretentions of “making this nation 

great again”’ (Rafael, 1990, p. 295). When confronted about the poverty in 

the Philippines, she once declared in Newsweek: ‘Yes, the Filipinos are 

living in slums and hovels. But what counts is the human spirit, and the 

Filipinos are smiling’ (Stein, 1983, p. 54). In an apparent attempt to counter 

this in public discourse, Brocka’s films attempted to flesh out ‘images and 

imagery of mass poverty, individual entrapment, and social immobility and 

abjection’ (Tolentino, 2012, p. 129); thus, exposing the ‘artificiality of 

Marcosian “realism”’ (Campos, 2011, p. 8) by depicting ‘an inutile state that 

is unresponsive to the conditions of its citizenry’ (Tolentino, 2012, p. 129). 

Studies on Brocka’s cinema have pursued one or a combination of 

six streams: (1) sociocultural approach – examining how Brocka’s works 

[e.g., Angela Markado (1980)] have cinematically expressed social issues 

in Martial Law-Era Philippines amidst heavy censorship; (2) political 

approach – studying the Brocka ‘city film’ [e.g., Maynila sa mga Kuko ng 

Liwanag/Manila in the Claws of Light (1975)] vis-à-vis the vision of 

modernity as imposed by the oppressive regime; (3) allegorical approach – 
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analysing the Brocka ‘small town film’ [e.g., Tinimbang Ka ngunit 

Kulang/Weighed but Found Wanting (1974)] as a microcosm of the nation; 

(4) auteur studies – fleshing out Brocka as a politically-conscious filmmaker 

during [e.g., Bayan Ko: Kapit sa Patalim/My Own Country (1985)] and even 

after [e.g., Orapronobis (1989)] the Era of Martial Law in the Philippines; (5) 

genre studies – for example, considering Brocka films as melodramas with 

feminist pronouncements [e.g., Adultery: Aida Macaraeg Case No. 7892 

(1984)]; and finally, (6)‘the Brocka film’ and cinematic realism – a locus 

among the fields of film theory,  aesthetics and philosophy. The notion that 

Brocka films – particularly the ‘small town’ (Tolentino, 2003, p. 77) film and 

the ‘city film’ (2012, p. 132) as a microcosm of the nation’s political 

dynamics (2003, p. 77) – bring up relevant sociocultural and political issues 

dominates the scholarship on the cinema of Brocka. Tolentino asserted that 

Brocka’s ‘social drama films’, which are set in ‘particular formations’ (2001, 

p. 31) such as the slum area [e.g., Insiang (1976)], small town (e.g., 

Weighed but Found Wanting), or factory (e.g., My Own Country), ‘reflect 

the national political turmoil during the Marcos dictatorship and the 

succeeding Aquino administration era’ (p. 31).  

There has also been considerable writing on Brocka as an auteur 

whose works exhibit his political consciousness during and even after the 

era of martial law in the Philippines. He, along with another Filipino auteur, 

Ishmael Bernal, led the group of new generation directors of the 1970s, 

who were committed filmmakers aspiring to make the public demand 

‘intelligent filmmaking’ (Sotto, 2010, p. 56). These studies highlight 
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Brocka’s affinity for realism and his influential role in ‘the Second Golden 

Age’ (David, 2010, p. 214) of Philippine cinema, which was spearheaded 

by this auteur whose works gravitated towards showing the lives of the 

Philippines’ rural and urban poor (Vick, 2007, p. 230) and marked ‘a return 

to realism and social commentary’ (p. 230) in Filipino movies. The cinematic 

imagery during that period was ‘based on “creative” visualizations of 

poverty; their preferred mode of narration was “realism” (Tiongson, 2001, 

pp. xxix-xxxi)’ (Campos, 2011, p. 4). Research works on genre studies and 

the Brocka cinema have highlighted the prominence of the milieu as 

characteristic of ‘the Brocka film’, which was ‘closely associated with the 

social realist genre during the 1970s to mid-1980s, when Filipino film 

directors and scriptwriters began using the term “milieu movie”’ (David, 

2011, p. 88). Brocka always made it a point to shoot on location. In the 

documentary film, entitled Signed: Lino Brocka (1987), the auteur relayed 

his experience in making his first slum film early in his career in the 1970s: 

‘I did my first slum picture and it got in trouble with the censors – they were 

banning it because it was too realistic. They would say: You know, your 

movies disturb; we feel uncomfortable. I said: It’s meant to be’ (Blackwood, 

1987). 

 Campos (2011) delved into Brocka’s cinematic realism – the last 

approach and the most under-researched among the six streams 

mentioned above – by asserting that the auteur’s realist effect’ which was 

first realized in Manila in the Claws of Light (1975), ‘the pioneer urban realist 

film’ (p. 5), was founded on Brocka’s proclivity to portray ‘the “real” or 
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“everyday” way of life of slum-dwellers’ (Campos, 2011, p. 5). The film 

criticism component – examination of KCR in selected Brocka films 

(Chapter 3) – belongs to this stream.  

V Methodology 

The methodology of the study on KCR involved three components: (1) 

research-based production of ten short films that comprise the Life-world 

Series film project; (2) textual analyses of the said film and selected Brocka 

films; and (3) meta-analysis of the scholarly criticism on the Brocka film as 

principally realist. The field notes on the investigation of KCR all through 

the Life-world Series film production process, which ran for a total of 13 

months provided considerable insight during the textual analysis phase on 

this film, which had the following film-making stages: (a) preproduction that 

was founded on research that navigated through Kracauer’s realist film 

theory; (b) principal photography that followed an emergent design in terms 

of developing the film’s subject matter, that is, the Lebenswelt; and (c) 

postproduction that was built upon the study’s examination of KCR film 

aesthetics – particularly the five (out of seven determined in Chapter 1) 

cinematic-realist tropes, namely, the quotidian, the fortuitous, the 

indeterminate, the flow of life, and the spiritual life itself. The comments of 

the spectators of the short films in Life-world Series were considered in the 

analysis. The responses were gathered by Prof. Mykel Andrada of the 

College of Arts and Letters, University of the Philippines-Diliman. On 14 

May 2018, he assigned Life-world Series as one of the online works to be 

critiqued for the final examination of one of his classes. The students were 
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free to choose any of the ten short films from the collection. Prof. Andrada 

volunteered to send their responses to the researcher. In this manuscript, 

their names are anonymised by assigning them random four-digit numbers. 

The last two KCR tropes – the refuse and the transient – were operated as 

anchor points in the textual analysis of selected Brocka films with the meta-

analysis of the criticism of the Brocka film as principally realist serving as a 

jumping-off point.  

 

 

Figure 4. Discussion assignment matrix 

 

The first column of Figure 4 shows the seven KCR tropes that will be 

identified at the end of Chapter 1 which is on Kracauer’s realist film theory. 

In the second column of Figure 4 are the corresponding KCR sub-tropes 

that stem from the preceding. These will serve as further anchor points in 

investigating the KCR tropes in the results and discussions sections of 

Chapters 2 and 3 in the manuscript. The third column indicates the short 

films in Life-world Series and the selected films of Brocka in relation to the 
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KCR tropes that they examine (to the left) and which chapter their 

corresponding discussions will be circumscribed (to the right, fourth 

column). 

 

 

Figure 5. KCR tropes, film techniques, and findings on the Lebenswelt 

 

To optimise the opportunity for the dissertation to produce findings that 

could potentially be analysed and from which conclusions could be drawn 

on the essence of the Kracauerian realist film, the project ensured that 

various cinematic elements would be covered by both its film practice (Life-

world Series) and criticism (Brocka films) components. In the third row (‘film 

technique’) of Figure 5, a diverse set of film techniques is indicated. In the 

last row [‘the Lebenswelt (life-world) as’], the results of the short film 
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experiments (studies one through ten) and selected Brocka films in the 

dissertation are summarised. As noted in the research questions section, 

the seven KCR tropes that the project set out to investigate interact with 

the characteristics of the Lebenswelt – ten from Life-world Series and two 

from Brocka films. In this light, the respective analysis sections of each of 

the seven KCR tropes in Chapters 2 and 3 will factor in these data which 

are to be analysed as products of the following factors as identified in Figure 

3: ‘(Husserlian phenomenology) x (KCR)’. 

VI Scope and limitations of the study 

The project principally covered notions of cinematic realism as investigated 

by Kracauer in Theory of Film: The Redemption of Physical Reality (1960), 

which presents a ‘vast catalogue of functions, “inherent affinities,” and 

objects’ (Hansen, 1997, p. ix); however, this study did not account for each 

and every element in the book. To produce a representative set of 

cinematic-realist notions from Theory of Film, the project considered the 

central position of the Lebenswelt in KCR; in this light, it was determined 

that this phenomenological notion would be the subject matter of the film 

that was designed to investigate KCR. This was a direct result of the 

primordial drive of the study to explore the philosophical influences, i.e., 

Kant and Husserl, on Kracauer, as mentioned at the beginning of the 

current chapter. In Chapter 1, which the reader will see shortly, before the 

KCR film aesthetics will be considered in depth, a significant discussion on 

the characteristics of the phenomenalist-realist film (PRF) – which bears 

the marks of Kantian aesthetics and Husserlian phenomenology – will first 
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be conducted; consequently, at the point when the project considers KCR 

in depth, its exploration will be enriched by the larger philosophical and 

aesthetic background of KCR. The seven KCR tropes to be identified at the 

end of Chapter 1 are a product of this process; thus, the set – (1) the 

quotidian, (2) the transient, (3) the refuse, (4) the fortuitous, (5) the 

indeterminate, (6) the flow of life, and (7) the spiritual life itself – is a fairly 

representative exemplification of KCR such that it manifests both the 

essential core and the intellectual background of Kracauer’s realist film 

theory.  

The study has a couple of limitations. The first is that although the 

project uses two means to investigate KCR – film practice and criticism – 

the former is the main component while the latter is the supplementary, 

based on the allocation of KCR tropes that are examined. To make them 

equal, the project could have imposed an equal allocation of the number of 

tropes to investigate, but during the course of the research process, these 

tropes organically gravitated towards either film practice or criticism as the 

fitting method to investigate them. This brings us to the second limitation. 

Although the title of the dissertation, ‘Investigating Kracauerian Cinematic 

Realism through Film Practice and Criticism: Life-world Series (2017) and 

Selected Films of Lino Brocka’ might imply that the project is principally 

about comparing the two ways to investigate KCR, it is not; as described in 

this chapter, the dissertation is primarily concerned with the discussion of 

the findings that result from the project’s examination of KCR and not in 

comparing the tools that were used in the procedure. Another study that 
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would be primarily engaged in the comparison among (a) film practice, (b) 

film criticism and, say, (c) film sociology, or methods used in media studies, 

or other interdisciplinary approaches in investigating KCR would be an 

interesting endeavour as well, but diverges from principal concerns of the 

dissertation on hand. 
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Chapter one: Kracauerian cinematic realism (KCR) 

 

This chapter initially discusses twelve cinematic-realist tropes then finally 

identifies the seven Kracauerian cinematic-realist tropes that served as 

anchor points in this thesis project. Since the Kracauerian realist film is a 

subset of the ‘phenomenalist-realist’ (Aitken, 2016, p. 34) film, the first five 

of the twelve cinematic-realist tropes come from the general characteristics 

of the latter category; that is, the phenomenalist-realist film as: (i) 

perceptually realistic; (ii) disinterested; (iii) nature-like; (iv) feeling-oriented; 

and (v) flowing. The next seven come from notions of cinematic realism by 

Siegfried Kracauer; of these, three come from the ‘objects’ (Kracauer, 1960, 

p. 53) offered by Kracauer’s ‘cinematic realism of everyday life’ (Hansen, 

1997, p. ix), namely, (vi) the quotidian and – among the ‘things normally 

unseen’ (Kracauer, 1960, p. 46) – (vii) the transient and (viii) the refuse. 

The next three come from the film medium’s basic affinity for representing 

‘aspects of reality’ (Aitken, 2001, p. 175) such as (ix) the fortuitous, (x) the 

indeterminate, and (xi) the ‘flow of life’ (Kracauer, 1960, p. 71) (Aitken, 2001, 

p. 175). The last trope, (xii) ‘the spiritual life itself’ (Kracauer, 1960, p. 309) 

is special. It comes from under Kracauer’s final subheading in Theory of 

Film (1960), ‘The Family of Man’ (p. 309), where he avows the cinematic 

proposition ‘for reflecting and endorsing the actual rapprochement between 

the peoples of the world’ (p. 310). By the end of this chapter, the above 

cinematic-realist tropes are then synthesized to identify the final KCR 

tropes employed in discussing the results of the thesis project. 
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I The realist film theory of Siegfried Kracauer 

The writings of Kracauer can be divided into two halves, i.e., the ‘two 

Kracauers’ (Petro, 1991, p. 131). The early Kracauer of the 1920s to the 

1930s was a practical film critic of the Frankfurter Zeitung where he was a 

‘phenomenological observer of the local, the ephemeral, the everyday’ (p. 

131). During this period, Kracauer wrote ‘Cult of Distraction: On Berlin's 

Picture Palaces’ (1987) and ‘The Mass Ornament’ (1995). These essays 

were ‘ethnologically inflected observations of ordinary practices’ (Sieg, 

2010, p. 100) – contributing to a ‘theory of the ordinary’ (p. 100) – which 

anticipated ‘methodologically crucial aspects of what we have come to call 

cultural studies’ (p. 100). The late Kracauer, on the other hand, was a 

‘massive system-builder and conceptual thinker’ (Petro, 1991, p. 131) in 

From Caligari to Hitler: A Psychological Study of the German Film (1947) 

and Theory of Film: The Redemption of Physical Reality (1960) (Petro, 

1991, p. 131). It has also been noted, however, especially by recent 

scholarship on Kracauer’s realist film theory that a significant level of 

continuity is evident in the two periods. To illustrate, the ‘play of surface in 

and through its representations’ (Petro, 1991, p. 137) is a clear motif in both 

‘The Mass Ornament’ (popular culture and media) and Theory of Film 

(cinema); furthermore, the implications of the cherished Weimar themes, 

e.g., growing calculation, rationalisation, mechanisation, estrangement, etc. 

(Koss, 1996, p. 83) that are replete in the early work are evidently the basis 

of the later works’ formulations on abstraction, the modern condition, and 

ultimately, the redemptive potential of the film medium.  
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Kracauer has been distinguished among the first generation of 

Critical Theorists – which includes Walter Benjamin, Theodor Adorno, 

Herbert Marcuse, Max Horkheimer, Eric Fromm, Leo Lowenthal, and 

Friedrich Pollock – as ‘the only one who had significant expertise in matters 

of cinema’ (Hansen, 2012, p. 3). His contribution, however has not been 

appreciated fully2 since in the first place, German cultural theory, ‘in the 

form of Frankfurt School critical sociology, has tended to marginalize the 

cinema’ (Elsaesser, 1987, p. 66). What contributed to this was Kracauer’s 

breaking away from the Marxist paradigm and consideration of ‘the 

ornaments of the masses not as products of the culture industry but as 

phenomena capable of revealing social experiences that otherwise would 

remain hidden’ (Sieg, 2010, pp. 111). 

To understand the location of Kracauerian cinematic realism in film 

scholarship, we need to trace the path that realist film theory has taken in 

the history of the discipline. In the 1920s to the late 1950s, the realist-

intuitionist paradigm dominated European film theory (Aitken, 2001, p. 162). 

In the 1950s to the 1960s, when institutional places for Film Studies had 

not been established yet, ‘both Caligari and Theory of Film failed to find a 

wide or appreciative audience’ (Petro, 1991, p. 135). When academic film 

study was finally institutionalised in the 1960s to the 1970s, the 

                                                             
2 Authors such as Miriam Bratu Hansen have endeavoured to redeem Kracauer’s ideas that remain 
‘much misunderstood and maligned to this day’ (Gilloch, 2015, p. 174). In Hansen’s ‘Introduction’ 
in the 1997 printing of Theory of Film, she integrated her findings from her crucial research on 
Kracauer’s Marseilles notebooks that would eventually be published as Theory of Film (Kracauer, 
1960); ‘indeed, there are even earlier indications of his theoretical/aesthetic preoccupations 
traceable beyond his film criticism for the Frankfurter Zeitung during the 1920s, back to his own 
formative pre-Weimar writings’ (Gilloch, 2015, p. 165). 
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preponderance of post-structuralism and political modernism in the body of 

film theory drove realist film theory to the ‘margins of critical consideration’ 

(Aitken, 2001, p. 162) so Kracauer’s books became even ‘further 

marginalized and unreadable, antithetical as they were to the reigning 

critical orthodoxies of auteurism, structuralism, and antirealist film theory’ 

(Petro, 1991, p. 135). In the 1980s to the 1990s, realism had all but 

disappeared from theoretical discussion and was ‘replaced by skirmishes 

over the distinction between modernism and postmodernism’ (Rothberg, 

2000, p. 8). While Kracauer has been ‘neglected since the 1960s when 

structuralism cast a sceptical eye on film’s photographic mission, interest 

in his work is growing’ (Armstrong, 2007, p. 63). In 1991, the influential 

scholarly journal, New German Critique, published its ‘Special Issue on 

Siegfried Kracauer’ who may be less well known than André Bazin, ‘film 

theory’s arch champion of realism’ (Armstrong, 2007, p. 62), but the 

former’s ‘emphasis on film's ability to capture real experience identifies 

important bonds between films, their record of modern life and the role of 

the spectator’ (p. 62). 

 Kracauer’s realist film theory, set against the backdrop of the 

modern condition which is dominated ‘by systems of technical and 

conceptual rationality’ (Aitken, 2006, p. 154), has for its major theme the 

constant tension between immediate experience and conceptual rationality. 

As instrumental discourses pervade the modern condition, the essence of 

objects become ‘tantamount to their function’ (Kracauer 1960, p. 292). The 

predominating abstraction within the modern condition produces a state 
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wherein ‘physical nature has been persistently veiled by ideologies’ (p. 299). 

As early as in the ‘Mass Ornament’, Kracauer asserted that ‘hidden truths’ 

(Sieg, 2010, p. 104) such as these are always already out in the open, but 

we often fail to recognise them not because their appearances are 

deceptive (p. 104) but because the public has internalised the dominant 

ideologies that are circulated by the ideological state apparatuses such as 

the school, church, media, etc., as they go about the business of modern 

life. Indeed, the realist film theory of Kracauer is fundamentally a theory of 

cinema and the modern condition. For him, ‘the true subject matter of film 

is the modern itself’ (Gilloch, 2015, p. 175) and that ‘the film-maker has 

inherited the mantle of the “painter of modern life”’ (p. 175). Kracauer’s main 

assertion in Theory of Film: The Redemption of Physical Reality (1960) is 

that the medium has the potential to save the modern subjects from the 

insidious pull of conceptual and instrumental rationality and, in turn, lead 

them to reclaim their immediate experience of the life-world. By gravitating 

towards physical reality – ‘the things themselves’ (Russell, 2006, p. 18; 

Kracauer, 1960, p. 170) in Husserlian terms – realist cinema can affirm for 

the spectators that their actual lived experiences are valid, regardless of 

how abstracting discourses discount them as mere statistical data or any 

other form of instrumental conceptualisation. For Kracauer, the key to film’s 

potential to redeem the modern subject from the power of abstractions is 

having physical reality as an object of contemplation. The following 

passage gives us a sense of how Kracauer construes this contemplative 

process: 
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Yet the spectator cannot hope to apprehend, however incompletely, 
the being of any object that draws him into its orbit unless he 
meanders, dreamingly, through the maze of its multiple meanings 
and psychological correspondences. Material existence, as it 
manifests itself in film, launches the moviegoer into unending 
pursuits’ (Kracauer, 1960, p. 165). 

 

Early on in Theory of Film, Kracauer discussed the ‘basic aesthetic principle’ 

(1960, p. 13) in terms of photography, which ‘remains the decisive factor in 

establishing film content’ (p. 27). Since the film medium is photographic by 

default, ‘the nature of photography survives in that of film’ (p. 27). The 

current discussion on KCR also continues with the basic aesthetic principle 

of the ‘realistic tendency’ (p. 13) which applies to photography and – since 

‘the nature of photography survives in that of film’ (p. 27) – holds ‘true of 

the cinematic medium’ (p. 28). Kracauer avowed that each medium has a 

specific nature (1960, p. 3) and affirmed that ‘films may claim aesthetic 

validity if they build from their basic properties; like photographs, that is, 

they must record and reveal physical reality3’ (p. 37). Films follow the 

‘cinematic approach’ (Kracauer, 1960, p. 39) if they ‘acknowledge the 

realistic tendency by concentrating on actual physical existence’ (p. 60). 

For Kracauer, a ‘cinematic’ (1960, p. 61) film is ‘devoted to camera-reality’ 

(p. 61); on the other hand, a film is ‘uncinematic if it passes over the basic 

properties of the medium’ (p. 60) that has a ‘primordial concern for actuality’ 

                                                             

3 Kracauer identified the following as other fitting terms to refer to physical reality, which 
he defined as ‘the transitory world we live in’ (1960, p. 28): ‘material reality’; ‘physical 
existence’; ‘actuality’; ‘nature’; and ‘camera-reality’ (p. 28). 
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(p. 72). To introduce the notion of the realistic tendency, Kracauer initially 

set it against an apparent binary opposite, ‘the formalist tendency as 

manifested in the high-cultured theatre films’ (Rheindorf, 2005, p. 165) and 

Soviet montage principle that for him were ideologically contaminated 

manipulations of physical reality (p. 165). Since the film medium 

supposedly fulfils itself by capturing ‘nature in the raw’ (Kracauer, 1960, p. 

68), he considered the above as ‘formalist “perversions” on the unchecked 

use of “film language”’ (Rheindorf, 2005, p. 165). Kracauer deemed the 

mainstream theatrical films as uncinematic because they ‘intrude upon or 

displace the primacy of the realistic tendency’ (Gilloch, 2015, p. 175). On 

the one hand, this is attributed to their infelicitous attempts to film 

inappropriate subjects – theatrical plays, operas, novels, tragedy (p. 175). 

On the other hand, the protagonist’s perspective, decisions and actions 

drive the theatrical story and thus ‘limits the appropriate use of a medium 

which does not differentiate between humans and inanimate objects’ 

(Kracauer, 1960, p. 218). It is not surprising for Kracauer to reject 

ideologically-driven montage because ideology contributes to the 

‘prevailing abstractness’ (1960, p. 301), which he defined as ‘the abstract 

manner in which people of all walks of life perceive the world and 

themselves’ (p. 291). This ‘abstractness’ (p. 296) is the very thing that 

Kracauer, in the conclusion of Theory of Film, asks us to first rid ourselves 

of as best we can (p. 296) in order for the ‘redemption of physical reality’ 

(p. 300) to be fulfilled.  
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 The foregoing point about the binary opposition – realistic and 

formative tendencies – is set out here in extreme oppositional terms in order 

to mark up the distinction. In fact, however, Kracauer believed that these 

tendencies are neither necessarily in conflict with nor mutually exclusive of 

each other. Kracauer affirmed, that everything depends on the ‘right’ 

balance between the realistic tendency and the formative tendency (1960, 

p. 39). He, however, further qualified the relationship by declaring that 

these two are well-balanced if the formalist tendency ‘does not try to 

overwhelm’ (p. 39) the realist tendency ‘but eventually follows its lead’ (p. 

39). Kracauer declared that in the filmmaker’s practice of his art, he may 

express his formative energies ‘in all the dimensions which the medium has 

come to cover’ (1960, p. 39), including impressionistic renditions of physical 

existence in documentaries, cinematic visualizations of mental images, 

altered states of consciousness, rhythmical patterns, etc. (p. 39). Crucially, 

Kracauer stated that all these creative efforts are in keeping with the 

cinematic approach so long as they ‘benefit, in some way or another, the 

medium’s substantive concern with the visible world’ (1960, p. 39). He 

explained the dynamics between the realist and formalist tendencies. 

Intuitively knowing the specificity of the photographically-based medium, 

the film-maker externalizes his or her ‘inner images’ (Kracauer, 1960, p. 17) 

by using the camera to capture ‘outer shapes’ (p. 17) from physical reality 

that correspond to his or her formative energies as an artist as he or she 

‘relies on occasional coincidences between those shapes and images’ (p. 

17). Maya Deren’s A Study in Choreography for Camera (1946), for 
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example, works on the basis of these ‘occasional coincidences’ (p. 17) 

between her inner images as a film-maker and outer shapes captured by 

the camera from the physical setting where she chose to shoot the scene 

in Figure 9a. With its move to ‘penetrate the external world’ (p. 191), this 

film by Deren is, in Kracauerian terminology, a ‘cinematic film’ (p. 72). 

This privileging of the ‘cinematic approach’ of the film medium is not 

a ‘dogmatic insistence upon “realism” in film’ (Gilloch, 2015, p. 175) in a 

naïve sense. The primacy of the realist tendency in Kracauerian cinematic 

realism draws on larger philosophical dimensions, particularly in terms of 

the Husserlian notion of the Lebenswelt, which Aitken (2006) precisely 

emphasised as a ‘key to understanding Kracauer’s assertion that “physical 

reality” can be redeemed through cinema’ (Wils, 2016, p. 76). This sort of 

phenomenological attitude inherent in Kracauerian cinematic realism 

makes it belong to the ‘phenomenalist-realist’ (Aitken, 2016, p. 34) tradition 

of film theory. Therefore, before we proceed to the specifics of Kracauerian 

cinematic realism – cinematic objects, film affinities and cinematic 

proposition – let us first discuss the characteristics of the phenomenalist-

realist film.  

II Characteristics of the phenomenalist-realist film (PRF) 

In The Major Realist Film Theorists, Aitken (2016) identified the 

characteristics of the phenomenalist-realist film. I discuss each of these 

characteristics in this section. In the next section, I will integrate them with 

Kracauerian notions on cinematic realism.  
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Perceptually realistic 

Perception is the process of recognising and interpreting sensory stimuli. 

This process is a major contributor to experience, that is, the present 

content of consciousness. The experiencing subject perceives data from 

the senses – sight, hearing, smell, taste and touch – from physical reality, 

the source of this sort of appearances that present themselves to 

consciousness. The first characteristic of the phenomenalist-realist film 

(PRF), given its ‘concern for appearance, experience and phenomena’ 

(Aitken, 2016, p. 34), is that the overall structure of its images – note the 

emphasis on the visual – should be ‘perceptually realistic’ (p. 34). The 

images in Figure 6, except for the last one in the set, that of Trade Tattoo 

(1937) (6i), are perceptually realistic in a straightforward manner. Though 

the films in this set come from various avant-garde film-making modes that 

are known for their ‘formative endeavours’ (Kracauer, 1960, p. 16), their 

images adhere to ‘realist loyalties’ (p. 16). These illustrate very well 

Kracauer’s notion of the ‘right mixture’ (1960, p. 16) wherein formative 

endeavours, ‘however strongly developed, surrender their independence’ 

to realist loyalties (p. 16). The human faces shown in Figure 6 are 

perceptually realistic, that is, the film spectator recognizes the image as an 

iteration of his or her own. This applies whether the face is rendered by the 

camera in close-up (Figs. 6b, 6c, 6f and 6g) and revealing more of the 

human body in relation to other external objects in medium shot (6d and 6i), 

medium long shot (6a and 6h), or long shot (6e). 
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Figure 6. Avant-garde films: The Fall of the House of Usher (1928); The 
Seashell and the Clergyman (1928); Ménilmontant (1926); The Wheel 
(1923); Entr’acte (1924); Un Chien Andalou (1929); Battleship Potemkin 
(1925); Granton Trawler (1934); Trade Tattoo (1937) 

 

Let us note two things here. First, though the visually recognisable image 

of the human bodies in Trade Tattoo (Len Lye, 1937) (Fig. 6i) is composed 

of abstract shapes, the overall structure of the image remains perceptually 

realistic. Second, the camera trick of splitting the perceptually realistic 

image of the human face does not compromise that characteristic. The 

overall structure of this image from La coquille et le clergyman/The Seashell 

and the Clergyman (Germaine Dulac, 1928) (Fig. 6b) – a pioneering 

surrealist film – is perceptually realistic. This also applies to the other avant-

garde films such as the Dadaist film, Entr'acte (René Clair, 1924) (6e), 
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another surrealist film, Un Chien Andalou (Luis Buñuel, 1929) (6f), and the 

Soviet montage film, Battleship Potemkin (Sergei Eisenstein, 1925) (6g). 

We are now ready to discuss the second aspect of the characteristic 

currently discussed; that is, that the perceptually realistic PRF is also ‘fluid 

and impressionistic and, therefore also modernist’ (Aitken, 2016, p. 34); 

thus, included in Figure 6 are other avant-garde films that exhibit these 

characteristics. These are the French impressionist films – The Fall of the 

House of Usher/La chute de la maison Usher (Jean Epstein, 1928) (6a), 

Ménilmontant (Dimitri Kirsanoff, 1926) (6c), and The Wheel/La roue (Abel 

Gance, 1923) (6d) – and the fluid Griersonian4  documentary, Granton 

Trawler (John Grierson, 1934) (6h).  

As previously mentioned, Trade Tattoo (Len Lye, 1937) (Fig. 6i), 

though not straightforwardly realistic, retains its perceptually-realistic 

character in terms of the overall structure of its composite images. The 

images in this avant-garde film are not rendered as pure shapes, which is 

the case of abstract films in Figure 7. Though it is possible for the film 

spectator to imagine actual objects resembling the shapes in Rhythmus 21 

(Hans Richter, 1923) (Fig. 7a), Symphonie diaganale (Viking Eggeling, 

1924) (7b), Return to Reason (Man Ray, 1923) (7c), and Anemic Cinema 

(Marcel Duchamp, 1926) (7d), these images do not appear as how the 

human subject would apprehend them in the phenomenological experience 

                                                             
4 As one of ‘the major realist film theorists’ (Aitken, 2016, p. 37), John Grierson’s notions on 
cinematic realism, like Kracauer’s, are also positioned in ‘phenomenalist-realist film theory’ (p. 37). 
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of physical reality. This is where we draw the line between the perceptually 

realistic image and that which is not. 

 

 

Figure 7. Abstract films: Rhythmus 21 (1923); Symphonie diaganale (1924); 
Return to Reason (1923); Anemic Cinema (1926) 

 

Now that we understand how the formalist tendency follows the lead of the 

realistic tendency in perceptually realistic but also fluid and impressionistic 

avant-garde and documentary – i.e., Granton Trawler (1934), which fits 

both categories – films, we are now ready to see that this can also apply to 

various genres of narrative fiction films. To illustrate, let us consider the 

horror film, Vampyr (Carl Theodor Dreyer, 1932) (Fig. 8). Kracauer used 

this as an example of the fantasy film that conforms to the basic properties 
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of the film medium since it is ‘mainly built from “realistic material”’ (Kracauer, 

1960, p. 90) and concentrates on ‘real-life shots’ (p. 90) – for example, its 

‘shots of fanciful tree trunks, floating mists, and weird toads (1960, p. 91). 

Kracauer affirmed that the foregoing similarly applies to The Fall of the 

House of Usher (Jean Epstein, 1928) (Fig. 6a), which is ‘in a measure 

cinematic’ (1960, p. 87), for the director ‘makes an effort to suggest the 

presence of supernatural influences through visuals which are straight 

records of material phenomena’ (p. 91) despite his ‘intermittent recourse to 

devices, especially slow-motion’ (p. 91). 

To conclude our discussion on the first PRF characteristic, that is, 

that the overall structure of the image should be perceptually realistic, let 

us call upon a maxim declared by Dziga Vertov: ‘The main and essential 

thing is: The sensory exploration of the world through film’ (Michelson, 1984, 

p. 14). 

  

 

Figure 8. Vampyr (1932) 
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Disinterested 

The next characteristic to be considered is that ‘film should also be mainly 

free from interest, not linked to purpose or intent’ (Aitken, 2016, p. 34) yet 

engage in a ‘form of purposiveness’ (p. 34). To understand this, let us first 

consider the idea of disinterestedness as developed by Immanuel Kant, 

one of the two philosophers – the other being Edmund Husserl, whose 

notion of the Lebenswelt we will examine in Chapter 2 – who influenced 

Kracauer (Aitken, 2016, p. 19). 

Kant, in The Critique of Judgement (1986), stated, ‘A judgement 

upon an object of our delight may be wholly disinterested but withal very 

interesting’ (pp. 43-4). What does disinterested judgment mean? Let us 

begin with a basic element of experience: sensation. Kant referred to 

‘sensation’ specifically in terms of pleasures and displeasures brought 

about by the five senses (Wicks, 2007, p. 23). The ‘agreeableness of the 

sensation’ (p. 24) is determined by how one subjectively feels about ‘some 

raw sensory experience’ (p. 24), say, the sweetness of an apple. Aesthetic 

judgments of sensation are ‘combined with a gratifying intent and, strictly 

speaking, do not directly relate to beauty; on the other hand, ‘judgments of 

pure beauty are disinterested’ (p. 25) and even ‘do not involve knowing 

what the object is for’ (p. 28). When we ‘appreciate something in a manner 

devoid of interest’ (Pillow, 2011, p. 161), that is, in a disinterested way, ‘we 

judge it without reference to concepts of utility or of the moral good’ (p. 161). 
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Let us rephrase the PRF characteristic stated above: film should be 

disinterested yet manifest a form of purposiveness. What does it take for 

something to be purposive? For Kant, to refer to something as purposive is 

to assume that the acknowledgement of ‘a background intelligence is 

compelling, psychologically unavoidable, and impossible to remove from 

consideration’ (Wicks, 2007, p. 48). Kant’s ‘essential idea is that in beautiful 

things imagination discerns an indefinite orderedness or designedness, a 

well-formedness that is pleasing’ (Pillow, 2011, p. 162).  

Let us consider the images in Figure 9. The cinematic meditation in 

A Study in Choreography for Camera (1946) (Fig. 9a), in the form of the 

echoing of the figure of the human body – contemplating the movement of 

the limbs – with that formed by the branches and stems of the trees 

enveloping the frame stands ‘outside instrumental purpose and need’ 

(Aitken, 2016, p. 21). This cinematic study undertaken by Deren is clearly 

not an instructional video on ballet or modern jazz. This work fosters the 

spectator, who may not even apprehend what this configuration of objects 

of pure beauty is for, to engage in a disinterested judgment of the visual 

appearances set along the running length of the film. What draws the 

spectator into this cinematic experience is how the objects of pure 

cinematic beauty that appear before him engage in a form of purposiveness; 

indeed, ‘beautiful things seem to be wrought by an intentionality shaping 

them to some purpose, even though we do not know what that purpose 

might be’ (Pillow, 2011, p. 162). The film leads the spectator to intuitively 

wonder about the background intelligence – goes beyond the intentions of 
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the auteur – that interweaves the realms of appearances and sensory 

gratifications to make possible a cinematic experience that could 

spontaneously be interjected as ‘beautiful’! 

 

 

Figure 9. A Study in Choreography for Camera (1946); Sleep (1964); Berlin 
Horse (1970) 
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For Kant, the judging of the object – like the image in Deren’s film – 

is the very experience of the ‘harmony of the cognitive faculties’ (Wicks, 

2007, p. 43). What are cognitive faculties? Kant describes the mind as 

having ‘a storehouse of mental images (the imagination)’ and associated 

with this, the storehouse of concepts (the understanding)’ (Wicks, 2007, p. 

41). These two parts of the mind work together in judging the object: 

‘imagination for the composition of the manifold of intuition and 

understanding for the unity of the concept that unifies the representation’ 

(Wicks, 2007, p. 41). Specifically, the faculty of Imagination ‘unites the 

sense impressions which human beings experience into various evolving 

structures and patterns while the faculty of Understanding then applies 

higher-level regulative concepts and classifications to these’ (Aitken, 2016, 

p. 20). It is important to note, however, that this harmony between the 

cognitive faculties of Imagination and Understanding is ‘instantiated to a 

degree of intensity that matches the intelligible quality of the object’s 

purposive form’ (Wicks, 2007, p. 43).  

In Kant’s ‘account of the free harmony of cognitive powers in 

aesthetic judgment, what imagination produces in its free aesthetic play 

with something is an appreciation of how, in multiple ways, the beautiful 

thing intimates a suitability for a purpose, or suggests a designing intention 

in its exquisite form’ (Pillow, 2011, p. 162). The key here is how our 

encounter with the ‘object’s purposive form makes us feel’ (Wicks, 2007, p. 

114), and Kant considers it ‘unimportant whether we happen to be 

contemplating a dream object or an actual object, natural object or a work 
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of art’ (p. 114). The disinterested judgement of the image that intertwines 

nature and man in Figure 9a results in it being characterised as beautiful 

because it is intuitively intelligible for the spectator – using the harmony 

between Imagination and Understanding – that a background intelligence 

is behind the designs of the trees and the dancing man and our cinematic 

experience of both. The images in Figures 9b and 9c are also disinterested, 

but as Kant would put it, quite interesting. Sleep (Andy Warhol, 1964), a 

five-hour film that features footage of a man sleeping, manifests the 

disinterested character – it is ‘mainly free from interest, not linked to 

purpose or intent’ (Aitken, 2016, p. 34) aside from the inclination to partake 

of a form of purposiveness (p. 34).  

The bare image of the sleeping man in Figure 9b intuitively invites 

the spectator to look for patterns and evolving structures created by his or 

her encounter with the background intelligence that renders intelligible its 

purposive form in physical terms as apprehended by the camera. Kant 

believed that living organisms are, in this strong sense, purposive, ‘owing 

to the mysterious nature of life’ (Wicks, 2007, p. 49); indeed, their ‘indefinite 

designedness’ (Pillow, 2011, p. 162) is ‘an aspect of the beautiful’ (p. 162). 

Kant regarded ‘individual organisms in nature as internally purposive 

systems that are the apparent products of intelligent design’ (Guyer, 2006, 

p. 349). Such is also the case in Berlin Horse (Malcolm le Grice, 1970) (Fig. 

9c) wherein the spectator uses his or her Imagination to open webs of 

intuitive possibilities sparked by the beautiful footage of the moving horse 

– enhanced by a special impressionistic colour film technique made by the 
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filmmaker – as Understanding dances with its partner to judge the cinematic 

object. The disinterestedness achieved by the free experience of the 

cinematic objects of contemplation in Figure 9, that is, dancing man vis-à-

vis trees, sleeping man in real time, and impressionistic rendering of the 

galloping horse, are judged as aesthetically valuable within Kant’s idea of 

‘judgment of taste’ because they are ‘not related to any interest on the part 

of the perceiver’ (Aitken, 2016, p. 21). This disinterested aesthetic 

experience is what Kant called ‘free liking’ and ‘pleasurable liking’ (Aitken, 

2016, p. 22). The idea of contemplation that springs from the state of 

disinterestedness is critical in the experience of the phenomenalist-realist 

film (PRF). As succinctly expressed by Aitken, ‘The idea of “contemplation” 

here also means something like an act of deep and long consideration, 

observation or admiration, and can involve both thoughtfulness and simply 

“looking at” something’ (2016, p. 22). 

Nature-like 

As the foregoing examples suggest, the disinterested PRF has a special 

affinity with nature, which provides a ‘richer and more indeterminate 

encounter than any art object could establish’ (Aitken, 2016, p. 21). This 

brings us to the next Kantian idea that is closely related to disinterestedness, 

that is, Naturschöne, ‘natural beauty’ or the ‘beauty of nature’, which refers 

to ‘meaningful formations and a sense of wholeness found when the 

Imagination and Understanding contemplate nature’ (p. 20). The third PRF 

characteristic to be considered in our discussion is that film should be 

‘nature-like’ (p. 21) that is, empirically dense and ‘largely indeterminate’ (p. 
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21) – thus stimulating the Imagination – while leaving some space open for 

‘ordering activity’ (p. 21) by Understanding. Note that when we say film 

should be nature-like, we mean two aspects: firstly, the film medium’s 

intrinsic special affinity for photographically rendering the ‘nature in the raw’ 

(Kracauer, 1960, p. 18) aspect of camera-reality; and secondly, that the 

medium’s form be nature-like. In this section, we focus on the first aspect, 

since the second aspect is more adequately addressed by the next PRF 

characteristic, that is, that film should ‘flow’, to be discussed in the next 

section. 

 The drive for the phenomenalist-realist film theory’s emphasis on 

natural beauty – with its empirical density and indeterminacy – is its ability 

to engage the film spectator to actively discover meaningful formations 

within the cinematic experience. In the phenomenological experience of 

appearances of the beauty of nature, we encounter the sublime. This 

completes Kant’s notion of ‘aesthetic judgments of reflection (that is, not 

sensory)’ (Wicks, 2007, p. 94), which include judgments of pure beauty (as 

exemplified by our illustrations on disinterestedness) and judgments of the 

sublime (Naturschöne) (p. 94). Kant avowed that in the case of the sublime, 

a given object ‘stimulates a tension between the Imagination and Reason’ 

(Wicks, 2007, p. 96), which is the ‘storehouse of indeterminate concepts’ 

(p. 95) – this is the other side of Understanding, the ‘storehouse of 

determinate concepts’ (p. 95). Reason is the storehouse of ideas such as 

those of ‘morality, God, freedom, the world, and the immortal soul’ (Wicks, 

2007, p. 96). This is an important aspect of phenomenological experience 
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of the human being; indeed, ‘Phenomenology is reason’s self-discovery in 

the presence of intelligible objects’ (Sokolowski, 2000, p. 4). 

 

 

Figure 10. The Scent of Green Papaya (1993); Mothlight (1963); La région 
centrale (1971) 

 

Let us consider the images in Figure 10. The fluid movement of the papaya 

sap set against the texture and colour of the leaf in The Scent of Green 

Papaya/Mùi du du xanh (Tran Anh Hung, 1993) (Fig. 10a), the branch-like 

vein pattern within the insect wings in Mothlight (Stan Brakhage, 1963) 

(10b), and the randomly-composed – through a special contraption for 
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camera movement – landscape as cinematic object of contemplation in La 

région centrale (Michael Snow, 1971) (10c), contain a level of empirical 

density and indeterminacy. These cinematic appearances of natural 

patterns and arrangements foster an encounter with ‘purposiveness without 

purpose’ (Aitken, 2016, p. 22); that is, the patterns and arrangements 

perceived by the spectator seem to be ‘purposes’ though ‘no definite 

purpose or meaning can be discerned’ (p. 22). This ‘indefinite 

purposiveness’ (p. 22) is crucial because ‘it makes the Imagination and 

Understanding interact equivalently, and therefore causes both to engage 

in an activity which is law-like and free’ (p. 22). The result is a spectatorial 

encounter with ‘purposiveness without purpose’ (p. 22) that was actualised 

by the objects of contemplation – tree sap, insect wings and natural 

landscape – which are part of physical reality. To find ‘beauty in 

“purposiveness without purpose” is to like the well-shaped form of 

something so much that it seems it could only be intentional, despite our 

not really attributing any fixed purpose to it’ (Pillow, 2011, p. 162). 

Stimulating Imagination and Understanding through this ‘free play’ (Wicks, 

2007, p. 24) promotes their harmonious coordination; indeed, ‘the very 

structure of the mind expresses the general union of intuitions and concepts’ 

(p. 24). The resulting ‘intuitive awareness’ (Aitken, 2016, p. 14), however, 

‘cannot be anchored and set down for scrutiny because it is momentary’ (p. 

14) and feeling-oriented – this further enhances the indeterminacy of the 

visual aspect of phenomenalist-realist film. 
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Feeling-oriented 

As discussed using the examples above, judgments of pure beauty and 

judgments of the sublime make up the ‘aesthetic judgments of reflection 

(that is, not sensory)’ (Wicks, 2007, p. 94). As a rule, Kant reserves ‘the 

word “sensation” specifically for pleasures and displeasures related to the 

five senses, and uses the term “feeling” more specifically to refer to aspects 

of experience that include non-sensory satisfactions’ (p. 23). His notion of 

Imagination as the part of the mind that deals with the composition of the 

‘manifold of intuition’ (p. 41) is concerned with ‘indefinite knowledge which 

is also comprehended “intuitively”’, that is, with an awareness of something 

resonantly ‘“grasped” or “felt”’ (Aitken, 2016, p. 14). In partnership with the 

Imagination, intuitive Understanding relates to ‘feeling rather than intellect, 

to mood rather than concept’ (p. 14) and ‘generates indefinite meaning 

grasped intuitively through feeling’ (p. 22). Since phenomenalist-realist film 

theory avows that ‘film is essentially a non-verbal medium which generates 

feeling that is intuited’ (p. 34) the phenomenalist-realist film is characterized 

as predominated by feelings rather than ideas (p. 34). The disinterested 

aesthetic experience fostered by the harmony of the cognitive faculties is 

‘not constrained by the parameters of conceptual reason’ (p. 22); 

consequently, the ‘disinterested judgment of taste cannot lead to definite 

knowledge’ (p. 22). In line with this, intuitive understanding is best portrayed 

through non-verbal forms of art (p. 14) and those wherein our judgment of 

the cinematic ‘object’s pure beauty ought not to be determined by practical 

concerns or conceptual definition’ (Wicks, 2007, p. 28). Examples of films 
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that satisfy both categories are A Study in Choreography for Camera (1946) 

(Fig. 9a), Sleep (1964) (9b), Berlin Horse (1970) (9c), Mothlight (1963) 

(10b), and La région centrale (1971) (10c). It is important to note, however, 

that this goes beyond the avant-garde realm. Next, we shall consider how 

Tokyo Story/Tôkyô monogatari (Yasujirô Ozu, 1953) – though not 

necessarily non-verbal like the five examples above – fosters intuitive 

understanding by taking the feeling-oriented route. 

 

 

Figure 11. Tokyo Story (1953) and Regen (1929) 

 

The theme of Tokyo Story (1953) is death; true to the spirit of the medium, 

the film engages the spectators through a phenomenalist-realist experience 

of the physical body. The death of the elderly mother becomes a turning 

point in the film which takes a feeling-oriented route in navigating through 

the series of events. Before we proceed, let me make a distinction between 

emotions and feelings. I use the term ‘emotions’ to refer to psychological 

states such as joy, sadness, anger, fear, and disgust whilst the term 

‘feelings’ to refer to our way of phenomenologically experiencing the 
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objects in the world. These feelings go beyond the realm of sensations and 

perceptions but originate from there. It is through feeling that we break from 

the confines of the intellect so that we could reach its co-existing plane of 

intuition. In Tokyo Story, the death of the mother is cinematically rendered 

through a route of ‘feeling rather than intellect’ (Aitken, 2016, p. 14) and of 

‘mood rather than concept’ (p. 14). The shot in Figure 11a is from a scene 

wherein the doctor had just told the father and the daughter that the elderly 

woman will likely pass on before sunrise. For certain, there are strong 

emotions – e.g., grief, despair, guilt – involved here but intertwining with 

this dramatic through-line is the phenomenalist-realist engagement that 

takes the feeling-oriented route. Through the cinematic experience of the 

portrayal of the mother within the narrative timeline, and the corresponding 

effects, in terms of mood, of her life and death on the other physical bodies 

(her family) that surround her, the spectators resonantly grasp the core of 

Tokyo Story, that is, as the life-death cycle happens, time goes on. The 

upshot of this film is not just the eliciting of emotions as a consequence of 

a finely crafted drama film; more importantly, the spectators take with them 

the experience of developing the intuitive understanding of life as transitory. 

Lastly, let me note that the title, Tokyo Story, drives home an important 

point in Kracauerian cinematic realism: the film is grounded on the concrete, 

empirical, and physical setting of Tokyo but through the corresponding 

cinematic encounter, the spectators – through the phenomenalist-realist 

engagement of the film – develop insight about the universal, that is, the 
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shared concerns of the human experience which is inseparable from the 

reality (which includes time) that transcends human concerns.     

Flowing 

The ultimate PRF characteristic to be discussed here asserts that ‘in terms 

of the Lebenswelt, the film should “flow” and intersect with things in an 

organic-like manner, emphasizing becoming rather than being’ (Aitken, 

2016, p. 34). What is the Lebenswelt and how does the phenomenalist-

realist film render it cinematically? The Lebenswelt is the ‘surrounding ever-

changing world of our everyday experience and perception’ (p. 15). This 

‘conception of human experience as characterised by flux has a lineage 

within Western philosophy’ (p. 15), particularly ‘found in phenomenology 

(“surface”) and in vitalistic philosophy (Lebensphilosophie, “flux of life”), 

whose most important representatives – Husserl, Simmel and Dilthey – had 

a lasting influence on Kracauer’ (Witte, Correll, & Zipes, 1975, p. 63). In the 

same vein, Kracauerian cinematic realism and phenomenalist-realist film 

theory in general emphasise human experience as ‘becoming rather than 

being, process rather than conclusion, change rather than stasis’ (Aitken, 

2016, p. 15). It is however, important to note that this extends beyond the 

human perspective. As suggested in our earlier discussion of the realistic 

tendency, for Kracauer, the ‘infinite flux of visible phenomena – those ever-

changing patterns of physical existence whose flow may include human 

manifestations but need not climax in them’ (1960, p. 97) lie at the heart of 

Kracauerian cinematic realism. This idea is epitomised by films that catch 

‘reality in its flux’ (p. 19) and partake of the ‘fluidity and connectedness of 
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the Lebenswelt at the level of representational form’ (Aitken, 2016, p. 15). 

Regen (Joris Ivens, 1929), which is ‘one of Kracauer’s favourite films’ (p. 

34), features one cycle of the rain phenomenon. An immanent by-product 

of this cinematic coverage, through the ‘stream of material situations and 

happenings’ (Kracauer, 1960, p. 72) that unfold on-screen, is the portrayal 

of the ‘flow of life’ (p. 60) which is a Kracauerian term to be discussed later 

in the chapter.  

Regen portrays the notion of ‘becoming’ in Amsterdam, the setting 

of the film, using rain as a sort of stimulus in the quotidian flow of city life; 

city dwellers, like individual cells of a single but complex organism, react to 

the rain event by adapting to it as they attempt to conduct their daily tasks 

despite the physical challenges of navigating through the wet surroundings. 

This is from the human perspective; however, the flow of life includes an 

array of other non-human and non-living elements. While Regen features 

shots of the people, it also performs a disinterested contemplation of the 

non-human objects in the phenomenal world vis-à-vis natural phenomena. 

Consider the shots in Figure 11b which materialise the flow as motif: in the 

first frame, the puddle that adds a ‘sheet of liquid’ over solid ground; second, 

the flapping tarpaulin that echoes the intensification of another element, the 

wind, that gets stronger and stronger; third, the reflection of a person’s legs 

on the wet ground; last, the tree shadows that are slightly distorted by the 

rippling of the waters in the canal. This ‘elemental objects’ thread 

interweaves with the ‘city subjects’ thread to complete this film’s fabric: 

cinematic rendition of the ‘flowing interaction between rain and the city’ 
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(Aitken, 2016, p. 34). The cinematic experience results in an intuitive 

awareness of the multiplicity, fluidity and connectedness of elements in our 

shared phenomenal world. 

III Seven KCR tropes 

We shall now discuss three ‘objects’ (Kracauer, 1960, p. 53) offered by 

Kracauer’s ‘cinematic realism of everyday life’ (Hansen, 1997, p. ix), 

namely, the quotidian and – among the ‘things normally unseen’ (Kracauer, 

1960, p. 46) – the transient and the refuse.  

The quotidian  

Kracauer was a ‘phenomenological observer of the local, the ephemeral, 

the everyday’ (Petro, 1991, p. 131). He made ‘good use of his Sunday 

afternoon excursions’, ‘whether chatting on a Berlin train or going for a walk 

in the park’ (Gilloch, 2015, p. 173). The quotidian, the French term for ‘the 

everyday’, is one of the key elements of Kracauerian cinematic realism, 

which is largely an ‘exploration of the thicket of everyday life’ (Sieg, 2010, 

p. 106). Kracauer’s emphasis on the quotidian belongs to a ‘larger tradition, 

related in turn to the philosophical program of “the readability of the world”’ 

(Hansen, 1992, p. 63). Kracauer believed that the ‘cinematic film’ (1960, p. 

72) – defined by its propensity to ‘penetrate the external world’ (p. 191) – 

must be traced to its creator’s capacity for ‘reading the book of nature’ 

(1960, p. 302) and that ‘the film artist has traits of an imaginative reader or 

an explorer prodded by insatiable curiosity’ (p. 302). For Kracauer, surface 

phenomena have an ‘unconscious’ (Sieg, 2010, p. 105) quality, that is, they 
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are liberated from conscious ideological censorship that can distort, 

displace, or condense (p. 105) the experience of reality. This offers a road 

to the redemptive potential of film since ‘intuitive awareness of the authentic 

quotidian character of experience of the Lebenswelt, of the phenomenal 

world’ (Aitken, 2016, p. 16) can lead the film spectator to develop insight 

into ‘what a superior comportment of the individual within the Lebenswelt 

might consist of’ (p. 16).  

 

 

Figure 12. People on Sunday (1930); Boat Leaving the Port (1895); 
Pickpocket (1959); Intolerance: Love's Struggle throughout the Ages 
(1916); Modern Times (1936) 

 

The significance that ‘Kracauer ascribes to the quotidian derives directly 

from his understanding of modernity’ (Sieg, 2010, p. 110) and the 

‘modernization of everyday life’ (Mülder-Bach, 1997, p. 44). Kracauer’s 
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focus on the quotidian’s operational logic invites the experiencing individual 

to ‘read’ the ‘ornaments of the ordinary’ (Sieg, 2010, p. 103) and to 

elucidate the ‘inconspicuous affairs of the everyday’ (Gilloch, 2015, p. 174). 

This addresses Kracauer’s account of the effects that the prevailing 

abstraction in the modern condition has for the modern subject; Kracauer 

posited, ‘Strange as it may seem, although streets, faces, railway stations, 

etc., lie before our eyes, they have remained largely invisible so far. Why is 

this so?’ (1960, p. 299). For Kracauer, owing to the camera’s photographic 

capacity that reintroduces us to things-in-themselves, ‘we enjoy motion 

pictures because of the way they heighten our consciousness of the 

everyday’ (Armstrong, 2007, p. 65). People on Sunday/Menschen am 

Sonntag (Robert Siodmak & Edgar G. Ulmer, 1930) illustrates the quotidian 

in a scene (Fig. 12a) that situates the main characters – the man and 

woman facing each other – amidst the busy street on a normal day in Berlin. 

In this case, and in the succeeding ones in this chapter, the discussion of 

the sample films will be kept to a bare minimum since Chapters 2 and 3 will 

conduct in depth examinations of the KCR tropes in Life-world Series (2017) 

and selected films of Lino Brocka, respectively. 

The transient 

Aside from affirming film’s capacity to render the quotidian visible, Kracauer 

pushes further to emphasise film’s power to record and reveal the things 

normally unseen, particularly ‘the transient’ (1960, p. 52) where ‘fleeting 

impressions’ (p. 52) belong. These evanescent impressions – ‘like dream 

elements’ (p. 52) – can be so powerful that they ‘may haunt the moviegoer 
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long after the story they are called upon to implement has sunk into oblivion’ 

(p. 52). The photographically-based medium is specifically gifted to render 

and thus preserve ‘all those transient things which are entitled to a place in 

the “archives of our memory’” (Benjamin, 1939, p. 82) qtd. in (Kracauer, 

1960, p. 21). The motion picture camera ‘seems to be partial to the least 

permanent components of our environment’ (Kracauer, 1960, p. 52); thus, 

‘it may be anticipated that the street in the broadest sense of the word is a 

place where impressions of this kind are bound to occur’ (p. 52). Kracauer 

defined the ‘street’ to cover not only the street, particularly the city street, 

in the literal sense, but also its various extensions, such as railway stations, 

dance and assembly halls, bars, hotel lobbies, airports, etc.’ (p. 62). Indeed, 

Kracauerian cinematic realism is keen on cinematic renditions of the ‘street’ 

– ‘a center of fleeting impressions’ (p. 62) – because of these transient 

elements at play. Boat Leaving the Port/Barque sortant du port (Louis 

Lumière, 1895) exhibits the transient nature of the elements in the actual 

footage [Fig. 12b] that was caught by the camera.  

The refuse 

Like the transient, Kracauer identified ‘the refuse’ (1960, p. 53) as a type of 

object that is cinematic because it stubbornly escapes our attention in 

everyday life (p. 53). Kracauer stated that these objects remain unnoticed 

‘simply because it never occurs to us to look their way . . . Most people turn 

their backs on garbage cans, the dirt underfoot, the waste they leave behind’ 

(p. 54). The medium specificity of film offers a redemption from this complex, 

for ‘films have no such inhibitions; on the contrary, what we ordinarily prefer 
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to ignore proves attractive to them precisely because of this common 

neglect’ (p. 54). By portraying ‘the refuse’, films can reveal new aspects of 

our everyday environment (Armstrong, 2007, p. 55), making it seem 

‘unfamiliar and interesting’ (p. 65). Since the camera is able to represent 

‘the refuse’ without distortion (Kracauer, 1960, p. 57), cinema ‘aims at 

transforming the agitated witness into a conscious observer’ (p. 58). Indeed, 

for Kracauer, a redemptive possibility for cinema within the modern 

condition is that it ‘keeps us from shutting our eyes to the “blind drive of 

things” (Laffay, 1948, p. 13)’ (Kracauer, 1960, p. 58).  Pickpocket (Robert 

Bresson, 1959) portrays the refuse in the form of an imprisoned man (Fig. 

12c) who, as a punishment for his crime, is denied physical access to 

society.  

The next three KCR tropes come from the film medium’s basic 

affinity for representing ‘aspects of reality’ (Aitken, 2001, p. 175) such as 

the fortuitous, the indeterminate, and the ‘flow of life’ (Kracauer, 1960, p. 

71) (Aitken, 2001, p. 175).  

The fortuitous 

Kracauer declared that since ‘photography survives in film, film must share 

the same affinities’ (1960, p. 60). Through its ‘concern with unstaged reality’ 

(p. 19), photography tends to stress ‘the fortuitous’ (p. 19), which is 

‘characteristic of camera-reality’ (p. 62) and entails the existence of 

‘haphazard contingencies’ (p. 62). This accounts for the ‘attractiveness of 

street crowds’ (p. 19) that, when filmed by the motion picture camera, reveal 

themselves as a constellation of random events that are ‘the very meat of 
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snapshots’ (p. 19). The street – in the extended sense of the word, ‘an 

arena of chance encounters’ (p. 72) – is of interest as a region where ‘the 

accidental prevails over the providential, and happenings in the nature of 

unexpected incidents are all but the rule’ (p. 62). Cinematic renditions of 

the street are ‘pictorial records of chance meetings, strange overlappings, 

and fabulous coincidences’ (p. 19). Intolerance: Love's Struggle throughout 

the Ages (D.W. Griffith, 1916) and Modern Times (Charles Chaplin, 1936) 

exemplify the fortuitous in the last-minute save scene (Fig. 12d) and the 

character’s accidental taking in a psychoactive substance that 

serendipitously led to his parole (Fig. 12e). 

The indeterminate 

Kracauerian cinematic realism emphasises the ‘indeterminate nature of 

both reality and representation’ (Aitken, 2001, p. 173). As an ‘extension of 

photography’ (Kracauer, 1960, p. 68), film shares photography’s ‘concern 

for nature in the raw’ (p. 68); thus, they both share the affinity for the 

indeterminate (p. 20). A photograph and a film shot are both necessarily 

indeterminate because they are ‘bound to convey unshaped nature itself, 

nature in its inscrutability’ (p. 20). The photographic medium is attracted to 

a material reality that is ‘relatively unstructured and, hence, indeterminate 

as to meaning’ (p. 68); by contrast, in traditional works of art such as 

paintings and sculptures – fashioned at will by the artist using 

predetermined materials – ‘inherent meanings can virtually be ascertained’ 

(p. 20).  
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Figure 13. Tropical Malady (2004); Man with a Movie Camera (1929); 
Yellow Earth (1984); Umberto D. (1952) 

 

In films, shots that exhibit ‘free-hovering images of material reality’ (p. 71) 

– ‘notwithstanding their latent or ultimately even manifest bearing on the 

narrative to which they belong’ (p. 71) – may also ‘allude to contexts 

unrelated to the events which they are called upon to establish’ (p. 71) and 

thus ‘appear in their suggestive indeterminacy’ (p. 71). If a film strives ‘to 

give signification a degree of ambiguity’ in this manner, this is endorsed by 

Kracauer, because the cinematic quality of the resulting shots ‘lies precisely 

in their allusiveness, which enables them to yield all their psychological 

correspondences’ (p. 71). Because of their indeterminate nature, ‘film shots 

are particularly fit to function as an ignition spark’ (p. 165); that is, these 

indeterminate shots may induce ‘chain reactions in the movie-goer – a flight 

of associations which no longer revolve around their original source arise 
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from his agitated inner environment’ (p. 165). These indeterminate shots 

function as physical clues that ‘preserve their indeterminacy’ (p. 279); they 

seem to be ‘elements of a sustained inquiry rather than components of a 

narrative with preconceived patterns of meanings and an ideological center’ 

(p. 279). Tropical Malady/Sud pralad (Apichatpong Weerasethakul, 2004) 

embodies the indeterminate in a shot (Fig. 13a) that frames the moon in 

the background vis-à-vis the silhouette of tree branches in the foreground. 

The flow of life 

The ultimate affinity that Kracauer examined in Theory of Film, ‘flow of life’ 

(Kracauer, 1960, p. 60) is ‘peculiar to film alone, since photography cannot 

picture life in motion’ (p. 60). For Kracauer, the ‘cinematic film’ (1960, p. 72) 

– characterised earlier in this chapter by its proclivity to ‘penetrate the 

external world’ (p. 191) – evokes a reality that points beyond the physical 

world (p. 72). The ‘stream of material situations and happenings’ (p. 72) 

rendered by the cinematic film ignites for the film spectator a ‘continuous 

influx of the psychophysical correspondences’ (p. 72); thus, suggesting ‘a 

reality which may fittingly be called “life”’ (p. 72). This continuum of life or 

the ‘flow of life’ (p. 72) – which is ‘identical with open-ended life’ (p. 72) – is 

‘predominantly a material rather than a mental continuum, even though, by 

definition, it extends into the mental dimension’ (p. 72) that intimates the 

thoughts and emotions of the film spectator (p. 72). As with the previously 

identified film affinity for ‘the fortuitous’ and ‘the transient’ as cinematic 

object, ‘the street’ (p. 72) is significant in terms of film’s affinity for ‘the flow 

of life’, since the former is a ‘place where the flow of life is bound to assert 
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itself’ (p. 72). Kracauer affirmed that the film medium’s ‘affinity for the flow 

of life would be enough to explain the attraction which the street has ever 

since exerted on the screen’ (p. 72). Man with a Movie Camera (Dziga 

Vertov, 1929) and Yellow Earth/Huang tu di (Chen Kaige, 1984) illustrate 

the flow of life, respectively, in the fluidly superimposed montage of an 

extensive range of activities in Soviet cities (Fig. 13b) and a lunch scene in 

a Chinese countryside, involving a small family and a guest (13c). 

The spiritual life itself 

The ultimate PRF characteristic (flowing) and KCR trope (the flow of life) 

just discussed in this chapter both point towards the Husserlian notion of 

the Lebenswelt, as mentioned earlier, which Aitken (2006) identified as a 

‘key to understanding Kracauer’s assertion that “physical reality” can be 

redeemed through cinema’ (Wils, 2016, p. 76). The film medium promotes 

the redemption of physical reality by ‘gathering and carrying along the 

material world in all its fragments and elements’ (Hansen, 1993, p. 448). 

This idea of redemption, however, is neither religious nor mystical; Aitken 

(2016) explained that ‘nothing mystical is involved here, and what is being 

referred to is a concrete sense of being in the world: a sense of grasping 

the authentic – and therefore realistic – character of our place within a 

Lebenswelt which is also ineluctably linked to external reality’ (p. 16). Here, 

the Lebenswelt is laden with meaning for experiencing beings who confer 

‘spiritual’ (Russell, 2006, p. 195) meaning on it; that is, ‘the world is for us 

first a world of valuable and useful objects, not “mere things”’ (p. 195). 

Kracauer’s answer to the question that he posed towards the end of Theory 
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of Film in a section entitled ‘The Family of Man’ – ‘And what about the 

spiritual life itself?’ (1960, p. 309) – was also not a mystical one; instead, it 

was fully from a phenomenological perspective: Kracauer argued that the 

film medium, due to its ability to enkindle for the film spectator ‘the 

experience of a large number and multiplicity of sense perceptions’ (Aitken, 

2006, p. 166), can induce ‘some kind of qualitative transformation which 

occurs within the individual observer as a consequence of undergoing such 

an experience’ (p. 166). The cinematic film’s phenomenological 

engagement with the concrete and richly-complex immediate experience 

(Aitken, 2001, p. 178) possesses the ability ‘to provide us with renewed 

access to both phenomenal reality and the “spiritual life itself”’ (2006, p. 

166). Kracauer’s idea of the spiritual life itself is ‘a mode of being 

characterised by revelatory insight, of a secular rather than religious tenor’ 

(Aitken, 2006, p. 166); when cinematically engaged, this can lead us, the 

film spectators, to connect to an ‘insightful experience of our existential 

situation’ (Aitken, 2016, p. 16). Umberto D. (Vittorio De Sica, 1952), Pather 

Panchali (Satyajit Ray, 1955), Aparajito (Satyajit Ray, 1956) manifest the 

spiritual life itself, respectively, in: a transformative moment that prevents 

the old man’s suicide attempt (Fig. 13d); sister and brother caught in the 

rain, prompting the former to recite an invocation to help ease it (14a); and 

the mother yearning for her son’s return (14b). 
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Figure 14. Pather Panchali (1955) and Aparajito (1956) 

 

To end this section, let me use an excerpt from Kracauer’s writing, on the 

very last page of Theory of Film: The Redemption of Physical Reality (1960) 

regarding a scene in Aparajito (1956); it comes from under Kracauer’s final 

subheading in Theory of Film (1960), ‘The Family of Man’ (p. 309), where 

he avows the cinematic proposition ‘for reflecting and endorsing the actual 

rapprochement between the peoples of the world’ (p. 310). Kracauer 

described the said scene (see Fig. 14b): 

The camera focuses on the ornamental bark of an old tree and then 
slowly tilts down to the face of Apu’s sick mother who yearns for her 
son in the big city. In the distance a train is passing by. The mother 
walks heavily back to the house where she imagines she hears Apu 
shout “Ma.” Is he returning to her? She gets up and looks into the 
empty night aglow with water reflections and dancing will-o’-the-
wisps. India is in this episode but not only India. (Kracauer, 1960, p. 
311) 
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IV Interim conclusion 

Since the Kracauerian realist film is a subset of the ‘phenomenalist-realist’ 

(Aitken, 2016, p. 34) film, the seven KCR tropes – (1) the quotidian, (2) the 

transient, (3) the refuse, (4) the fortuitous, (5) the indeterminate, (6) the flow 

of life, and (7) the spiritual life itself – used in the project also have the 

characteristics of the PRF as a sort of background intelligence. Therefore, 

when I refer to any of the seven KCR tropes in the succeeding chapters, it 

will be understood that the PRF characteristics will also be involved, albeit 

on a secondary level. For example, when I examine the KCR trope of the 

indeterminate in Life-world Series (2017), PRF characteristics – particularly, 

‘disinterested’ and ‘nature-like’ – will be also be implicated. This entails that 

though the results of the investigation on KCR through film practice and 

criticism will primarily involve the seven KCR tropes, the discussion of the 

findings and the conclusions to be made at the end of the study will also be 

enriched by the project’s move to familiarise itself with the PRF 

characteristics first, before proceeding to the succeeding investigation in 

the next chapter. 
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Chapter two: Investigating KCR through film practice – 

Life-world Series (2017, 118 minutes) 

 

The previous chapter laid the foundation of Kracauerian cinematic realism, 

finalised as seven KCR tropes that form the theoretical framework of the 

thesis project. The core of the current chapter is the thesis film, Life-world 

Series (2017). We shall now discuss: (a) the five KCR tropes – the 

quotidian, the fortuitous, the indeterminate, the flow of life, and the spiritual 

life itself – in relation to the film’s aesthetics and subject matter, that is, the 

Lebenswelt [section 3 of this manuscript]; (b) the intellectual foundation of 

the film’s use of the phenomenological method [section 1]; and (c) the film’s 

genre [section 2].  

I Phenomenology, reality, and the Lebenswelt (life-world) 

Phenomenology is the ‘study of human experience and of the ways things 

present themselves to us in and through such experience’ (Sokolowski, 

2000, p. 2). The structure and invariant feature of experience overall is 

called ‘intentionality’, which ‘makes possible the way in which phenomena 

can and do appear’ (Ihde, 1986, p. 41). In phenomenology, ‘intending’ 

means the conscious relationship we have with an object (Sokolowski, 

2000, p. 8) that is a subset of the ‘world’ – ‘the totality of individual objects 

that could possibly be experienced’ (Russell, 2006, p. 22) – which Edmund 

Husserl, the founder of phenomenology, called ‘reality’ (p. 22). For 

phenomenology, the objects that appear before us ‘are no “mere” 
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appearances, and nothing is “just” an appearance’ (Sokolowski, 2000, p. 

15). Indeed, ‘appearances are real; they belong to being’ (p. 15).  

Central to both Husserlian phenomenology and Kracauerian 

cinematic realism is the concept of the Lebenswelt, ‘the surrounding ever-

changing world of our everyday experience and perception’ (Aitken, 2016, 

p. 15); in fact, Kracauer drew on Edmund Husserl’s conception of the 

Lebenswelt in developing his theory of cinematic realism (Casebier, 1970, 

p. 15) (Aitken, 2001, p. 173). The Lebenswelt is ‘the world given to us most 

immediately’ (Russell, 2006, p. 194). Husserl further described the 

Lebenswelt as ‘the world of lived experience’ (p. 189) and our everyday life-

world as ‘the one that is actually given through perception, that is ever 

experienced and experienceable . . . the real world of experience’ (p. 189). 

There are ‘thick’ and ‘thin’ concepts of the Lebenswelt (Russell, 2006, p. 

194). The ‘thick’ version occurs when Lebenswelt is used ‘to denote the 

entire world given to us in immediate experience that is bound up with 

sensuous fullness, cultural richness, and manifold practical meanings that 

surround the intersubjective experience’ (Russell, 2006, p. 194). On the 

other hand, the ‘thin’ version of the Lebenswelt is employed by Husserl ‘to 

denote that narrower set of phenomena, belonging to the world of 

experience, which are invariant from culture to culture’ (Russell, 2006, p. 

194). This thin sense of the Lebenswelt can therefore be called ‘nature’ (p. 

194), or ‘at least nature as it is subjectively experienced’ (p. 194). This idea 

of ‘nature’ is different from the conventional definition of nature as features 

and products of the earth – for example, plants, animals, the landscape, 
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and other – as opposed to humans or human creations. Within the context 

of the thin sense of the Lebenswelt, Nature 5  is more inclusive and 

expansive. It includes: the human population on earth, the invariant 

features of physical reality – for example, the transient, fortuitous, 

indeterminate, flow of life, and the spiritual life itself – as experienced by 

the human being; the very essence of humanity itself; and expands to the 

entire universe where human experience is a part but accounts for only a 

speck. From the perspective of the Lebenswelt in the thick sense, human 

beings are ‘caught up’ (Russell, 2006, p. 184) in what ‘Husserl called 

everyday lived experience’ (p. 184) wherein we are ‘immersed in the 

cultural and practical world and only subsequently do we come to isolate 

the world of natural experience within it’ (p. 194). This world of natural 

experience is Nature – Lebenswelt in the thin sense – that delves into the 

essence of reality itself, which, Husserl noted, is drowned by the 

preoccupations of the modern subject; hence, our inability to contemplate 

it. In the concluding chapter of Theory of Film (1960), entitled ‘Film in Our 

Time’, Kracauer gravitated towards the idea of the film medium’s 

redemptive potential through its affinity for aspects of physical reality – i.e., 

the KCR tropes – thus fostering for the spectator an intuitive awareness of 

the invariants or essences of human experience, life, reality, and Nature, 

which includes all the foregoing. This is the very province of 

phenomenology, which concerns itself with essences (e.g., of the 

                                                             
5 The first letter is capitalised to indicate its difference from the conventional definition of nature. 
This term includes – but is not limited to – the entire realm of physical reality. It is proposed that 
this term covers the chartered and unchartered, known and unknown, visible and invisible, 
determinate and indeterminate universe. 
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Lebenswelt as expansive, multi-layered, flowing, in the process of 

becoming, resonantly intersubjective, etc.) and invariants (e.g., the 

common ground of human experience, particularly how our subjective 

consciousness comes to terms with objects found in Nature which includes 

the Lebenswelt); indeed, phenomenology is a ‘science of essences’ 

(Russell, 2006, p. 22).  

A phenomenological investigation ‘allows a full range of 

appearances to show themselves’ (Ihde, 1986, p. 41) and follows the 

phenomenological method, which involves the following guidelines: (1) 

attend to phenomena as they show themselves; (2) ‘describe (don’t explain) 

phenomena’; and (3) ‘horizontalize all phenomena initially’ (p. 41). The first 

two guidelines are straightforward; however, what does the third item mean? 

To answer this, let us consider, the Life-world Series film project that 

engages with the aesthetics of Kracauerian cinematic realism to conduct a 

phenomenological investigation of the Lebenswelt, the very notion that 

Aitken (2006) precisely emphasised as a ‘key to understanding Kracauer’s 

assertion that “physical reality” can be redeemed through cinema’ (Wils, 

2016, p. 76). Implementing the phenomenological method during the 

course of the investigative film production, the researcher suspended all his 

preconceived notions of the Lebenswelt – including those that he previously 

encountered in the coursework through film theory and philosophy books – 

and allowed the images from physical reality before the camera ‘to dictate 

the terms of their own explication’ (Russell, 2006, p. 18). The project 

executed the probing activity of the phenomenological investigation, called 
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‘the variational method’ (Ihde, 1986, p. 39), by making ten varying short 

films – each designated as a ‘study’ – that investigated different possibilities 

of the phenomenon (Russell, 2006, p. 18) that is the Lebenswelt, which 

manifests in physical existence and appears in our minds as an intentional 

object, or to use a more familiar term, object of contemplation.  

As a phenomenological investigator, the researcher horizontalized 

all phenomena initially, that is, he did not subject the appearances of the 

phenomena to a hierarchy based on, for example, how much they affirmed 

his current understanding of the Lebenswelt. In the course of any 

phenomenological investigation, the essential features (essences) of 

phenomena – otherwise known as ‘invariants’ within phenomena – come 

into view (Ihde, 1986, p. 38). In the case of the phenomenological 

investigation of the Lebenswelt through Life-world Series, the component 

films, designed as varied studies that explored its different possibilities (e.g., 

the Lebenswelt as [a], [b]…) – executing the variational method – extracted 

the invariant features (or essences) of the Lebenswelt that hold true 

regardless of from which part of the world we observe them. This procedure 

resulted in the identification of ten essences of the Lebenswelt which 

served as the respective subject matters of the ten short films that 

constitute the omnibus film. Before I discuss these, let us first briefly work 

on the question – what is the genre of this film?  

II Avant-garde, poetic, and experimental documentary 

A part of the spectatorial experience is identifying – or more interestingly, 

trying to pin down – the genre of a cinematic work. Before we examine the 
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subject matter and aesthetics of Life-world Series, let us familiarise 

ourselves with the documentary film and its sub-genres towards which the 

characteristics of this cinematic work gravitate. 

The documentary film is a ‘re-presentation of found reality in the 

recorded document’ (Cowie, 2011, p. 19). Documentary film practice tends 

to have the following ‘rhetorical/aesthetic functions’ (Renov, 2013, p. 21): 

‘(1) to record, reveal, or preserve; (b) to persuade or promote; (c) to analyse 

or interrogate; (d) to express’ (p. 21). This genre’s common forms are ‘the 

observational, poetic, essayistic, investigative or explorational’ (Macdonald 

& Cousins, 1998, p. 311). John Grierson’s oft-cited definition of the 

documentary film as the ‘creative treatment of actuality’ (1979, p. 25), which 

he pronounced in 1929 (Hilderbrand, 2009, p. 2), attests to the creative 

potential of the genre. For example, early in the history of film, different sub-

genres of documentaries that push the boundaries of the genre have 

occurred in many places, for example, direct cinema in the US, cinéma 

vérité in France, the Free Cinema group in England, and the Cinema Novo 

movement in Brazil (McLane, 2012, pp. 219-20). It has been noted, 

however, that ‘the “creative” part’ (Hilderbrand, 2009, p. 2) of Grierson’s 

definition ‘at times gets lost’ (p. 2). In terms of the aesthetic functions stated 

above, the expressive has ‘consistently been undervalued within the 

nonfiction domain; it is, nevertheless, amply represented in the history of 

the documentary enterprise’ (Renov, 2013, p. 32). 

Three sub-genres in documentary film history exemplify the 

expressive aesthetic function mentioned above; namely, the avant-garde 
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documentary, poetic documentary, and experimental documentary. The 

European avant-garde in the late teens and twenties, which ‘rejected art as 

simple mimetic record’ (Saunders, 2010, p. 39), paved the way for the 

‘avant-garde documentary’ (Macdonald & Cousins, 1998, p. 70). An 

example of this is the cycle of ‘city symphony’ (Renov, 2013, p. 33) films of 

the 1920s, which ‘declared their allegiance in varying degrees to the 

powers of expressivity in the service of historical representation’ (p. 33). 

Within the domain of the avant-garde documentary is the ‘abstract 

documentary’ (Saunders, 2010, p. 40) as embodied by Ballet Mécanique 

(Fernand Léger, 1925), a ‘Cubist effort by the French painterly artist’ (p. 40). 

Another expressive documentary sub-genre, is the ‘poetic documentary’ 

(Barnouw, 1983, p. 190), which is epitomised by Arne Sucksdorff’s visually 

poetic nature documentaries, e.g., Gull!/Trut! (1944) [about the ‘ruthless 

plundering by an egg-stealing species of gull’ (Barnouw, 1983, p. 187), 

which was ‘widely interpreted as a parable of Nazism’ (p. 187)]. Classifiable 

also as poetic documentaries are the works of Robert Flaherty – e.g., 

Nanook of the North (1922) – who, most sources agree, was ‘the 

documentary film’s first poet as well as itinerant ethnographer’ (Renov, 

2013, p. 32).  

These avant-garde and poetic documentaries have the ‘ability to 

unleash the visual epiphany’ (Renov, 2013, p. 34), thus affirming that ‘there 

need to be no exclusionary relations between documentation and 

artfulness’ (p. 34). The same applies to the ‘experimental documentary’ 

(Hilderbrand, 2009, p. 3), which is at the intersection of documentary and 
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experimental practices – this ‘duality of actuality and creativity energizes 

artists to make work that is radically beautiful’ (p. 3). The element of 

experimentation in the experimental documentary ‘suggests, at the very 

least, a concern with form and mediation . . . something medium-specific 

and innovative in experimental documentary that relies upon visuality’ 

(Hilderbrand, 2009, p. 5). Examples of experimental documentaries 

(Hilderbrand, 2009) are Black and White Trypps Number Three (Ben 

Russel 2007), Blue (Derek Jarman, 1993), Isle of Flowers (Jorge Furtado, 

1989), Lost Book Found (Jem Cohen, 1996), My Life in Five Minutes 

(Allyson Mitchell, 2000), Sad Disco Fantasia (Steve Reinke, 2001), and The 

Third Memory (Pierre Huyghe, 2000) (p. 7). Maya Deren’s A Study in 

Choreography for Camera (1946) (Fig. 9a) and Stan Brackhage’s Mothlight 

(1963) (10b) can also be classified as experimental documentaries that 

offer ‘creative treatments of experience’ (Hilderbrand, 2009, p. 2) – an 

extension of Grierson’s ‘creative treatment of actuality’ description of the 

documentary film. Experimental documentaries like these actively engage 

the film spectators by letting them think and draw their ‘own conclusions, 

rather than explicitly suggesting the “right” answer’ (Hilderbrand, 2009, p. 

10). 

What, then, is the genre of Life-world Series? It can be classified as 

an experimental documentary that explores the idea of the Lebenswelt. It 

can also be tagged as an ‘episode film’ (Kracauer, 1960, p. 252) since it 

consists of a number of episodic units (p. 252) in the form of the ten distinct 

short films that constitute it. Each of these episodes resembles ‘a monad 
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or cell’ (Kracauer, 1960, p. 252). What these episodes have in common 

with each other is their propensity ‘to emerge from, and again disappear in, 

the flow of life, as suggested by the camera’ (Kracauer, 1960, p. 251); 

indeed, the cinematic quality of the episode film is determined by the 

‘degree of its permeability’ (p. 251) to the ‘increasing influx of camera-reality’ 

(p. 254). 

 The film can be identified as a Kracauerian film because its 

cinematic aesthetics draw directly from KCR tropes, particularly, the 

quotidian, the fortuitous, the indeterminate, the flow of life, and the spiritual 

life itself. To reinforce its being a Kracauerian film, the episode film has ‘the 

flow of life’ (Kracauer, 1960, p. 273) as motif and therefore is ‘animated by 

no intention other than to picture some manifestation of it’ (p. 273). This is 

in line with the general position of Kracauer’s Theory of Film (1960), ‘that 

film is not an “art” in the usual sense, but rather a means of seizing on what 

Kracauer variously terms “the flow of life,” “camera-reality,” and the like’ 

(Callenbach, 1960, p. 56). Lastly, the film can also be indicated as a 

phenomenalist-realist film because the Kracauerian film, as established in 

Chapter 1, is a subset of the phenomenalist-realist film6. We are now ready 

to demonstrate how KCR manifests in the aesthetics of Life-world Series. 

                                                             
6 The first public screening of the film was at the Hong Kong Baptist University on 7 April 2017 in 
an event organised by the Centre for Film and Moving Image Research (FMIR) of the Academy of 
Film. In this lecture-seminar, the researcher talked about Life-world Series (2017) in terms of 
phenomenalist-realist film aesthetics, a topic discussed at length in Chapter 1. The collection was 
also screened – following a seminar ‘Investigating Kracauerian Cinematic Realism through Life-
world Series (Joni Gutierrez, 2017)’ conducted by the researcher – at the University of the 
Philippines Film Institute (UPFI). It was mounted later as a multi-screen video installation at the 
ASEANnale held in the Philippines on 28 February to 2 March 2018. 
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III KCR tropes in Life-world Series 

Composed of ten short film episodes shot in Hong Kong, Japan, Vietnam, 

Indonesia, mainland China, and the United States of America, Life-world 

Series (118 minutes) operates the aesthetics of Kracauerian cinematic 

realism – anchored in KCR tropes, namely, the quotidian, the fortuitous, the 

indeterminate, the flow of life, and the spiritual life itself – in investigating 

the phenomenological notion of the Lebenswelt. Life-world Series is 

presented on the HKBU Heritage platform, which is maintained by the Hong 

Kong Baptist University Main Library. The caption of the film poster in 

Figure 15 bears the link to the free online screening of the film. 

 

 

Figure 15. Life-world Series (2017) poster. Full collection available: 
http://heritage.lib.hkbu.edu.hk/view.php?id=11179 

 

The following subheadings have the format: [KCR trope] in [Film A] and 

[Film B]. Under each KCR trope (third column of Fig. 16), the two films’ 
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respective subject matters (second column) and their corresponding film 

aesthetics, which are drawn from the KCR trope under investigation, will be 

identified.  

 

 

Figure 16. The subject matter of each component short film and the KCR 
trope that it investigates 

 

The quotidian in Hong Kong: Study One & Study Nine: Yard Life 

Results and Discussion 

The subject matter of Hong Kong: Study One (7 minutes and 35 seconds) 

is the Lebenswelt as expansive. This film was shot for almost three months 

– from winter to early spring of 2016 – in Hong Kong. This film is a product 

of the researcher’s regular wandering about the city, an activity that he 

engages in as a form of meditation. During one of these walks, he reflected 
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on the notion that we human beings intuitively understand the Lebenswelt 

as expansive but in the rush of the everyday, we fail to see this insight; thus, 

our purview is limited to the practical realm. This film attempts to put forward 

the awareness that although the Lebenswelt includes human concerns, for 

example, our everyday rush to go to work, it extends beyond the human 

dimension. The title of the film primes the spectators to anticipate seeing 

cinematic images that correspond to the notions commonly associated with 

Hong Kong, e.g., efficient transportation system, global edge as finance 

hub, etc.; however, the film takes another path. For Hong Kong: Study One,  

the footage were assembled along the continuum that ranges from the 

general mass of people to the concrete presence of objects which are part 

and parcel of the Lebenswelt or ‘the world of lived experience’ (Russell, 

2006, p. 189); see Figure 17 which exhibits nine screenshots presented in 

chronological order vis-à-vis the film’s timeline.  

Figures 17a and 17b exhibit large groups of people, whilst 

succeeding images show gradually less. Figure 17c has significantly less 

people, thus, presenting the film with an opportunity to focus on a single 

person, a concrete instance of the increasingly familiar phenomenon of the 

Hong Kong working elderly trying to earn their keep by picking up materials 

for recycling. The camera gradually pans left to follow the elderly woman’s 

direction and speed as she pushes her cart along the busy Bulkeley Street 

in Hung Hom. This simulates the human experience of occasionally 

noticing a significant and insightful detail amidst the tumult of the quotidian 

experience of the modern condition. 
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Figure 17. Hong Kong: Study One (2016) 

 

The second row of Figure 17 features less and less people: several in 17d; 

a few in 17e; a single man 17f. While the tram setting of 17d is a familiar 

sight for Hong Kong residents and tourists, 17e is little less so, since 

construction sites in the city are usually hidden by perimeter walls. Even 

more unfamiliar is Figure 17f, which renders visible the phenomenon of 

collecting the detritus of the modern machinery; this happens during 

inactive hours, when the office workers sleep to prepare themselves for 

another day of work. In the last row of Figure 17, no image of the human 

being is seen, thus, foregrounding the various other co-existing entities in 

the physical reality of Hong Kong. In Figure 17g, the camera bears silent 

witness to the parade of brake lights refracting through a textured window 

on a footbridge; in 17h, the high-angle canted shot portrays one of the many 
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trees that line the busy Waterloo Road as grand and striking in their organic 

naturalness; finally, in 17i, the very last shot of Hong Kong: Study One, the 

camera frames a slice of the road, cars whooshing by, to highlight its 

disinterested character that invites contemplation of Hong Kong life and the 

Lebenswelt itself as expansive. This film reveals to the spectator what he 

or she encounters in the quotidian business of living but does not really see 

because that is filtered out as either useless or redundant. What the film is 

trying to show here is a transformation of the meditative experience of 

wandering around in physical reality into the spectatorial experience of 

penetrating ‘camera-reality’ (Kracauer, 1960, p. 28), which is one of the 

terms – aside from ‘material reality’, ‘physical existence’, and ‘actuality’ – 

that Kracauer identified as equivalent to physical reality (1960, p. 28). Hong 

Kong: Study One responds in part to the following statement by Kracauer: 

If they are true to the medium, they will certainly not move from a 
preconceived idea down to the material world in order to implement 
that idea . . . The cinema is materialistically minded; it proceeds from 
‘below’ to ‘above’ . . . Guided by film, then, we approach, if at all, 
ideas no longer on highways leading through the void but on paths 
that wind through the thicket of things. (Kracauer, 1960, p. 309) 

 

The above quote crystallised the general approach of the project. As early 

as Hong Kong: Study One7 (2016), the film-making procedure commenced 

with the project’s immersion within the physical milieu. As the camera 

                                                             
7 The original plan of the project was to shoot the entire series only in Hong Kong; thus, the name 
of the first short film. After contemplating the first insight, that the Lebenswelt is expansive, the 
project determined to shoot the collection in several countries; thus, the name of the series was 
changed to its present form. From that point on, the following was implemented as the format for 
the next nine films – Study [Number]: Title. 
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captured images from physical reality, the researcher allowed a full range 

of appearances to show themselves in his mind, thus, flaring up a matrix of 

possibilities that the work-in-progress film could take. Instead of starting 

with a preconceived notion to implement in the film-making process, the 

project began with its physical engagement with the ‘thicket of things’8 

(Kracauer, 1960, p. 309), that is, in Husserlian terms, the ‘the things 

themselves’ (Russell, 2006, p. 18) in the thick sense of the Lebenswelt. 

This crucial process in the project’s film production methodology enabled 

the project to reveal a number of invariant features (or simply, essences) of 

the Lebenswelt – e.g., as expansive – as they came into view. The direction 

is from ‘below’ (material reality, thick sense of the Lebenswelt) to ‘above’ 

(essences, thin sense of the Lebenswelt). These essences, which are ideas 

formed from the ‘below’ to the ‘above’, are, for Kracauer, redemptive since 

they are extracted from physical existence rendered by the cinematic film, 

which has the capability to foster for the spectator, an ‘insightful experience 

of our existential situation’ (Aitken, 2016, p. 16); ideologies, on the other 

hand, are ideas from the ‘above’ (abstraction9), imposed on the ‘below’ 

(physical reality), thus, taking us to ‘highways leading through the void’ 

(Kracauer, 1960, p. 309). The subject matter of Hong Kong: Study One, i.e., 

the Lebenswelt as expansive, was a result of this below-to-above process. 

                                                             
8 Kracauerian scholars have noted that KCR can be epitomised by its ‘exploration of the thicket of 
everyday life’ (Sieg, 2010, p. 106) and that it manifests ‘Kracauer’s plea for a cinematic realism of 
everyday life’ (Hansen, 1997, p. ix). 
9  This concept has been discussed under the heading, ‘Abstraction and distraction’, of the 
Literature Review section of the Introduction section of the manuscript, where the reader was 
acquainted with the intellectual background of Kracauer’s Theory of Film: The Redemption of 
Physical Reality (1960). 
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It presented itself – or, in phenomenological terms, the subject matter as 

an intentional object appeared – to the researcher’s consciousness during 

the very process of film-making; it is worth noting again that the production 

process operates from the ‘below’ (penetrating external reality) to ‘above’ 

(Imagination and Understanding harmonising within the researcher’s 

consciousness to intuit a corresponding insight on the Lebenswelt). The 

same case about the nascence of their respective subject matters applies 

from Study Two all through Study Ten.  

The subject matter of Study Nine: Yard Life (6 minutes, shot in the 

United States) is the Lebenswelt as multi-layered. This film features a layer 

of the Lebenswelt, that is, physical existence outside the purview of 

practical human life, which is often invisible in everyday experience. The 

title cues the spectator to anticipate seeing the activities of people to 

execute the concept of yard life; however, it turns out that though the film 

does explore the concept, it does so without allowing any image of a human 

being to be visible. Though the Lebenswelt is multi-layered, it is founded on 

physical reality. An invariant feature of a physical object is that it is bounded 

by a surface. Our experience of the Lebenswelt as ‘the one that is actually 

given through perception’ (Russell, 2006, p. 194), is through our sensory 

encounter with surface phenomena; for example, in Figure 18a, the 

transparent, translucent, opaque and reflective surfaces enable us to see 

the rain droplets on the windshield, the shadow of the cables and electric 

poles, the headlights of the car behind the windshield, and in the trees, 

more electric poles and the faraway mountain in the background. The film 
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unconventionally portrays ‘yard life’ by focusing purely on surface 

phenomena; to illustrate, consider the dried leaves on the porch as they are 

animated by the tiny and ephemeral whirlwind Figure 18f (the last photo in 

the second row). 

 

 

Figure 18. Study Nine: Yard Life (2017) 

 

For Kracauer, surface phenomena have an ‘unconscious’ quality, that is, 

they are liberated from conscious ideological censorship that can distort, 

displace, or condense (Sieg, 2010, p. 105) the experience of reality. Our 

disinterested contemplation renders visible the images in Study Nine: Yard 

Life (2017) despite – or perhaps because of – the threat from, say, capitalist 

ideology that asserts that this endeavour has no productive value. There is 

nothing to be acquired, for example, in terms of knowledge of wind 

dynamics or genre-induced emotional response (e.g., thrill caused by an 
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action film); what is to be gained is the feeling of connectedness with the 

Lebenswelt that results from the cinematic meditation of the wind – which 

is invisible but cinematic – and the resulting intuitive understanding of how 

it cinematically makes the artefacts left behind by humans appear to us as 

if they were breathing life. In particular, these artefacts are: the parked boat 

trailer in Figure 18b; the wet tiki torch in 18c; in the second row, the bamboo 

wind chime playing solo in 18d; the bamboo curtain with a tree ‘peeking’ 

behind in 18e; in the middle of the last row, the monkey bars that mount a 

couple of backyard ornaments in 18h; and lawn mower at rest in 18i. The 

film also features an artefact left by ‘man’s best friend’, that is, the blue-

green-white dog toy in Figure 18g, the first image of the third row. Ultimately, 

the film spectator attains an appreciation of the Lebenswelt as alive, with 

its many layers contributing to its complexity as being akin to an organism. 

This leads to an intuitive awareness that there is an intricate web of other 

layers of everyday life even though they are not part of the instrumental 

preoccupations of the modern world. This cinematic revelation in Study 

Nine: Yard Life (2017) results in an intuitive understanding of the plurality 

of possibilities in our experience of the everyday. This intuitive route may 

be subtler than, say, formal discourse against capitalist ideology, but this 

just might be more resonant for the experiencing human beings who, on a 

daily basis, consciously or unconsciously struggle to sift through the 

overwhelming deluge of images and discourses that strive to maintain the 

efficient machinery of the modern world to which they are subjected. 
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Analysis: Daily matrix 

This section continues with a phenomenological analysis of the expansive 

(Study One) and multi-layered (Nine) life-world as discussed in the previous 

results and discussion section. The succeeding six analysis sections – (2) 

‘internal currents’, (3) ‘immanent patterns’, (4) ‘eidetic formations’, (5) 

‘insatiable curiosity’, (6) ‘conscious observation’, and (7) ‘call to action’ – in 

the manuscript will follow the same pattern. Before we proceed to the 

phenomenological analysis, the next paragraphs will briefly introduce the 

far-reaching points in Husserlian phenomenology that will be used 

throughout the succeeding sections. 

The ‘founder of modern phenomenology’ (Meisenhelder, 1979, p. 

65), Edmund Husserl, between 1890 and 1900, started referring to 

phenomenology as his specific approach to philosophy (Käufer & Chemero, 

2015, p. 26). As generally used today, the term phenomenology is linked to 

Husserl who, ‘without a doubt, did more for the development of 

phenomenological philosophy than any other thinker’ (Wagner, 1983, p. 10). 

Divergent from the approaches by Heidegger, Merleau-Ponty, and Sartre – 

proponents of what is usually called ‘existential phenomenology’ (Käufer & 

Chemero, 2015, p. 26) – transcendental phenomenology, Husserl hoped, 

would ‘lay the groundwork for a collaborative research project’ (Käufer & 

Chemero, 2015, p. 26) that would use the method he had defined ‘to 

complete phenomenological research in various domains’ (p. 26). In the 

current and subsequent analysis sections of this dissertation, the project 
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applies Husserlian phenomenological research in the study of Kracauerian 

cinematic realism.  

A decisive fulcrum between Husserlian phenomenology and KCR is 

the life-world, a term ‘recognized by the philosophically educated as one 

used by Edmund Husserl in his Crisis in European Science and 

Transcendental Phenomenology (1936)’ (Ihde, 1990, p. 21). Kracauerian 

notions, particularly the prevailing abstraction within the modern condition 

and the redemptive potential of the film medium, drew from this work; thus, 

before we expound on the Husserlian notion of the life-world further, let us 

first consider another key point, the natural attitude, as presented in Crisis. 

The Husserl of his early discussions of the natural attitude in Ideas I differed 

from the Husserl of the later work (Costelloe, 1996, p. 8). Originally, this 

‘“natural attitude” toward everyday life’ (Meisenhelder, 1979, p. 76) was 

characterised as a ‘hybrid which contains the religious, theological, artistic, 

cultural, theoretical and practical understandings of the world in which 

human beings live’ (Hong, 2017, p. 76). In the works that Husserl wrote 

subsequent to the Logical Investigations, he observed that the human 

experience in ordinary life within the modern condition has been distorted 

by ‘practical concerns, folk assumptions, and smattering of scientific 

knowledge’ (Moran, 2000, p. 11) which ‘all got in the way of a pure 

consideration of experience as it is given to us’ (p. 11). Below these 

distortions lie ‘the Sachen selbst, the things themselves’ (Costelloe, 1996, 

p. 8); thus, ‘from the role assigned to it in earlier discussions of the natural 

attitude in Ideas I, the Husserl of Crisis adds to it a new dimension’ (p. 8). 
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The original hybrid understandings from which human beings constituted 

their own beliefs and convictions of the prescientific world (Hong, 2017, p. 

76) has been ‘replaced by the world that is regarded as the scientific object 

by scientists’ (p. 77). The result of this, Husserl believed, was ‘the crisis of 

European sciences, or the crisis of European humanity’ (p. 77). The natural 

attitude originally dealt with the concrete, that is, the ‘elements of the 

uninvestigated, assumed, hidden domain of the pre-given’ (Costelloe, 1996, 

p. 13); however, it has been transformed by the scientific world that deals 

with abstractions, particularly, positivism or objectivism which ‘replaces 

genuine scientific subject matter — “concrete facts” — with merely positivist 

“facts”’ (p. 13).  

In view of the modern condition, wherein the natural attitude is 

abstracted by ‘a world already theorized’ (Costelloe, 1996, p. 12), Husserl 

intended philosophy, and ultimately, phenomenology to ‘replace the narrow 

“positivist” or “objectivist” sciences (p. 12) which proclaim to be the ‘ultimate 

and absolute expression of “reality”’ (p. 13). He affirmed that the original 

goal of philosophy was to be ‘an investigation of the world as it appears, of 

the Sachen selbst’ (p. 12) and assigned the discovery and investigation of 

the things themselves as the main task of ‘the new science of 

phenomenology’ (p. 8), which is a ‘“radical” investigation of the world as 

eidos10, to reveal universally valid knowledge’ (p. 12). To ‘isolate the central 

essential features of the phenomena under investigation’ (Moran, 2000, p. 

                                                             
10  Eidos (adjective: eidetic) is ‘Plato’s alternate term for Idea (Form) utilized by Husserl for 
designating universal essences’ (Spiegelberg, 1984, p. 742). 
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11), Husserl proposed methodological reductions and alterations of 

viewpoint, most particularly the phenomenological epoché (or the 

suspension of the natural attitude), and the so-called ‘eidetic’ and 

‘transcendental reductions’ to prevent the distorted – abstracted by 

positivism and instrumental rationality – natural attitude within the modern 

condition from compromising ‘the phenomenological viewing of 

phenomena’ (p. 11). This ‘bracketing meant that all scientific, philosophical, 

cultural, and everyday assumptions had to be put aside – not so much to 

be negated as to be put out of court’ (p. 11). Now, more than ever, in a 

post-truth world, philosophy ‘has to recall things that are obvious because 

people do in fact overlook or even deny them (e.g., Sophists’ claim that 

there are no perceptions or that time is illusory, or that there are no such 

things as truth and evidence)’ (Sokolowski, 2000, p. 181); indeed, 

‘philosophy has to defend the true opinions of the natural attitude’ (p. 181) 

which upholds the original ‘hybrid understandings that human beings have 

lived in the prescientific world, and constituted their own beliefs or 

convictions to the world’ (Hong, 2017, p. 76). 

Phenomenology tries to understand ‘consciousness from within, 

beginning with reflection on their experience of the life-world’ (Wagner, 

1983, p. 11). Through the phenomenological reductions, Husserl intuited 

that consciousness is always wrapped up and ‘completely caught up in a 

world’ (Moran, 2000, p. 12) – this ‘worldliness of consciousness’ (p. 12) led 

to Husserl’s investigations of the environment and of the life-world (p. 12). 

Husserl defined the life-world as the ‘the encompassing world of our 
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immediate experience which can be recovered from the world as given to 

scientific interpretation by a special type of reduction’ (Spiegelberg, 1984, 

p. 747). This method of reduction ‘permits controlled reflexiveness on the 

presuppositions of the method, of the evidence, and of their communication 

to others’ (Luckmann, 1983, p. 25). The phenomenological coming into 

view of the essences – ‘eidetic seeing’ (Husserl, 1982, p. 8) – like those of 

the life-world illuminates that ‘we can intuit, or make present to ourselves, 

not only individuals with their features, but also the essences that things 

have’ (Sokolowski, 2000, p. 177). This ‘insight into an essence is called 

eidetic intuition, because it is the grasp of an eidos or a form’ (p. 177). The 

dissertation, in its phenomenological analysis of the characteristics of the 

life-world as made present by the ten short films in the thesis project, 

engaged in the eidetic reduction as a means to ‘intuit an essence’ (p. 177) 

from particular cinematic renditions of the pro-filmic physical reality ‘to 

general “essences”’ (Hintikka, 1995, p. 79) of the life-world and cinematic 

realism. Because of the phenomenological epoché and methodological 

reductions, eidetic insight and ‘imaginative variation11’ (Sokolowski, 2000, 

p. 184) can be conducted within the natural attitude (p. 184) in the 

contemporary context. Lastly, it should be noted that though 

phenomenology itself makes use of both transcendental – which ‘can be 

described by saying that in it one’s belief in factual existence is “bracketed”’ 

(Hintikka, 1995, p. 79) – and eidetic reductions (Sokolowski, 2000. p. 184), 

                                                             
11 This is another term for the ‘the variational method’ (Ihde, 1986, p. 39) that shaped the form 
and content of the ten short films in Life-world Series as mentioned earlier in this chapter. 
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the dissertation, to manage its scope, principally used the latter type in its 

phenomenological analysis.  

We are now ready to proceed with phenomenological analyses of 

Study One (Fig. 17) and Study Nine (Fig. 18) and their resultant 

characteristics of the life-world – expansive and multi-layered, respectively 

– that were identified as by-products of the combined processes of 

contemplative film-making and research on KCR theory and aesthetics. 

Both short films are positioned to uphold the concrete over the abstract 

which is dominated by positivism and instrumental rationality as modes of 

apprehending modern life. There is a considerable difference in the way 

that human experience is conditioned by the abstract and the concrete. 

When consciousness is chiefly directed towards the abstract, one’s place 

in society – another abstract concept that is constantly reinforced by 

ideological state apparatuses – becomes the main subject matter for the 

modern subject; on the other hand, when consciousness is directed 

towards the concrete, one’s place in the life-world becomes the main theme. 

The former is more limiting than the latter since abstract concepts such as 

socioeconomic status, level of education, and nationality, etc. – within the 

positivist/objectivist and instrumental purviews – claim to predict human 

behaviour and therefore condition social policy to deal with human beings 

who are ideally clustered into neat categories. The immediate experience 

of the concrete – as opposed to ideal notions that only attempt to 

apprehend reality – leads to an intuitive understanding of how the life-world 

works; thus, when Study One and Study Nine carry out the concrete, the 
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spectator is significantly freer to contemplate the life-world since his or her 

cinematic experience is perceptually enriched by the things themselves and 

not by pre-packaged conceptual categories that are determined by the 

modern condition. The result of gravitating towards the concrete in this sort 

of realist film practice is an advancing for the spectator an intuitive 

understanding of his or her ability to reconfigure the objects around him or 

her – liberated from default conceptual associations – that 

phenomenologically come into view.  

Ultimately, aside from one’s place within the modern life-world, 

critical insight on the power of abstract discourses to affect human 

experience of the modern condition is also contemplated. These main take-

aways from the cinematic experience of Study One and Study Nine are vital 

features of the human experience of modern life. In these films, the objects 

are free to be (pro-filmic stimuli from physical reality) and to become 

(phenomenologically experienced by intentional consciousness); likewise, 

through this cinematic experience, spectators can reflect on what they can 

be or become. The life-world itself is expansive and multi-layered; indeed, 

the prevalence of abstraction is, or is supposed to be, merely one of the 

manifold layers of human experience. The following reflection of a 

spectator12 of Study One (Fig. 17) epitomises a result of one’s free – 

disinterested contemplation – cinematic experience of the concrete: 

                                                             
12 Prof. Mykel Andrada of the College of Arts and Letters, University of the Philippines-Diliman, on 
14 May 2018, assigned Life-world Series as one of the online works to be critiqued for the final 
examination of one of his classes. The students were free to choose any of the ten short films from 
the collection. Prof. Andrada volunteered to send their responses to the researcher. In this 
manuscript, their names are anonymised by assigning them random four-digit numbers. 
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This video showcases the duality of life. If not a duality, then a 
spectrum. In the video, you could see the bustling busy streets of 
Hong Kong city life, but you could also see serenity and peace. The 
buses are full & crowded, but you could see a couple sitting side by 
side quietly, leaning on each other's shoulders. You could see a 
large plaza with people dancing on one side, but on the other side 
there are those just sitting peacefully and talking. Where there are 
skyscrapers, highways, building lights and billboards, there are also 
establishments being torn down, signalling the end of the purpose 
they had previously served. Where there are trees, flowers, bees, 
and insects, there are taxis, manholes, and street signs. All of this, 
all these polar opposites, they are found in one place: Hong Kong. 
The spectrum of life that is Hong Kong is home to all of these things: 
the busy, overpopulated, dirty, dark, loud urban street life, but also 
the serene, peaceful, relaxing, breathable life that it offers. It is not a 
matter of whether or not one is better than the other, it just shows us 
that life & society encompasses so many aspects of this world, and 
when one can find all of this in Hong Kong alone, it is unthinkable 
the kind of life that many of us probably overlook every day. – 
Respondent 2895 (M. Andrada, personal communication, June 1, 
2018) 

 

As seen in the above response, the spectator’s contemplation of the 

physical reality of Hong Kong led him or her to come to terms with it not 

from the default associations of the city; instead, owing to the indeterminate 

nature of physical reality, the viewer was able to concentrate the cinematic 

experience to focus his or her intentionality towards an intuitive 

understanding of essential features of the everyday life-world, life, and the 

human experience of the modern condition. In phenomenological terms, 

the above spectatorial response illustrates a bracketing of default 

abstractions – scientific, philosophical, cultural, etc. that serve positivist and 

instrumental ends – on Hong Kong as a concept. The spectatorial reward 

was a cinematic experience that involved eidetic seeing; indeed, ‘it is 
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humanly gratifying’ (Sokolowski, 2000, p. 181) to become aware of these 

essences and ‘it gives us pleasure to contemplate them’ (p. 181).  The 

following reflection by another spectator exhibits how Study Nine (Fig. 18) 

led him or her to contemplate his or her place within the life-world. In 

particular, the film’s focus on concrete objects became pertinent in the 

spectator’s reflection on his or her existential experience of the modern life-

world (English translation from Filipino by the researcher): 

‘Madalas ay hapong hapo na tayo sa pang-araw-araw na rutinang 
hindi matapos-tapos ngunit, kung pakiramdam ba nating mekanikal 
ang buhay natin, ay talaga bang buhay tayo? Nadama ko ang 
kapayaan. Napagtanto ko na laging may opsyon na huminga, 
pumikit at damhin ang kapayapaan sa paligid. Ang 
pinakamahalagang aral na napulot ko naman ay hindi kailanman 
magiging solusyon ang pagkitil ng sariling buhay upang tunay na 
maging payapa . . . Kung hindi na makahinga, ipikit ang mga mata 
at pakiramdaman ang hangin, na kahit hindi nakikita ay nandiyan, 
tulad ng pag-asa, tulad ng buhay, tulad ng bukas.’  

[Oftentimes our seemingly endless daily routines exhaust us. Are we 
truly alive in this mechanical world? The video gave me a sense of 
peace because it prompted me to realise that there is always an 
option to breathe, close my eyes, and feel the peace in the 
environment. The most important lesson that I have gathered is that 
suicide is never a solution to be truly peaceful . . . When we run out 
of breath, we should close our eyes and feel the wind which is 
invisible but present, like hope, like life, like tomorrow.] – 
Respondent 3954 (M. Andrada, personal communication, June 1, 
2018) 

 

As the above indicates, Study Nine veers away from the default purpose of 

the documentary film. It engages conventional documentary realism which 

‘aligns itself with an epistephilia, so to speak, a pleasure in knowing, that 

marks out a distinctive form of social engagement’ (Nichols, 1991, p. 178) 
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in a different way. As a documentary, it uses found reality, but the 

knowledge that it involves is not strictly of engagement in a sociological 

sense. Its knowledge is a philosophical – particularly, phenomenological – 

one in the way that it contemplates notions of life, death, and redemption. 

It does this through the intentional subject’s contemplation of the things 

themselves and not through the domination of ideologies that are available 

for unmindful consumption in the modern world.  

Ultimately, this kind of phenomenological reflection in which 

abstractions are bracketed is that of one’s place in the life-world, which was 

defined by Husserl as ‘everyday, pre-scientific life’ (McDuffie, 1992, p. 100). 

As we can see in this definition of the life-world, at the core of its essence 

is the everyday. The dissertation’s engagement with everyday life is not 

limited to the quotidian KCR trope13 and the current phenomenological 

analysis of ‘the daily matrix’; instead, it will continue to be considered in the 

subsequent analysis sections in the manuscript.  

The fortuitous in Study Two: Young Filipino-Hongkongers & Study 

Seven: The Street 

Results and Discussion 

The subject matter of Study Seven: The Street (7 minutes and 12 seconds, 

shot in Hong Kong) is the Lebenswelt as flowing. This film attempts to 

                                                             
13 On its webpage at the HKBU Heritage platform, Life-world Series is described as ‘a collection of 
cinematic meditations on everyday life’ – persistent link: 
http://heritage.lib.hkbu.edu.hk/view.php?id=11179 
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portray the flowing nature of the Lebenswelt by using six simultaneously 

playing screens.  

 

 

Figure 19. Study Seven: The Street (2016) 

 

The documentary footage of the individual frames exhibit movements – with 

varying levels of speed and directionality – of the elements within each 

screen and in relation to elements on the other screens. The result is an 

enhanced perception of the speed and multi-directionality of the organic 

flow of images, the cinematic quality of which is determined by their coming 

from the same stream of physical existence. Each screen manifests an 

instance of ‘unstaged reality’ (Kracauer, 1960, p. 19) – ‘the enthusiastic 

embrace of the unpredictable, the unintended and the improvisational’ 

(Gilloch, 2015, p. 170) – which, Kracauer notes, stresses ‘the fortuitous’ 

(1960, p. 19). The film’s fortuity is enhanced by two other factors. First, the 
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multi-screen setup allows chance to match the elements of each frame in 

relation to the others. In Figure 19b, for example, the matching of the 

walking directions of the men in the last two intra-screens (the prefix ‘intra-’ 

to indicate that we are still talking about Fig. 19b) is fortuitous. Another 

interesting aspect is that the spectator may not even catch this because his 

or her attention may be directed to another chance happening in another 

part of this complex visual symphony. The shifting of the sound from one 

screen to the next was indeed designed to be so but in terms of the 

cinematic experience, there is still so much that is left to chance, for 

instance, the matching of this sound track with the six simultaneously 

playing videos, and the intervention of the spectator’s flowing attention. The 

resulting complex of spectatorial experience of the audio-visual 

kaleidoscope that is Study Seven: The Street turned out to be akin to our 

empirically and perceptually rich experience of city life. 

The second factor that contributes to this film’s fortuity is the focus 

on the street – as the title suggests (Figure 19a) – which is, for Kracauer, 

in the extended sense of the word, ‘an arena of chance encounters’ (1960, 

p. 72). The street is ‘of interest as a region where the accidental prevails 

over the providential, and happenings in the nature of unexpected incidents 

are all but the rule’ (Kracauer, 1960, p. 62). The second intra-screen of 19c, 

for example, unintentionally reveals the date and time – 30 November 2016 

at exactly 14:20 – the shot was taken. Kracauer designated the ‘street’ as 

a term ‘to cover not only the street, particularly the city street, in the literal 

sense, but also its various extensions’ (1960, p. 62) such as the karaoke 
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bar on the second intra-screen of Figure 19d and the metro railway station 

on the third intra-screen of the same figure.  

 The subject matter of Study Two: Young Filipino-Hongkongers (13 

minutes and 49 seconds) is the Lebenswelt as in the process of becoming. 

The film endeavours to depict this idea by featuring a group of young people 

who are themselves in the process of becoming. The film was shot at two 

locations, Solas Restaurant-bar in Central District (first row of Fig. 20) and 

a function room at the Philippine Consulate in Hong Kong (second row). In 

the first location, we see the young Filipino-Hongkongers in an informal 

setting, as they perform song numbers in a fund-raising event on 21 May 

2016 for their upcoming musical, Sa Ugoy ng Duyan/Sway of the Cradle 14. 

In Figure 20a, the camera, together with the live audience members watch 

Aaron, the lead actor in the play, with his ukulele, deliver his rendition of 

the song, Make You Feel My Love, by Bob Dylan; the film spectator will 

notice that the framing of this shot is quite unconventional. The shot is 

composed this way to highlight another thread of the physical existence 

that was co-occurring and interweaving with the performance on stage, that 

is, Aaron’s colleagues and friends who are casually enjoying the night (on 

the right side of the frame). Figure 20b is at same venue but in another part 

of the programme; here, the dynamic among the planes is more 

pronounced: in the foreground is a guest who is relishing the Filipino food 

served on the buffet table; in the middle ground are the others, some 

                                                             
14 Study Two: Young Filipino-Hongkongers (2016) was integrated as the multi-media component 
of this play that was staged on 3 July 2016 at the Y Theatre in Wan Chai, Hong Kong.  
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watching their friend who is presenting a study on the Filipino youth in Hong 

Kong, while some are preoccupied with something else; on the background 

is the presenter, a postgraduate student of Filipino descent who, was born 

and raised in Hong Kong, like the cast members of the play – behind him 

are some of them, including the performer in Figure 20a, who are listening 

to his talk. This visual composition maximises the cinematic space to 

optimise the shot’s capability to capture chance happenings, thereby 

realising the film medium’s affinity for the fortuitous.  

 

 

Figure 20. Study Two: Young Filipino-Hongkongers (2016) 

 

If the framing and composition were executed in a conventional manner – 

that is, the singer in Figure 20a and the presenter in 20b dominating their 

respective screens by their relative size and centrality at the core of the 

camera’s visual field, while the other elements are relegated to the fringe – 

the shots would have excluded a significant number of cinematic elements 

that penetrate and reveal physical reality. The fly-on-the-wall technique as 

demonstrated in the first row of Figure 20 simulates our perceptual 
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experience of the Lebenswelt; to illustrate, in 20c, various material entities 

enter and exit the camera’s visual field as the song performance happens. 

Spectators of the cinematic film savour witnessing small and random 

movements, like the guest’s subtle dancing in Figure 20c; although she 

occludes their vision, the spectators feel a connection with her because 

they recognise that she cinematically portrays common situations of the 

human experience that are not usually rendered by the cinema. The lively 

pairing of the dancing guest in the foreground and the song performer in 

the background in Figure 20c is an example of what Kracauer called 

‘haphazard contingencies’ (1960, p. 62) that refer to a ‘characteristic of 

camera-reality’ (p. 62) and embodies the film medium’s affinity for the 

fortuitous.  

In the second row of Figure 20, shot from the second location 

identified earlier, we see the cast members rehearsing for their musical play. 

In this film, we witness how the learning process that these amateur theatre 

performers (see Figure 20d, the first image in the second row) undergo with 

the help of the director of the play, Cathe Marsden. One challenge in their 

learning experience is that the play is in Filipino and most of them, since 

they were born and raised in Hong Kong, can barely speak the language. 

In the film, we see how the director explains the meaning of the lyrics to 

them and motivates them to proudly express their Filipino identity. During 

the course of the shooting, the camera captured another haphazard 

contingency. It was when Cathe’s phone rang while she was in the middle 

of giving a talk to the kids (see Figure 20e, which shows her in the middle 
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of the act of standing up); the camera was not turned off because the 

researcher was reminded of a similar film shooting ‘accident’ that happened 

to Werner Herzog when he was shooting Grizzly Man (2005). It was when 

‘Spirit the Fox’ unexpectedly walked into the frame when the film-maker 

was about to turn off the camera. Through voice-over in the documentary 

film, Herzog contemplates on the fortuitous incident: ‘Now, the scene 

seems to be over, but as a film-maker, sometimes things fall into your lap, 

which you couldn't expect, never even dream of. There is something like 

an inexplicable magic of cinema’ (Herzog, 2005). The last part of Study Two 

is a set of interviews with the cast members. In the process of becoming, 

these young people speak about their experiences and visions of the future. 

Their process of becoming grows more complex as they are third culture 

individuals, that is, they were raised in a culture other than their parents’; 

their identities flow between Hong Kong and Philippine cultures. The final 

image of Figure 20 is from Aaron’s part of the interview where he articulates 

his ambition to become an English teacher in Hong Kong and perhaps find 

a way in the future to contribute to the betterment of the lives of Filipinos in 

the motherland. 

Analysis: Internal currents 

Eidetic intuition makes essences come into view for us through ‘three levels 

of intentional development’ (Sokolowski, 2000, p. 177). On the first level, 

we find similarities among a number of things that we experience (p. 177). 

Let us take ‘the street’, which is the pro-filmic subject matter of Study Seven: 

The Street (Fig. 19), as an example for phenomenological analysis. First, 
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we try to establish a ‘typicality’ (p. 178) of the street, in line with, say, ‘wood 

floats’ or ‘dogs bite’ (p. 177): ‘streets take us from one point to another’. On 

the second level of the phenomenological investigation, we look at 

individual pieces and see if they have the same predicate; for example, 

Wood A floats and so does Wood B and Wood C. At this second level, that 

‘Wood floats’ is a kind of ‘identity synthesis’ (p. 178) in which we recognise 

the individual pieces of wood as ‘not just similar, but the very same, a “one 

in many”’ (p. 178). Going back to the main object under investigation, that 

is, the street, we can say that its predicate of being a conduit wherein 

human beings move from one point to another is an ‘empirical universal’ 

because all the instances in which we have found the predicate are things 

we have actually experienced’ (p. 178).  

In the third and final stage, we endeavour to come up with a feature 

without which the street is inconceivable; here, we ‘try to move beyond 

empirical to eidetic universals, to necessities and not just regularities’ (p. 

178). Given our initial definition of the street, we have three features: it is a 

(1) conduit; (2) through which we move; (3) to go from one point to another. 

Let us examine each of these features to see if they are essential to the 

street. Firstly, note that the use of the term, conduit, instead of road. This 

considers virtual streets that are ubiquitous in our immediate experience of 

a networked and mediatised society powered by information 

superhighways; thus, social media platforms such as Facebook, Twitter, 

Instagram, and Weibo can be considered as streets because they take us 

from one point (our subjective experience) to another (intersubjective 
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experience). These ‘conduit’ and ‘to go from one point to another’ features 

of the street seem to be necessities and not merely regularities; however, 

we can challenge it by imagining possibilities. What if a person lives in an 

enclosed land with two structures (main house and, say, a barn) with an 

alley in between? Can we consider this alley a street? It does satisfy the 

definition as a conduit that we can use to go from one point to another, but 

our intuition tells us that an essential feature is lacking: a street is ‘public’. 

Kracauer considered this essential feature of the street when he asserted, 

in Theory of Film, that the street covers ‘not only the street, particularly the 

city street, in the literal sense, but also its various extensions, such as 

railway stations, dance and assembly halls, bars, hotel lobbies, airports, 

etc.’ (p. 62). 

Study Seven includes some of the above extensions, particularly in 

the form of the mall, MTR platform, and KTV bars (Fig. 19). We can now 

add this new feature in the definition: a street is a (1) public (2) conduit (3) 

through which (4) we move (5) to go from one point to another. The 

foregoing illustrated a rudimentary investigation through the ‘three levels of 

intentional development’ (Sokolowski, 2000, p. 177) of the 

phenomenological method. We conduct deeper and more nuanced 

analyses in our daily lives; however, unless we focus our consciousness on 

this process, we usually do not notice them since they are dissolved in the 

internal currents of our phenomenological experience. One thing for certain 

is that an invariant feature of the human experience, in our constant search 

for meaning, is to strive to achieve ‘eidetic intuition’ (p. 179) from the 
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constant flow of objects within the life-world. Insights on the eidetic 

necessities that result from phenomenological reflection – like the 

intersubjective feature of the street experience – are ‘deeper and stronger 

than empirical truths’ (p. 181). The following spectator’s contemplation of 

Study Seven (Fig. 19), which is a cinematic reflection on everyday life on 

the street, elucidates an eidetic intuition on his or her existential experience 

within the modern condition: 

‘The video, in reality, shows you the complete opposite of death. It 
showed life, progress, it showed movement. It shows you all that you 
will miss once you die. But those videos also showed me the reality 
of life - that no matter how important you think you may be . . . if you 
die, the world continues to live. If your life ends, the world goes on . . . 
We all know that we’re all going to die - but at least we got to live. 
And not just breathing live, but actually seeing and experiencing 
what life has to offer.’ – Respondent 9298 (M. Andrada, personal 
communication, June 1, 2018) 

 

The indeterminate in Study Three: Floating Notes & Study Ten: 

Under the Bridge 

Results and Discussion 

The subject matter of Study Three: Floating Notes (13 minutes and 15 

seconds, shot in Japan) is the Lebenswelt as resonantly intersubjective. 

This experimental documentary has four elements. In Figure 21a, we are 

concurrently engaged with the following components: (1) the video footage 

taken from a window of an airplane on the way to Japan; (2) the evocative 
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titles (text notes in white) below it; and (3) the photograph15 on the lower 

left corner; what we do not see here is (4) the asynchronous sound – in 

relation to the video, of which sound is muted – that comes from a recording 

of the actual sound environment inside a metro train in Fukuoka, Japan. 

The purpose of this four-component design is to produce a complex 

cinematic experience that reverberates for the film spectator the shared 

nature of the Lebenswelt. The following describes how each of the four 

elements contributes in achieving the objective of making the insight on the 

intersubjective Lebenswelt resonantly felt by the film spectator. Firstly, the 

video component features footage captured from ‘unstaged reality’ 

(Kracauer, 1960, p. 19), which, as mentioned earlier, stresses ‘the 

fortuitous’ (p. 19). The experience of awe brought about by ‘fabulous 

coincidences’ (Kracauer, 1960, p. 19), such as witnessing the ephemeral 

presence of the rainbow in the video component of Figure 21b, enhances 

the film spectator’s feeling of connectedness with the larger realm of human 

experience. Secondly, the evocative titles in Figure 21d, e.g., ‘I feel the 

deaths in Paris, Orlando and Istanbul16, and anywhere in the world’, elicits 

our empathy with the suffering of others; the film tries to take this feeling-

oriented route to foster the insight that the spectators are more connected 

                                                             
15 This belongs to a set of 60 photographs featured in the researcher’s solo exhibition entitled 
‘Home for Now’. The following have served as venues for that photography exhibit: (1) the Gallery 
of the Hong Kong Baptist University Main Library from 1 June to 3 July 2016; (2) the Gallery of the 
Philippine Consulate General in Hong Kong from 4 to 8 September 2016; and (3) the Foyer of the 
Queen Elizabeth Stadium in Hong Kong on 25 June 2017. 
16 These refer to the Orlando nightclub shooting on 12 June 2016, the Istanbul airport bomb 
explosions on 28 June 2016, and the Paris attacks in the same year. Note that one of the elements 
within the photograph component at this point is a street sign that indicates currency: $, ¥, £, and 
€. This match between the photograph and the evocative text is designed to allude to the 
convertibility of human experience; that is, though we use different currencies – and though 
tragedies happen in different places – their essence is the same.  
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with each other than their intellect could ever grasp. Thirdly, the 60 photos 

that run through the entire length of the short film are not verbally identified, 

unlike the video component that is labelled as shot in Fukuoka, Japan.  

 

 

Figure 21. Study Three: Floating Notes (2016) 

 

The purpose of withholding the label in terms of the geographic source of 

these images is to let them – in their fundamental state as being taken from 

material reality – interact with the others, particularly the other 

photographically-based component, the video footage, in a way that fosters 

their resonance with each other, notwithstanding that they (set of photos 

and video footage) happen to come from different countries. In other words, 

although these photos are all shot in a particular city, when they are 

experienced in the context of the four-component Study Three: Floating 

Notes (2016), they feel more universal. The spectators begin to grasp how 
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these components intertwine with the other elements to invoke of the 

Lebenswelt – intuitively understood as beyond geographical boundaries – 

that brings us all together as belonging to what Kracauer calls the ‘The 

Family of Man’ (1960, p. 309), or to use a more familiar term, humanity, 

which is defined as the essence of the collection of human beings. Lastly, 

the sound track of the film makes the spectator feel connected with the 

other modern subjects – in Japan, Hong Kong, or in any other place – who 

hear the metro train’s interior soundscape as they go to work or travel to 

meet friends for leisure. This familiar sound evokes feelings, for example, 

of resonant connectedness with other workers during the morning rush, or 

that of longing to travel far to explore new worlds and experiences – 

consider Figure 21c, where the sound of the metro train concurrently 

transpires with the impressionistic photo of the metro train (Hong Kong, 

work) and the video of the boat on which we see shadows of the trees 

above (Japan, travel). The project determined to make this metro train 

sound asynchronous by not showing its corresponding video component 

so that it would stand on its own as a valid element of the short film’s four-

component structure and stand out as a sensory element that summons its 

own disinterested consideration. 

As a whole, the perceptually-rich experience in this film – with all four 

components contributing to the symphony – provides multiple 

interpretations, which also manifests the manifold nature of the 

intersubjective Lebenswelt; indeed, ‘a film that is not open to interpretation’, 

according to the great poetic documentary filmmaker, Arne Sucksdorff, ‘is 
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a dead film’ (Barnouw, 1983, p. 187). Kracauer observed that because of 

their indeterminate nature, ‘film shots are particularly fit to function as an 

ignition spark’ (1960, p. 165); that is, these indeterminate shots may induce 

‘chain reactions in the movie-goer – a flight of associations which no longer 

revolve around their original source arise from his agitated inner 

environment’ (p. 165). The phenomenological appearances of the so-called 

ignition sparks can hardly be predicted – since it is predicated upon the 

individual differences among spectators – but the film can foster the 

possibility of their formation by optimising cinematic complexity, as Study 

Three attempted to demonstrate. 

 The subject matter of Study Ten: Under the Bridge (9 minutes and 4 

seconds, shot in the United States) is the Lebenswelt as a thing of beauty. 

In Chapter 1, we discussed how the phenomenalist-realist films, Mothlight 

(Stan Brakhage, 1963) [Fig. 10b] and La région centrale (Michael Snow, 

1971) [Fig. 10c], cinematically render Immanuel Kant’s idea of Naturschöne, 

otherwise known as ‘natural beauty’ (Aitken, 2016, p. 20) or the ‘beauty of 

nature’ (p. 20). The ‘meaningful formations’ (p. 20) of the natural objects – 

insect wings in the former film and rugged Canadian landscape in the latter 

– that manifest on the screen elicit ‘a sense of wholeness’ (p. 20) within the 

film spectator. The same applies to Study Ten: Under the Bridge (2017) 

which renders visible and foreground the meaningful formations of the 

natural shapes, patterns and configurations of movement that busy 

commuters often ignore. The result is a disinterested apperception of the 

natural environment along the Cedar River in Washington State during late 
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winter of 2017. The film was shot from dusk until complete sundown, when 

the camera could no longer capture any image. The project determined this 

aspect – visible only through the gradual shift from relative light (first row of 

Fig. 22) to relative dark (second row) – to be one of the natural elements 

on which the film contemplates. The film’s pairing of this natural occurrence 

of entering the night phase with Ludwig van Beethoven’s Egmont Overture, 

Op. 84, dramatizes the flow of cinematic images; the effect is a portrayal of 

the Lebenswelt as a product of a background intelligence that is capable of 

creative – not merely functional – design. 

 

 

Figure 22. Study Ten: Under the Bridge (2017) 

 

For Kracauer, a photographic or cinematic image is ‘necessarily 

indeterminate because it is bound to convey unshaped nature itself, nature 

in its inscrutability’ (Kracauer, 1960, p. 20). The meaningful formations in 

the film manifest a compelling sense of organic design: the reflections, 

shadows and ripples in Figures 22a and 22c; the silhouette of the vein-like 

tree branches in 22d and 22e; the night and nature engulfing the bridge in 
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the last image, 22f; and finally, the tree roots that form a figure that suggests 

a person lying down with legs partially crossed in 22b. The apparent enigma 

of nature makes more salient for the film spectator the meaningful 

formations that are rendered visible in Study Ten: Under the Bridge; as 

Kracauer declared, films like this ‘invite us to absorb them; they seem to be 

elements of a sustained inquiry’ (1960, p. 279). 

Analysis: Immanent patterns 

As put on view by the last two phenomenological analysis sections – the 

daily matrix and internal currents – the short films epitomise a realist film 

practice that leads spectators to an eidetic intuition of the life-world, one’s 

place in it, and his or her existential experience of the modern condition. 

The current section analyses the indeterminacy of the concrete image as 

the principal factor that enhances the free nature of the contemplation 

typified by the previous examples of spectators’ reflections. 

 Before we proceed to the phenomenological analysis, let us discuss 

the notion put forward by Erik Knudsen – an academic and a film-maker17 

– of a type of documentary film practice that ‘goes beyond the dominant 

paradigm exemplified by elements such as cause and effect, conflict and 

resolution, and psychologically explicable situations, character motivations 

and narrative motivations, to reveal qualities of spirituality and 

transcendence’ (Knudsen, 2008, p. 2). For Knudsen, the ‘reality’ construed 

                                                             
17 Dr Erik Knudsen is the Programme Director of the MA in Documentary Production and the MA 
in Fiction Film Production in the School of Media Music and Performance at the University of 
Salford, Manchester. His films include: Heart of Gold (2006); Sea of Madness (2006); Brannigan’s 
March (2004); Bed of Flowers (2001); Signs of Life (1999); Reunion (1995); and One Day Tafo (1991) 
(Knudsen, 2008, p. 24). 
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by science – on which the positivist-objectivist and instrumental discourses 

are based in the modern world – ‘does not necessarily reflect the full range 

of experiences people have of life, for which we have somewhat inadequate 

terminologies such as the spiritual, transcendental, the soul, the heart and 

so on’ (p. 8). For the current study, let us take the term, ‘transcendental’ to 

‘imply “universal”, i.e. invariance across cultures’ (Harrington, 2006, p. 341). 

Life-world Series resonates with Knudsen’s ideas and therefore the latter 

can productively be engaged in the analysis of the former.  

 In the book chapter, ‘Transcendental Realism in Documentary’ 

(2008), Knudsen affirmed that documentary film-makers are ‘driven by a 

need to express something they feel’ (p. 9). As described in the previous 

results and discussion section, Study Three primarily used this feeling-

oriented route to foster the insight that the spectators are more connected 

with each other than their intellect could ever grasp – see Fig. 21d for the 

evocative text on one’s sense of connection with tragic deaths around the 

world. It offers feeling as a route to the intuitive understanding of the 

resonantly intersubjective life-world which goes beyond geopolitical 

abstractions which tend to segregate the human experience of humanity. 

These two characteristics – feeling-orientedness and suspending the 

expectation for cinema to serve the demands of conceptual and 

instrumental rationality – are vital in Knudsen’s proposal for a reinvigorated 

documentary film practice which recognises that ‘the rational cannot get the 

full picture’ (2008, p. 9). In terms of documentary film aesthetics, he puts 

forward stillness that ‘provides more opportunities for the viewer to fill an 
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empty bowl with their own feelings, as opposed to being presented with a 

full bowl for digestion and reaction’ (p. 20). A defining feature of Study 

Three – and in fact, Life-world Series as a whole – is stillness which is 

intuitively understood by the project as not being static but as being 

relatively slower – a contemplative or meditative pace – than the rest of the 

threads that interweave within the flow of modern life. This cinematic 

stillness is exhibited by the movement of the boat that is simultaneous with 

the steady succession of still photos in Figure 21c. Though this film is not 

minimalist in its mise-en-scene – using a variety of multi-media elements 

on the screen – it invites contemplation through its perceptual richness that 

maximises its indeterminacy, and, in turn, fosters contemplation of life and 

reality. This is, as described by a spectator of Study Three, akin to star-

gazing. Crucially for this study, this spectator – using terms such as nature, 

heart, and soul – implies that the film invites reflection on one’s place in the 

life-world and the very nature of life, the world, and reality: 

At the base form it felt so soothing and comforting to watch. The 
message quite reminded me of a vivid memory I have of star-gazing 
and feeling like such a small, small part of this vast universe . . . for 
anyone who wishes to re-situate themselves in relation to the world. 
Everything about it was realistic and so easily touches your mind-- 
and if your humility is easily swayed in the midst of absolute nature, 
it will touch your heart and your soul as well. – Respondent 3195 (M. 
Andrada, personal communication, June 1, 2018) 

 

The eidetic intuition of one’s place within the life-world was afforded by the 

film’s aesthetic sensibility, which is ‘one of meditation’ (Knudsen, 2008, p. 

20), described as ‘a state in which one could, perhaps, start to see things 
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that one would not otherwise see, feel things that one would not otherwise 

feel’ (p. 20); further, this cinematic contemplation arises when the ‘rational 

mind is suspended, engaged with scenes that link by way of coincidence 

and detail’ (p. 20). That this sort of experimental documentary practice 

promotes intuitive understanding on invariant features of human 

experience adheres to an essence of cinema; ‘the heart of the process of 

making films’, Knudsen affirms, ‘is intuitive’ (2008, p. 23) – it is an ‘inner 

necessity’ that the film-maker can hardly explain but drives him or her to 

make films’ (p. 23). This inner necessity, together with an openness to the 

feeling-oriented route, drove the creative process of Life-world Series which 

experimented with the film-making process in both its examination of KCR 

film aesthetics and phenomenological investigation of the life-world. The 

result is a creation of a sub-genre of the urban realist film which could be 

called the ‘Wandersmänner’ (Certeau, 1984, p. 93) (wanderer) film or 

flaneur film which contemplates the ‘ordinary practitioners of the city’ (p. 93) 

whose paths, Certeau continues, ‘intertwine as unrecognized poems in 

which each body is an element signed by many others’ (p. 93). In line with 

this, the film-maker, Pier Paolo Pasolini, in his essay, ‘The Cinema of 

Poetry’ (1976), expounded on the poetic aspect of this type of cinema:  

The fact of walking alone in the street, even with our ears stopped 
up, constitutes a continual dialog between ourselves and an 
environment which expresses itself by the mediation of the images 
which compose it: the physiognomy of the passersby, their gestures, 
their signs, their actions, their silences, their expressions, their 
collective reactions (people waiting at red lights, a crowd around a 
street-accident or around a monument), besides, traffic signs, 
indicators, counterclockwise rotaries are in sum objects charged 
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with meanings and which utter a brute “speech” by their very 
presence. (Pasolini, 1976, p. 1) 

 

Pasolini avowed that images such as these come from ‘the world of 

memory and of dreams’ (Pasolini, 1976, p. 1) which is ultimately rooted in 

physical reality. These images are, for the film-maker, the equivalent of 

words for the poet; further, Pasolini expounds, ‘in the poet's style, free rights 

belong to what is pre-grammatical in the spoken signs, so in the filmmaker's 

style, free rights will belong to what is pre-grammatical in the objects’ 

(Pasolini, 1976, p. 3). Words or images of objects can be considered as 

pre-grammatical when we bracket off the definitions, meanings, and 

automatic interpretations that are associated with them by the positivist-

objectivist natural attitude within the modern condition. Here, Pasolini 

affirms that the indeterminacy of the word or image gives it power to explore 

a wider range of possibilities in coming to terms with the life-world. This 

implies that film-makers should continuously experiment with the 

indeterminate concrete – as opposed to ideal abstractions that are 

determinate by design – and draw power from it, for in the first place, that 

the ‘irrational component of cinema cannot be eliminated’ (Pasolini, 1976, 

p. 4) is an essential feature of the film medium and cinematic art form. 

 The poetic cinema espoused by Pasolini and the transcendental-

realist documentary film put forward by Knudsen contribute to the pool of 

cinematic practices around the world. Aside from their aesthetic 

contribution to the inventory of film techniques, unconventional works, as 
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exemplified by Life-world Series, contribute new perspectives in intuitively 

understanding cinema vis-à-vis the modern condition. Definitely, films are 

‘part of the reality we typically inhabit, as part of the world we live in, as 

parts of our lives’ (Rushton, 2011, p. 2) and they therefore ‘help us to shape 

what we call “reality”’ (p. 2). Though cinema is very much a product of 

modern technology, it has the potential to liberate us from prevailing 

abstractions that are powered by positivist/objectivist and instrumental 

rationality; indeed, this is the very predicate of Kracauer’s Theory of Film: 

The Redemption of Physical Reality (1960). 

The flow of life in Study Five: Rain & Study Eight: Intercity 

Results and Discussion 

The subject matter of Study Eight: Intercity (12 minutes and 16 seconds, 

shot in mainland China and the United States) is the Lebenswelt as relating 

to essences. In this film, the shots alternate from two cities that are 

thousands of miles apart – Shenzhen and Seattle – and sequence them to 

cover four essential (relating to essences) clusters of city life – the mundane, 

the sustaining, the sharing, and the conjuring. By cinematically engaging in 

this kind of distillation of essences, this film elucidates how the spectator 

can contemplate the city where he or she resides – or at any other place 

for that matter – in terms of its essences.  

This cinematic exercise in pondering the alternating flow of elements 

from material reality to extract essences of city life is a stepping-stone to 

the intuitive understanding of the Lebenswelt as relating to essences. The 

‘stream of material situations and happenings’ (Kracauer, 1960, p. 72) 
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rendered by the cinematic film – as exemplified by Figure 23 – stimulates 

for the film spectator a ‘continuous influx of the psychophysical 

correspondences’ (p. 71); thus, suggesting ‘a reality which may fittingly be 

called “life”’ (p. 71). The psychophysical correspondences in this film start 

from ‘the mundane’ cluster that is part of the flow of life. Initially, the 

spectator, conditioned by the modern condition to see differences more 

than similarities, is drawn to the elements that mark (e.g., language of the 

street signs) the alternating shots as belonging to different cities. Please 

see Figure 23 – Shenzhen in the left column and Seattle in the right.  

As early as the end of this first cluster, however, the shots gravitate 

more towards the physical similarities between the two cities: the full shot, 

for example, in Figure 23b, maintaining cinematic continuity, could have 

very well been immediately cut from the wide shot in 23a. The continuous 

flow of a multitude of cinematic shots taken from the matrix of material 

reality of the two cities remain in the active minds of the spectators; in their 

consciousness, these images are then combined and recombined as they 

come to terms with the cinematic experience. The film enhances the 

coming together of the two geographically distinct cities by taking a route 

that emphasises the shared human experience of the Lebenswelt, which, 

as mentioned earlier, is beyond geographical boundaries. The second and 

third clusters are of this route. 
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Figure 23. Study Eight: Intercity (2017) 

 

The two images of the second row of Figure 23 come from the cluster of 

‘the sustaining’. While the language markers are still present, the film 

spectators begin to recognise the similarity between the two shots because 

they connect on a more basic level, that is, the universal human need to 

eat for survival – consider the fast food restaurants in Figures 23c and 23d. 

The two images in the third row of Figure 23 follow the same path, the 
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connection being the human need for a place in the city that reinforces our 

shared experience as human beings; thus, belonging to ‘the sharing’ cluster 

of the flow of life. This takes the form of the temple as a place for the shared 

experience of praying in the third row (Fig. 23e) and the Space Needle in 

23f as a symbol of the shared identity and history of the people of Seattle. 

The last cluster of the flow of life as cinematically rendered in Study Eight: 

Intercity (2017), is ‘the conjuring’. At this point in the film the cinematic 

images evoke more of the Lebenswelt in the thin sense (essences): the 

flickering beams of sunlight passing through the leaves blown by the wind 

– producing a delicately-sublime visual effect – in the last row of Figure 23 

(left image); and the aerial shot of the city as snow flurries silently fall in 23h 

(right). These images shore each other up to conjure the human yearning 

to reflect on not just city life but the very essences of life itself, and its flow 

that includes – but not limited to – human experience. Ultimately, this film 

is an invitation to the spectators, who are ineluctably part of the modern 

condition, to be sensitive to the essences of city life and the greater sphere 

of the Lebenswelt – in the thin sense, the realm of essences.  

The subject matter of Study Five: Rain (14 minutes and 1 second, 

shot in Hong Kong) is the Lebenswelt as cyclical. This film was inspired 

by Regen/Rain (Joris Ivens, 1929) [Fig. 11b], which was used in Chapter 1 

as one of the illustrations in the discussion of the characteristics of the 

phenomenalist-realist film; there, this film’s disinterested contemplation of 

rain as a natural phenomenon was noted. 
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Figure 24. Study Five: Rain (2016) 

 

Study Five: Rain follows one cycle of the rain phenomenon: from its 

portending (Fig. 24, first row); materialising (second row); and subsiding 

(third row). An immanent by-product of this cinematic coverage, through 

the ‘stream of material situations and happenings’ (Kracauer, 1960, p. 72) 

that unfold on screen, is the portrayal of the flow of life. The film covers the 

rain brought about by Typhoon Nida that raised the signal number 8 (the 

highest being 10, which indicates a hurricane) on 1 August 2016 in a 

somber manner. This reflects the relaxed attitude of the city dwellers, who 

are confident that the infrastructure of Hong Kong is equipped to handle 

natural phenomena such as typhoons. The film’s meditative rendition of 

rain also intimates their latent sense of excitement whenever they 

collectively anticipate the coming of the natural phenomenon to, for a while, 

slow down the pace of city life. Through its continuous flow of images, the 

film meditates on the sense of silent awe in witnessing the natural 
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phenomenon as a manifestation of the sublime; to illustrate, through the 

portending feeling evoked by the rippling of the normally-still waters in 

Figure 24b and the dog that seems to forecast the coming of a storm in 24c. 

The complex mixture of awe and fear of the manifesting typhoon is 

cinematically rendered in the first image of the second row, Figure 24d, 

which exhibits a person with an umbrella enduring the downpour and the 

orange trash bin blasted by the wind. The rain presents profound 

opportunities for disinterested rumination, e.g., the droplets on the window 

(second image of the second row, Fig. 24e), and, as the rain subsides, the 

image of the diminishing rain clouds by the peak of the mountain (24f). The 

mixture of fear and awe is again felt in the aftermath of the storm, as 

materialised by the uprooted tree in Figure 24g, the first image of the third 

row. The end of the cycle in this event that is just one element in the vast 

web of happenings in the Lebenswelt is the clean-up procedure (Figure 24h, 

second image of the third row) as the city rushes to go back to its regular 

flow of life; but the film does not end there, as it continues to apprehend 

images of the remnants, for example, the puddle that reflects the return of 

the sunshine while at the same time, showing us the manhole cover below 

it – nature and technology in one shot (Fig. 24i, final figure of the third row). 

Analysis: Eidetic formations 

Aside from being an examination of the flow of life KCR trope as discussed 

in the previous section, Study Eight is also a phenomenological 

investigation on the essence of city life. The film draws on the power of the 

film medium to photographically capture surface detail of an array of pro-
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filmic objects from physical reality. This core aspect of the medium can be 

said to be a cinematic counterpart of the phenomenological method which 

involves ‘careful, elaborate description of our experience’ (Käufer & 

Chemero, 2015, p. 26) that reveals their essential features; indeed, Husserl 

consistently avowed that ‘essences are evident in the experiences 

themselves once we know how to look for them’ (p. 26). This 

phenomenological activity of ‘eidetic seeing’ (Husserl, 1982, p. 8) finds 

congruence with the cinematic experience of physical reality which involves 

moving one’s conscious intentionality from concrete images towards their 

essences. This shared affinity for seeing can be attributed to film being a 

visual medium; on the side of phenomenology, it is because sight is a major 

sense that contributes to one’s perception of reality. The ‘“primacy of the 

optical” in Kracauer’s thought’ (Sieg, 2010, p. 104) is in accord with this 

consonance between film and phenomenology. Given the indeterminacy of 

the concrete and the complexity of the spectators’ engagement with the film, 

their phenomenological reflections should not be regimented as to what 

essences they are ought to draw from the film as they engage what Kant –

explicated in Chapter 1 – called ‘free liking’ and ‘pleasurable liking’ (Aitken, 

2016, p. 22). The example below exhibits how Study Eight: Intercity (Fig. 

23) served as a jumping-off point – or as Kracauer would call it, ‘ignition 

spark’ (1960, p. 165) – for the spectator to contemplate one’s own 

phenomenological experience of the urban life-world (Manila), not Seattle 

or Shenzhen, which served as the alternating physical settings of the film: 
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Makikita din ang bawat kagandahan ng kanilang mga bansa kagaya 
na lamang sa kanilang paraan ng pagko-commute. Marahil ay isa 
itong malaking sampal sa mukha ng gobyerno ng Pilipinas dahil ito 
rin ay pinapangarap ng Pinas. Ngunit hindi natin ito makamit dahil 
sa kabi-kabilang korapsyon at iba-iba pang mga suliranin na 
nagpapahirap sa bansa. 

[It shows beautiful aspects of each county, such as their daily 
commute. Perhaps this is a critique of the Philippine government 
since this is also what our country dreams of; however, we are 
unable to achieve this because of rampant corruption, among other 
problems that plague our nation.] – Respondent 8495 (M. Andrada, 
personal communication, June 1, 2018) 

 

For Dilthey, Simmel, and Bergson, the world is ‘given to the ego only in the 

flow of life’ (Harrington, 2006, p. 342) and for Husserl, the life-world is 

apprehended by consciousness in relation with ‘the tissue of intersubjective 

background understandings’ (p. 341) constituted by a ‘plurality of 

subjectivities making up a community sharing a common world’ 

(Spiegelberg, 1984, p. 747). Study Five: Rain (Fig. 24, also see 33) 

experiments with the cinematic experience of the shared experience of the 

phenomenon of rain. Consistent with the previous examples of reflections 

on Life-world Series, the following responses exhibit the ability of the realist 

film to lead the spectators to experience eidetic seeing involving city life, 

nature, and the very activity of contemplation amidst the modern condition: 

The beauty of city and nature was my main take away from this video. 
Rain was an element added to the beauty of the nature and city . . . 
It just captured that transformation of how the modern world is 
becoming. – Respondent 1635  

It may also mean being stuck inside your home looking through your 
windows stained with raindrops as you watch the clouds shed its 
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tears . . . rain is just a part of how our nature works and there will 
always be a calm after. – Respondent 7092 (M. Andrada, personal 
communication, June 1, 2018) 

 

The spiritual life itself in Study Four: Resilient Textures & Study Six: 

Return Home 

Results and Discussion 

The Lebenswelt is ‘laden with meaning for persons who live together in the 

world and who confer “spiritual” meaning on it’ (Russell, 2006, p. 195); that 

is, ‘the world is for us first a world of valuable and useful objects, not “mere 

things”’ (p. 195). Kracauer argued that the film medium, due to its ability to 

kindle for the film spectator ‘the experience of a large number and 

multiplicity of sense perceptions’ (Aitken, 2006, p. 166), can initiate ‘some 

kind of qualitative transformation which occurs within the individual 

observer as a consequence of undergoing such an experience’ (p. 166). 

This sense of transcendence was the basis for Study Four: Resilient 

Textures (20 minutes and 15 seconds, shot in Vietnam), which has for its 

subject matter the Lebenswelt as transcendent. This film undertakes to 

simulate the ‘rich complexity of immediate experience’ (Aitken, 2001, p. 

178); that is, through camera movement that is gradual, fluid, and 

organically directed, it portrays the perceptual encounter with richly 

complex textures, shapes, and patterns of the spiritually-inspired sculptures 

that are immediately experienced as objects of contemplation – see the 

entire first row of Figure 25 and the first three images in the second row 

(25e, 25f and 25g). 
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Figure 25. Study Four: Resilient Textures (2016) 

 

The film continues to invoke the notion of transcendence by manifesting 

objects that are used in rituals across diverse cultures such as the array of 

lit joss sticks that exude fragrance (Fig. 25h, last row of the second row) 

and places for prayer such as the Marble Mountains cave temple in Da 

Nang, Vietnam – see the third row of Figure 25 – wherein the shapes of the 

sculptures blend with the patterns of the natural formations of the cave. 

Study Four: Resilient Textures promotes the intuitive understanding of the 

Lebenswelt as transcendent; this is an offshoot of our individual 

consciousness as ‘consciousness of something transcendent to itself’ 

(Russell, 2006, p. 18). Collectively, this transcendence is the basis of what 

Kracauer called, ‘the spiritual life itself’ (1960, p. 309). This accounts for the 

common human feeling of yearning to connect with something bigger than 
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ourselves, which, in turn, conjoins us with other living beings; this is an 

invariant feature, or essence, of the human experience. Although some of 

the images in Figure 25 can be identified as belonging to particular religious 

traditions, the film focuses on their essential features by highlighting their 

oneness with nature – the last row, first three images, from the glorious 

clouds (25m), to the clear blue sky (25n), to the radiance of the sun 

beaming (25o) through the trees. Kracauer’s idea of ‘the spiritual life itself’ 

(1960, p. 309) is ‘a mode of being characterised by revelatory insight, of a 

secular rather than religious tenor’ (Aitken, 2006, p. 166); to illustrate, when 

Kracauer pronounced that  ‘the physical is endowed with meanings which 

do emanate from it and which may indeed be spiritual’ (1975, p. 76), he 

was referring to concrete experience as interlacing with the transcendent; 

thus, the familiar perceptual experience of witnessing the ‘“radiance of the 

sunset”’18 (Kracauer, 1960, p. 296) (Fig. 25p, the final image) can lead us, 

the film spectators, to envisage our ‘place within a Lebenswelt which is also 

ineluctably linked to external reality’ (Aitken, 2016, p. 16). 

 The subject matter of Study Six: Return Home (14 minutes, shot in 

Indonesia and Hong Kong) is the Lebenswelt as meaning-laden. The film 

anchors its subject matter to the intuitive idea of home. The notion of home 

is dynamic; it varies – but can hardly be fully predicted – based on one’s 

relationship with the material of the shelter, village/city, homeland, etc., and 

                                                             
18 Kracauer was quoting Whitehead here; the entire text reads, ‘When you understand all about 
the sun and all about the atmosphere and all about the rotation of the earth, you may still miss 
the radiance of the sunset. There is no substitute for the direct perception of the concrete 
achievement of a thing in its actuality’ (Whitehead, 1925, p. 199). 
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the psychophysical correspondences and flight of associations that they 

elicit (e.g., safety, family, identity, community, nation, etc.). When the film 

spectators encounter the title of the film, their expectation is that this film 

will delve into the theme of going back home; then, they ask themselves 

while contemplating the images in the film – what or where is home? The 

film, drawing on the continuum of physical existence, emanates images that 

are not easy to pin down but elicit intrigue among the spectators who 

recognise them as either part of their own worlds or within the realm of the 

experienceable. This experimental film is like a puzzle that engages one’s 

notion of home. The first row of Figure 26 exhibits one layer of Study Six: 

Return Home, which is the physical action of going home through a 

combination of various modes of transportation: by car, in Indonesia (Figure 

26a); bike rickshaw, also in Indonesia (26b), airplane, as suggested by the 

boarding gate in Singapore airport (26c), and boat, at the Sai Kung Public 

Pier in Hong Kong (26d). Kracauer noted that films that ‘cover vast 

expanses of physical reality’ (1960, p. 64), like travelogues or films involving 

travel, as is the case of the film that we are discussing, certainly have ‘a 

cinematic flavor, provided they sustain the impression of traveling and show 

real concern for the far-distant places that they picture in the process’ (p. 

64) – see the first row of Figure 26, transportation sequence from Indonesia 

to Hong Kong. This film is characterised by the pairing of the black-and-

white – to highlight the formal qualities the image in terms of shape and 

movement – transportation sequence with the coloured photographs that 

interject all through the entire length of the film. The experimental use of 
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the photography component in this film is intended to interrogate the 

meaning of home and to produce an insight on the interaction between the 

photo and video elements in this bifurcating setup.  

The clusters of images in the film are laden with meaning for the 

researcher but since all of them are from physical reality where the 

spectators also ‘live in’, these cinematic images serve as jumping-off points 

for them to form their own meaning. This sort of cinematic experience is 

akin to how an encounter with the ‘concrete richness of the material art 

object’ (Aitken, 2016, p. 21) profoundly engages the beholder as it also 

continues to do so for the artist. Both artist and beholder of the artwork have 

their respective contours of meaning for the artworks; when those 

meanings match, it is good, but if they do not, it can also be more interesting, 

because the art object can be considered as a constellation that bears 

‘elements of a sustained inquiry’ (1960, p. 279). 

Compared with the preceding discussions, the ensuing segment will 

take on a different approach. In this paragraph, the explication will involve 

the researcher’s own subjectivity, particularly implicating his personal 

memories. This is because the researcher initially designed the selection 

and assembly of the images in Study Six: Return Home to be grounded on 

the particulars of his own experience, but since all of these materials are 

sourced from the physical reality that he shares with the spectators, the 

final engagement with the film becomes – true to the medium – of a public 

nature. As demonstrated by the previous illustrations, the pattern of 

cinematic engagement in the KCR film moves from the ‘below’ (physical 
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reality) to the ‘above’ (shared essences recognisable by the experiencing 

human beings); the same applies to the following discussion on Study Six, 

wherein the images are from physical existence, albeit initially predicated 

upon the point of view of a single person. 

 

 

Figure 26. Study Six: Return Home (2016) 

 

Before we proceed, it should be noted that although the next few sentences 

will be personally revelatory, the film itself does not overtly exhibit the 

details that the reader is about to gather. The film was designed to be both 

indeterminate and impressionistic. If it were to be watched by the reader 

without seeing the following lines first, its indeterminacy would be optimised; 

however, since the reader will first have the following introduction before 

viewing the film, his or her spectatorial experience would be enriched. The 

indeterminate character of the film explains why when it was publicly 
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screened on 7 April 2017, it was the one among the ten short films that 

generated the most responses amongst the spectators, many of whom had 

their own interestingly varying interpretations of it. It was as if each of them 

took the impressionistic flow of images as ‘ingredients’ in coming to terms 

with their own experience of the film; the spectators had diverse ways of 

‘owning’ the theme of the film, which is ‘home’ – the concern for which is 

an invariant feature (essence) of human experience.  

The second row of Figure 26 shows the photographic interjections 

that flesh out various visual aspects of Hong Kong, which the researcher 

considers as home: residential building in 26e; street food in 26f; university 

grounds in 26g; and leisurely ferry ride to an outlying island in 26h. The 

third row of Figure 26 preserves in memory the researcher’s various travels: 

traditional way of making beef balls as he witnessed in Shenzhen (26i); 

perceptual experience inside the Shenzhen metro train (26j); his first time 

to see a bamboo mountain in Hunan Province, China (26k); and a tea farm, 

also in Hunan (26l). The first three images in the last row of Figure 26 

continue to exhibit his memories of traveling: an arcade in Fukuoka, Japan 

(26m); perceptual experience inside a metro bus also in Fukuoka (26n); 

and sight of another bike rickshaw, but this time, carrying items for delivery, 

in Da Nang, Vietnam (26o). The foregoing entails that the photographic 

medium has a strong affinity for preserving and activating memories; on the 

other hand, as suggested by the video track on which the photos interject, 

the cinematic footage gravitates more towards the liveness of the ongoing 
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action – in this case, taking different modes of transportation with the 

objective of going home.  

The last image (Figure 26p) is of the Supermoon phenomenon that 

the researcher shot on 14 November 2016, a couple of weeks after he 

returned to Hong Kong after his trip to Indonesia to shoot the video 

component of this film. This final image is laden with meaning for the 

researcher because the moon appearing particularly large in the sky due to 

the coincidental concordance of its closest approach to the earth sparks 

within him the insight that what home means to him is the world, which 

points to preponderant spheres, such as the Lebenswelt. What has just 

come into the reader’s view was a demonstration one instance of ‘owning’ 

the cinematic experience. Once the reader watches the film, he or she will 

also have his or her own way of apprehending the impressionistically 

indeterminate cinematic work; it is worth indicating, though, that this 

process of interpretation is not free for all, since the intersubjectively 

distilled essences of ‘home’, ‘homing’, ‘homelessness’, ‘at-home-in-the-

world’, etc. – as primed by the film title – serve as prospective anchor points 

in the resultant cinematic discourse on Study Six: Return Home. Kracauer 

declared that films ‘help us not only appreciate our given material 

environment but to extend it in all directions. They virtually make the world 

our home’ (1960, p. 304). As the film demonstrates, cinematic experience 

has the capability to foster a feeling of homing amongst human beings who 

have developed an intuitive awareness of the meaning-laden Lebenswelt, 

which is shared by all, regardless of race, gender, religion, nationality, etc. 
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This resonates with Kracauer’s idea of ‘the spiritual life itself’ (p. 309) that 

can open a universe of possibilities ‘for reflecting and endorsing the actual 

rapprochement between the peoples of the world’ (Kracauer, 1960, p. 310). 

Analysis: Insatiable curiosity 

Husserl’s phenomenological approach regards the life-world as ‘not 

something over and against the subject’ (Gander, 2017, p. 116); thus, the 

‘clarification of the connection of life can only take place in the form of a 

self-contemplation or self-enlightenment’ (p. 116). In phenomenology, the 

intentional consciousness is the focal point of ‘how we experience our 

selves and how we experience things outside our selves, that is, all that is 

non-self’ (Wagner, 1983, p. 9). While positivist discourse might find this 

vantage point of consciousness as problematic – psychology has opted to 

replace experience with ‘behavior’ because of the latter’s externality and 

observability (Ihde, 1990, p. 22) – phenomenology does not limit itself to 

the parameters set by positivism as it opens itself to profundity, which, 

‘science wants to transform into a cosmos, into a simple, completely clear, 

lucid order’ (Husserl, 1965, p. 144). Phenomenology, regarded by Husserl 

as scientific (Costelloe, 1996, p. 12), is also intended by him ‘to replace the 

narrow “positivist” or “objectivist” sciences’ (p. 12) that dismiss profundity. 

In ‘Philosophy as Rigorous Science’, Husserl (1965) avowed that 

‘profundity is an affair of rigorous theory’ (p. 144). Drawing on Husserl’s 

conception of the Lebenswelt in developing his theory of cinematic realism 

(Casebier, 1970, p. 15) (Aitken, 2001, p. 173), Kracauer included profound 

notions such as the spiritual life itself KCR trope and film as a ‘gate rather 
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than a dead end or a mere diversion’ (1960, p. 287) towards ‘inner life’ (p. 

287). This contemplation of inner life is an invariant feature of human 

experience that connects every node of intentional consciousness within 

an intersubjective life-world. Our collective experience of cinema, together 

with its sonority with our inner lives advance another of the medium’s 

redeeming potential, that is, to champion the ‘rapprochement between the 

peoples of the world’ (Kracauer, 1960, p. 310) as the project explored in 

the previous results and discussion section.  

Study Four (Fig. 25), which features textural patterns that are shared 

by both nature and spiritually-inspired art, provides the basis of the 

discussion of the transcendent aspect of the KCR trope identified as the 

spiritual life itself. The cinematic experience of this piece can be described 

in terms of the ‘intentionality of consciousness conjoined with eidetic 

intuition’ (Patočka, 1996, p. 93) which ‘leads on beyond the mere givenness 

of the immanent’ (p. 93). As embodied by the rest of the short films in Life-

world Series, the concrete images from immanent experience19 which are 

carried out by the contemplative realist film cultivates for the spectator a 

working process of eidetic intuition on one’s place within the larger spheres 

of the life-world, the modern condition, life, and reality. The dream-like 

Study Six (Fig. 26) – involving physical objects presented in mixtures of 

black-and-white and colour, still photos and videos – is profound but not 

out-of-this-world since all its images come from the experience of everyday 

                                                             
19 This serves as the primary source of a basic form of the realist sensibility ‘which feels most at 
home living among familiar things in their familiar places’ (Earle, 2011, p. 25). 
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life; indeed, ‘among all possible realities – dreams, sleep, imagination, and 

many more – the world of everyday life takes center stage’ (Ayaß, 2017, p. 

519). The realism of this short film is further enhanced by the familiarity of 

the human experience with dreaming images and feelings drawn from our 

phenomenological experience of material reality. It is worth noting that the 

point of this film was to disperse one’s sense of home to the larger sphere 

of the intersubjective life-world. This is precisely the reason why the entire 

project deliberately involved foreign languages, i.e., Japanese, Bahasa 

Indonesia, Filipino, Mandarin and Cantonese Chinese, etc., to promote a 

profound feeling of connection with other human beings who reverberate 

with one’s insatiable curiosity of the essences and meanings generated 

within the shared life-world. This is congruent with the transcendent 

connection that Walter Benjamin described in his piece entitled ‘Si Parla 

Italiano’ in his book, One-Way Street (originally published in 1928): 

I sat at night in violent pain on a bench. Opposite me on another, 
two girls sat down. They seemed to want to discuss something in 
confidence and began to whisper. Nobody except me was nearby, 
and I would not have understood their Italian however loud it had 
been. But now I could not resist the feeling, in face of this 
unmotivated whispering in a language inaccessible to me, that a cool 
dressing was being applied to the painful place. (Benjamin, 2016, p. 
83) 

 

IV Interim conclusion 

The research-based film-making project, Life-world Series (2017) is a two-

pronged phenomenological investigation on: (1) the notion of the 

Lebenswelt; and (2) the aesthetics of Kracauerian cinematic realism as 
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anchored in five KCR tropes, namely, (a) the quotidian, (b) the fortuitous, 

(c) the indeterminate, (d) the flow of life, and (e) the spiritual life itself. The 

engagement of the ten component short films with the five KCR tropes 

shaped the aesthetics of these works and yielded the following set of 

invariant features (essences) of the Lebenswelt as: (a) expansive; (b) multi-

layered; (c) flowing; (d) in the process of becoming; (e) resonantly 

intersubjective; (f) a thing of beauty; (g) relating to essences; (h) cyclical; (i) 

transcendent; and (j) meaning-laden. Since these KCR tropes are ‘aspects 

of reality’ (Aitken, 2001, p. 175) and the notion of the Lebenswelt, per Aitken 

(2006), is a ‘key to understanding Kracauer’s assertion that “physical reality” 

can be redeemed through cinema’ (Wils, 2016, p. 76), it follows that 

Kracauerian film practice, as embodied by Life-world Series (2017), 

requires an active concern with physical reality and a profound 

contemplation of both reality and the Lebenswelt. As demonstrated in this 

chapter, the use of film practice in investigating KCR entailed not only 

applying the KCR tropes as aesthetics for the thesis film, but also acquiring 

a working knowledge of Husserlian phenomenology, especially its notion of 

the Lebenswelt in both its thick and thin senses.  

The extensive identification and discussion of the conclusions that 

result from the current chapter will be consigned to the Conclusions section 

of the manuscript since by that point, the last two KCR tropes will have 

already been considered in Chapter 3. 
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Chapter three: Examining KCR through film 

criticism – Selected Brocka films 

 

The previous chapter investigated five Kracauerian cinematic realist tropes 

– the quotidian, the fortuitous, the indeterminate, the flow of life, and the 

spiritual life itself – through a discussion of the thesis film’s aesthetics and 

subject matter, that is, the Lebenswelt. The current chapter will examine 

the final two KCR tropes involved in the thesis project – the refuse and the 

transient – through a study of selected films by the director.  

I Lino Brocka 

Filipino film director, Catalino ‘Lino’ Ortiz Brocka (1939-1991) made ‘over 

70 feature-films’ (Tioseco, 2007, p. 298) from 1970 to 1991. He started his 

film career by making melodrama films for the mainstream outfit, LEA 

Productions; in the beginning, he had already exhibited a tendency towards 

renovating existing genres as his approach to film-making (Sotto, 2010, p. 

56). Through one of his first films, Tubog sa Ginto/Dipped in Gold (1970), 

he gained the attention of young intellectuals for his nuanced approach in 

dealing with a controversial subject matter, that is, a husband and a father 

who was a closeted gay man (Hernando, 1993a, p. 14). Two ‘strong points’ 

(Dormiendo, 1983, p. 206) served as the springboard for Brocka’s prolific 

career: ‘first, his cinematic grasp of Filipino experience; and second, his 

ready audience of college students and that elitist group of cineastes who 

have boycotted local films because of their poor quality’ (p. 206). Brocka 
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recognised that the economic factor accounted for his staying in the 

commercial mainstream but he had always articulated his agenda in 

advancing the state of Philippine cinema; he disclosed in an interview: 

‘When you do these factory films, as I call them, these mainstream films, 

you try to improve in terms of logic, in terms of production, editing, acting, 

scriptwriting, in terms of all the aspects of filmmaking’ (Manlogon, 1988, p. 

20). When he made commercial films, what he strove for was ‘a sense of 

balance’ movies that are not escapist, that is, films that deal with reality; in 

Brocka’s words: 

Hindi naman altogether, e, you capitulate and say, o siya, puro 
ganun na lang. Hindi mo naman maaalis sa mga director na tulad ko 
na gumawa ng mga pelikula na while aiming to be commercial also 
tries to say something naman. Ang ibig kong sabihin, movies that 
are not fantasy. Movies that tackle a particular reality – yung may 
kaunting katotohanan. (Manlogon, 1988, p. 20) 

[You don’t just capitulate altogether and say, fine that’s how it works. 
You can’t take away from directors like myself to make films that aim 
to be commercial but try to say something. I mean, movies that are 
not fantasy, movies that tackle a particular reality – those that have 
a degree of truth in them.]  

 

Brocka collaborated closely with his scriptwriters in developing the 

concepts and stories for his films; through this setup, he imbued his ideas 

in this early phase of the film-making process, ‘but as was invariably his 

practice, he claimed no story credits’ (Dalisay, 1993, p. 82). Brocka’s style 

as regards his choice of subject matter and theme were palpable to his 

scriptwriters and crew members. The former group knew that Brocka was 

inclined towards stories about the poor; thus, leading to scripts with a 
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‘strong social message’ (Francisco, 1993, p. 51); while the latter would hear 

the director say, ‘I’m just a poor boy from San Jose (an obscure town in the 

province of Nueva Ecija). Can you blame me if I like doing stories about the 

poor?’ (p. 51). Brocka renovated commercial films to enhance their social 

relevance, ultimately to ‘inculcate a deeper understanding of the human 

condition’ (Sotto, 1983, p. 24); it is noteworthy, however, that ‘the plots that 

are not above the grasp of the common tao [person]’ (p. 24). The ‘Brocka 

film’ is also known for characters who ‘are always fighting back’ (Sotto, 

1993a, p. 227). In terms of production values, he appreciated Russian 

directors; Brocka declared, ‘They use simple stories and simple techniques, 

no zoom-in, zoom-out. Very simple’ (Lo, 1993, p. 212). Brocka ‘weathered 

the ups and downs of the business’ (Hernando, 1993b, p. 43), and believed 

that directors should ‘fight and prove that they can be commercially 

successful, at the same time, artistically palatable’ (Garcia, 1993, p. 215).  

Brocka’s films pioneered Philippine cinema in the international 

movie scene (Sotto, 1983, p. 24) (David, 1990a, p. 188). Initially, his works 

were dismissed as ‘lacking in cerebral virtuosity, in visual statements, and 

in the ennui of existence’ and not likely candidates for international 

screenings (Sotto, 1993e, p. 101). However, Brocka’s Maynila sa Kuko ng 

Liwanag/Manila in the Claws of Light (1975) illustrated that ‘getting a 

foothold in the foreign market might be better done, not by imitating 

international commercial trends, but by doing films that explore social 

realities as a subject that is distinctly Filipino’ (Lumbera, 1997, p. 115). 

Brocka was known as the ‘most forceful and dynamic’ of his generation of 
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younger filmmakers (Armes, 1987, p. 153) to emerge at the ‘point at which 

Philippine cinema was generating international awareness and when 

Marcos was achieving international notoriety’ (Tolentino, 1996, p. 374). He 

would be recognized both nationally and internationally for the 

‘humanization of subaltern people’s experiences in the backdrop of state-

sanctioned poverty and human rights abuses’ (Tolentino, 2010, p. 99). The 

auteur, however, claimed that he never had foreign audiences in mind 

when he directed his widely acclaimed films; indeed, ‘from the very start of 

his career, he had set his eyes on the common folk – not the sophisticate 

who mouthed jargon but had little gumption; but the lowborn who lacked 

schooling but had guts’ (Sotto, 1993e, p. 101).  

According to one of the director’s most active scriptwriters, Ricky 

Lee, Brocka had basically three types of projects: (1) the ‘komiks’ 

(illustrated comics, particularly in the melodrama genre); (2) the extreme 

poles of the big commercial studio project and the ‘serious political project’; 

and within the continuum, (3) a ‘commercial project with social content’ 

(Dalisay, 1993, p. 76). The third type occurred towards the end of Brocka’s 

career when he had rediscovered – after an ‘intervening stage of production 

geared toward foreign release via the festival circuit’ (p. 76) – the ‘fulfilment’ 

provided by the mainstream film that has a wide release (p. 76). Throughout 

this range of films, Brocka ‘projected his vision of a society in turmoil and 

the effects of social and political environment on the individual’ (Hernando, 

1993b, p. 43). Even in his commercial projects, Brocka ‘could not escape 

his need as an artist to possess integrity, project his vision clearly, and 
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make his work more interesting’ (p. 41) as an ‘artist for the people’ (David, 

2012, p. 36). Brocka was aware of the compromises that had to be made 

in this industry, which came in the form of ‘trading-off’ (Tioseco, 2007, p. 

298) several commercial features ‘in order to be given permission by a 

studio to make his socially relevant or “art film”’ (p. 298) – in Brocka’s words, 

‘I have to do five commercial projects in order to interest a producer in a 

quality film . . . I cannot be a one-movie-a-year director. I also have to live’ 

(Dormiendo, 1993, p. 210). Jose Dalisay, another of Brocka’s crucial 

scriptwriters elaborated that Brocka dealt with commercial projects by 

exploring ways to come up with ‘the infusion of any possible measure of 

sense and social criticism into the story’ (Dalisay, 1993, p. 76); in Brocka’s 

words: 

Okey iyon, sige lang. Pero ‘kako ngayon, babawasan namin ang 
iyakan, iiklian ang dialogue, walang masyadong dasalan. 
[That’s okey, but I’d say, let’s minimize the crying, cut some 
dialogue… and not too much praying.] 
Little things like that. We’ll do it slowly until we reach the point 
wherein the director can make the movie that he likes. (Garcia, 1993, 
p. 215) 
 

Aside from being an active film-maker during the Era of Martial Law20, 

Brocka was also an outspoken human rights activist. He led the Free the 

Artist Movement in organising a series of protest rallies against President 

Marcos’s imminent Executive Order that would entail that artistic 

performers, including scriptwriters and directors, would have to be licensed 

                                                             
20 The main period of Martial Law was termed by the dictatorship as Bagong Lipunan [‘New 
Society’] (1972-81) and the extension period, ‘New Republic’ (1981-86) (Rafael, 1990, p. 282). 
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in order to work – other directors, actors, opera singers, painters, and 

sculptors joined the movement; the protest movement initiated by Brocka 

won a partial victory since that plan was shelved (Stein, 1983, p. 55). 

Brocka was also involved in a widening protest movement, which included 

students, workers, priests, and nuns, against a Presidential Commitment 

Order (PCO), which would endow the military with the ‘power to arrest and 

incarcerate those suspected of being subversive, without any legal 

machinery for the determination of evidence for the arrest’ (p. 55). As a 

consequence, Brocka, together with another Filipino auteur, Mike de Leon, 

declined to attend the 1983 Pesaro Film Festival where they were invited 

to present their films; instead, they sent out an open letter to the foreign 

organisers; following is an excerpt: ‘The decrees have intensified the 

climate of apprehension that stifles freedom of expression – freedom which 

in the case of filmmakers is already limited by a restrictive and capriciously 

interpreted film censorship law’ (p. 55). 

Brocka began to speak more at rallies after 21 August 1983, when 

senator Ninoy Aquino, one of the most articulate opponents of President 

Marcos, was assassinated. The activist film-maker would ‘sandwich in 

meetings with his activist groups between shooting films’ (Aufderheide, 

1987, p. 75). In the same year, with the Free the Artist Movement as a basis, 

Brocka formed the Concerned Artists of the Philippines (CAP) (Sotto, 

1993e, p. 112) which he chaired for two years. Brocka’s premise for the 

CAP was that ‘artists are first and foremost citizens, and must address the 

issues confronting the country’ (Hernando, 1993a, p. 17). Brocka and the 
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CAP were supported by jeepney [local public transportation] drivers in an 

anti-censorship rally; in return, they supported the strike of the Jeepney 

Drivers’ Association a month later; consequentially, Brocka was arrested 

and jailed for 16 days (Hernando, 1993a, p. 18). As soon as he was 

released, he resumed making movies. In an interview, the auteur related 

that he used to think of cinema as a mirror that reflects reality; however, the 

experience of incarceration changed his view of cinema’s social role (Del 

Carmen, 1983, p. 29). Brocka started to characterise cinema as a ‘mirror 

that confronts the people with the reality of their human condition’ (p. 29); 

further, the activist-filmmaker determines, ‘this reality is my responsibility 

as director to show on screen’ (p. 29). This reinforces Brocka’s ideal of ‘the 

artist as a citizen of his country’ (Dalisay, 1993, p. 84); Brocka declares that 

the film-maker is ‘a citizen of the slums, of the streets, of the battlefields if 

need be (Brocka, 1993, p. 205). The director emphasized the importance 

of the ‘socially-conscious film’, stressing that ‘in an under-developed nation, 

film should be used as a vehicle for communication, for education, to make 

people aware of the social realities’ (Dormiendo, 1993, pp. 209-10). He 

believed that the film-maker, especially in the Third World, has the ‘duty of 

developing the public’ (Sotto, 1993a, p. 229) and create of ‘the Great 

Filipino Audience’ (Hernando, 1993a, p. 19), however gradually it may take; 

Brocka expounded: 

Kung hindi naman handa ang audience, paano? Kung wala ang 
audience, wala din ang director. I told myself, I have to win the 
audience. Sila ang pag-asa ko. If I can win them over, then I will 
have a chance. I was able to win them a little bit, but you see, hindi 
biglaan.  
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[If the audience is not ready, then what? Without the audience, there 
would be now director. I told myself, ‘I have to win the audience – 
they are my only hope.’ If I can win them over, then I will have a 
chance. I was able to win them a bit, but you see, not immediately.] 
(Garcia, 1993, p. 215) 

 

Brocka drew on his experience as an activist-filmmaker who travelled to the 

provinces to challenge the belief of many Manila-based Filipino producers 

and directors at that time, that the ‘majority of moviegoers could not 

possibly appreciate subtle, meaningful subject matter, or fine, underplayed 

acting’ (Hernando, 1993a, p. 15) and its implication that ‘more violence, 

more sex, more stars, and more fantasy layered onto much-used plots were 

necessary’ (p. 16). Early in his career, along with other stockholders, 

Brocka started his own independent film company, Cine Manila ‘to produce 

relevant, artistic films’ (p. 16) and made Tinimbang Ka Ngunit 

Kulang/Weighed but Found Wanting (1974). The film was a ‘box-office hit 

and challenged the prevailing belief that commerce and art do not mix’ 

(Sotto, 2010, p. 56) and paved the way for other directors ‘to treat their 

materials as social commentaries’ (Dormiendo, 1993, p. 208). Brocka’s 

realist approach in his body of work fostered a cinema that is able ‘to 

foreground the conditions of the possible, including subversion and dissent 

and the eminence of political action’ (Tolentino, 2012, p. 132). His death in 

a car accident in 1991 left a void in Philippine cinema ‘in what was once a 

clarity of vision, representation, and narrative and realist film styles so 

recognizable in national and international film festivals’ (Tolentino, 2014, p. 

8).  
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II KCR tropes in selected Brocka films 

We are now ready to discuss selected Brocka films based on the final two 

KCR tropes – (1) the refuse and (2) the transient – out of the total of seven 

involved in the entire thesis project.  

The refuse in I Carry the World (1987), Insiang (1976), Weighed but 

Found Wanting (1974) & Three Two One (1974) 

Results and Discussion 

In the documentary film entitled Signed: Lino Brocka (1987), the auteur 

relayed his experience in making his first slum film early in his career in the 

1970s: ‘I did my first slum picture and it got in trouble with the censors – 

they were banning it because it was too realistic. They would say: You know, 

your movies disturb; we feel uncomfortable. I said: It’s meant to be’ 

(Blackwood, 1987). Brocka shot both Pasan Ko ang Daigdig/I Carry the 

World (1987) and Insiang (1976) in the Manila slums. The auteur’s 

unvarnished portrayal of slum life revealed the physical reality of the milieu. 

Human beings become so habituated with ‘the refuse’ (Kracauer, 1960, p. 

53) that surround them – e.g., ‘garbage cans, the dirt underfoot, the waste 

they leave behind’ (p. 54) – that these elements from material reality 

‘stubbornly escape their attention in everyday life’ (p. 53). For Kracauer, the 

revelatory aspect of ‘the refuse’ endows it with cinematic quality (1960, p. 

53). True to the specificity of the medium, ‘films have no such inhibitions; 

on the contrary, what we ordinarily prefer to ignore proves attractive to them 

precisely because of this common neglect’ (p. 54). There is, however, a 

deeper layer of ‘the refuse’ in Brocka’s slum films such as I Carry the World 
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(1987) and Insiang (1976): the milieu of the slums as cinematically formed 

is in itself, within the context of the larger social sphere, ‘the refuse’ 

(Kracauer, 1960, p. 54) that ‘most people turn their backs on’ (p. 54). The 

cinematic experience of the physical existence of this milieu fosters for the 

spectator an intuitive understanding of the ‘disintegration of life, the 

homelessness of the individual in the modem world’ (Elsaesser, 1987, p. 

70). This leads to the spectators asking themselves the following questions. 

Where am I positioned in the Lebenswelt? Am I part of ‘the refuse’ of 

modern society? Am I invisible, hidden, or suppressed? Is there a way for 

me to liberate myself? Am I the only one in this condition? What are the 

possibilities for action? 

The slums inhabited by the people in I Carry the World (1987) and 

Insiang (1976) are located in dumpsites (Fig. 27). Through these films, 

Brocka pushed the boundaries of cinematic penetration and revelation of 

physical reality. These phenomena that overwhelm consciousness ‘range 

all the more among the cinematic subjects’ because ‘only the camera is 

able to represent them without distortion’ (Kracauer, 1960, p. 57). The 

unflinching look at the life at the dumpsite in Figure 27 provides more than 

an evidence of poverty; indeed, it was not a secret among the Filipinos and 

even outside observers at that time. The Brocka film critically engages the 

consciousness through a feeling-oriented route. Consider, for example, 

how the camera gravitates towards children in Figure 27; first, we feel sorry 

for them, then we start to become more critical about what made this state 

possible in the first place. 
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Figure 27. I Carry the World (1987) and Insiang (1976) 

 

During the period when Brocka was making his slum films, Imelda Marcos 

would try to urge him to reconsider his proclivity for cinematically rendering 
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the physical reality of the milieu of the slums. Brocka recounted Imelda 

telling him that the ‘children are smiling. They are not poor. They are rich in 

material spirit; they may be poor in material wealth’ (Maglipon, 1993, p. 

125). Brocka’s way of dealing with the ideological twisting of reality is not 

through counter-ideology – which could lead to a downward spiral of taking 

sides and defending them endlessly – but by using the specificity of the film 

medium that renders material reality, or in Husserlian terms, the ‘the things 

themselves’ (Russell, 2006, p. 18), to foster critical insight amongst the 

Filipino film spectators.  

This phenomenalist approach contributes to Brocka’s advocacy for 

developing ‘the Great Filipino Audience’ (Hernando, 1993a, p. 19) 

(Francisco, 1993, p. 67). I Carry the World (1987) and Insiang (1976) 

demonstrate that this approach can go hand-in-hand with an aspect that 

the spectators are more overtly familiar with, that is, their belonging to the 

popular melodrama genre. As an auteur, Brocka was known for his 

melodrama films that went above and beyond the immediate pleasures 

provided by the genre. Kracauer also recognised the progressive potential 

of the melodrama, owing to its rootedness with material reality; observe, for 

example, how Lupe, the female protagonist in Figure 27a is intractably tied 

with the physical reality of the milieu that is mired in poverty. Kracauer 

avows that the melodrama can ‘reach deep into the physical world’ and 

therefore ‘lends itself to facilitating the display of cinematic subject matter’ 

(1960, p. 272). 
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Figure 28. Weighed but Found Wanting (1974) and Three Two One (1974) 

 

In Weighed but Found Wanting (1974), ‘the refuse’ takes the form of a 

madwoman character in a small town. Her name is Kuala (Fig. 28a). She 
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is not hidden; on the contrary, she is part of the everyday life in the small 

town but her state of being the social detritus is apparent, for example, as 

restaurant owners drive her away from the premises, teenage boys make 

fun of her, and drunk men at a funeral make a degrading spectacle out of 

her.  

The turning point of the film happens when she becomes pregnant; 

the father is another outcast in the town, the leper, Berto, who had shared 

his shanty with Kuala on the fringe of the small town. A group of religious 

women volunteer to lock her up to ‘protect’ her from Berto. This event 

exposes the prevalent hypocrisy in the small town and, right at the end of 

the film, the injustice that happened to Kuala. Moments before the 

madwoman dies, she has a lucid moment and recognises her former lover, 

now an influential man in town, who forced her to abort their child, thereby 

leading to her madness; Kuala, ‘the refuse’, reveals the abuse done to her. 

The small town portrayed here can indeed be read as ‘a microcosm of the 

nation’s political dynamics’ (Tolentino, 2003, p. 77) but what is really more 

interesting is the visceral nature of the cinematic experience of the Brocka 

film that works beyond the confines of the allegorical, which is cerebral in 

orientation. The visceral quality of the realistic portrayal of the madwoman 

character calls on the spectator’s senses and results in a perceptually rich 

experience, which is a key to a strong phenomenalist-realist21 engagement 

with the film. 

                                                             
21 For a full discussion on the characteristics of the phenomenalist-realist film, please see 
Chapter 1 (Kracauerian cinematic realism). 
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In Tatlo Dalawa Isa/Three Two One (1974), ‘the refuse’ takes the 

form of a mother in the slums (Fig. 28b). Her name is Lucia. In the slums of 

Manila, she lives with her daughter, a college student. Her father was an 

American G.I. soldier who was stationed at a U.S. base in the Philippines; 

he left Lucia when he had to return to his home country. The inciting 

incident occurs when he, together with his wife, are on the way to the slums 

to see the daughter for the first time. Lucia decides to not be present during 

the event. When the daughter arrives home on the day of the anticipated 

visit, she finds her mother at home, intoxicated; they agree that Lucia is to 

stay in the bedroom and keep quiet during the event. During the meeting 

between daughter, father and his wife, a sound from the room reveals 

Lucia’s presence. Out in the open, she – like Kuala in the previous film – 

expresses her deep-seated feelings drawn from her physical experience in 

raising her daughter. Again, ‘the refuse’ character reveals the inequity done 

to her. Since the camera is able to represent ‘the refuse’ without distortion 

(Kracauer, 1960, p. 57), this fosters a potentially transformative experience 

for the film spectator. Kracauer argued that the film medium, due to its 

ability to kindle for the film spectator ‘the experience of a large number and 

multiplicity of sense perceptions’ (Aitken, 2006, p. 166), can initiate ‘some 

kind of qualitative transformation which occurs within the individual 

observer as a consequence of undergoing such an experience’ (p. 166) for 

cinema ‘aims at transforming the agitated witness into a conscious 

observer’ (Kracauer, 1960, p. 58). For Kracauer, the cinematic film ‘keeps 

us from shutting our eyes to the “blind drive of things” (Laffay, 1948, p. 13)’ 
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(Kracauer, 1960, p. 58); indeed, the Brocka film sharpens the senses of the 

critically aware spectator ‘for an antagonistic reality’ (Schlüpmann, 1987, p. 

102). Guided by the film medium which Brocka characterised as a ‘mirror 

that confronts the people with the reality of their human condition’ (Del 

Carmen, 1983, p. 29), this sort of enlightened spectator contributes to the 

critical mass of citizens who are critical and open to considering a full range 

of possibilities for action. 

Analysis: Conscious observation 

In everyday life, the experiencing human being suspends doubt of the 

realness and sharedness of the world and its objects and ‘assumes that the 

ordinary social world exists now and that it will continue to exist after he or 

she dies’ (Meisenhelder, 1979, p. 65). As earlier discussed, an invariant 

feature of reality is its fortuity. The occurrence of atypical events, if they are 

radical enough, ‘can “explode” the taken-for-grantedness of the life-world’ 

(p. 66). Since films are part of reality and they shape our experience of 

reality (Rushton, 2011, p. 2), the ‘filmic reality’ (p. 8) embodied by the 

Brocka film, for example, I Carry the World (Fig. 27a), has the ability to 

disrupt the spectator’s phenomenological experience of his or her life-world. 

As noted in the previous section, this elucidates cinema’s potential ability 

to transform the ‘agitated witness into a conscious observer’ (Kracauer, 

1960, p. 58). In Husserlian phenomenology, these disruptions of our usual 

views of seeing objects in the world optimise the possibilities of viewing as 

many aspects of these objects as possible; certainly, crucial in the 

phenomenological project is one’s ability to look at physical existence 
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critically (Wagner, 1983, p. 9). Only when this is achieved can one say that 

the phenomenon – in the context of the Brocka film, the life-world or lived 

experience of the Filipinos during the Marcos regime – is properly 

investigated.  

The Brocka film expanded the ability of the spectators to see the 

normally-unseen aspects of their concrete experience which those in power 

tried to either hide or justify by using abstractions that served the 

modernising project of the Marcosian ideology of the New Society. By 

foregrounding the marginalised – e.g., the immediate experience of the 

people who subsist by scavenging garbage at a Manila dumpsite – in their 

cinematic story and milieu (Fig. 27), I Carry the World and Insiang add to 

the spectators’ working horizons of the intersubjective life-world. When a 

critical mass of objects from physical reality – from the coming into view of 

the ‘elaborate cosmology of the slums’ (Capino, 2006, p. 14) in the Brocka 

film to one’s reflection of his or her place in the life-world – is contemplated 

by the modern subject, he or she can achieve an intuitive understanding of 

the fragmentation of experience and the ‘disintegration of life’ (Elsaesser, 

1987, p. 70) in relation to Brocka’s oft-cited concern with the ‘human 

condition’ (Del Carmen, 1983, p. 29). This is a distinctive quality of the 

Brocka film which has been critically remarked for its ability to ‘lead the 

viewer to draw certain disturbing conclusions about the society in general’ 

(Francia, 1987, p. 213). The Manunuri ng Pelikulang Pilipino (Filipino Film 

Critics), which was formed within the first few years of Brocka’s 21-year 

filmography, resonated since its nascence with early Brocka films such as 
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Weighed but Found Wanting (Fig. 28a) and Three Two One (Fig. 28b) 

because they embodied the group’s predilection for ‘cinema that deals with 

Philippine social realities over those which are merely skillfully or artfully 

made’ (Lumbera, 1984, p. 208). 

As consistently indicated by the preceding chapters, an essential 

feature of the life-world is its intersubjectivity. Alfred Schutz, whose 

phenomenological sociology has for its major influence Husserl’s 

philosophical phenomenology (Meisenhelder, 1979, p. 65), asserted that 

the life-world is an intersubjective world that we share with other 

subjectivities and are ‘bound to them through common influence and work, 

understanding others and being an object of understanding for others’ 

(Schutz, 1967, p. 133). Brocka’s propensity to cinematically render the 

physical embodiments of the subjectivities of the others cultivates for the 

spectators a coming into view of the invariant features of ‘the world as given 

to actual and possible other persons’ (Cairns, 2013, p. 5). This is a step 

towards understanding the essential structures of the consciousness of the 

spectator whose intentionality is directed by the cinematic experience 

towards compassion for others. It manifests going beyond one’s own ‘here 

and now’ as the ‘center coordinate’ of the life-world (Meisenhelder, 1979, 

p. 65) which, in turn, is reinforced by the ego-centric natural attitude within 

the modern condition. The Brocka film goes beyond the local Philippine 

experience for it has the ability to turn spectatorial consciousness to ‘the 

small random moments which concern things common to you and me and 

the rest of mankind’ (Kracauer, 1960, p. 304). It draws on the power of the 
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images from physical reality that human beings, regardless of their 

geographical origins, can recognise. Brocka’s signature style in 

cinematically rendering ‘sweating physicality’ (Sotto, 1993e, p. 102) that is 

complemented by sweltering human emotions (p. 102) embodies this. 

Aside from this physicality that serves as the primary basis of human 

experience, the Brocka film is also known for its gravitation towards the 

subjectivities – or intersubjectivities – of the ‘characters in the background’ 

(Hernando, 1993b, p. 46) (see Fig. 27) who were subjected to what 

Seagrave asserted as a contributing factor in the perpetuation of the 

Marcos dictatorship: ‘the impression of power and omniscience was 

exaggerated by showmanship and grotesque extremes of cruelty’ (p. 421). 

The regime justified this sort of acts of institutionalised violence as 

necessary evils in maintaining peace and order so that his ideology of the 

New Society would work for the benefit of the Filipino people. The Brocka 

film fights this ideology with physicality which is afforded by the film medium 

which gravitates towards the concrete. The result is a cinematic experience 

that makes one a conscious observer of how prevailing abstractions within 

the modern condition constantly and insidiously attempt to impose their 

version of reality at the expense of the lived experience of the people. 

The transient in Manila in the Claws of Light (1975), Bona (1980) & 

Clutching a Knife (1985) 

Results and Discussion 

Though the narrative pattern of the typical Brocka film is conventionally 

linear – i.e., with a clear sense of beginning, middle, and end – it is designed 
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to have space for scenes that do not directly contribute to the dramatic 

through-line, or in Kracauer’s words, ‘allude to contexts unrelated to the 

events which they are called upon to establish’ (1960, p. 71) and aim at 

‘unfolding life on a scale which exceeds their intrigue proper’ (p. 232). 

These shots exhibit ‘free-hovering images of material reality’ (p. 71) and 

‘appear in their suggestive indeterminacy’ (p. 71); thus, enabling the film to 

evoke the intuitive, feeling-oriented, phenomenalist route – as epitomised 

in Weighed but Found Wanting – underneath the drama or ‘the intrigue’ (p. 

71).  

 

 

Figure 29. Manila in the Claws of Light (1975) 

 

In Manila in the Claws of Light (1975), the sort of ‘free-hovering’ (Kracauer, 

1960, p. 71) scene as described above happens when the protagonist Julio 

wanders about Luneta Park in the morning after he was laid off from work 

as a labourer at a construction site. At the point when the spectators see 

the shots in Figure 29, they already have prior knowledge of the problem 

that protagonist is facing. Instead of capitalising the character’s despair 

through a tear-jerking breakdown scene, this Brocka film offers poignant 
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insight on the character’s situation by cinematically dispersing his 

psychological state to the physical by rendering images from material 

reality that appear in their suggestive indeterminacy. In the first frame of 

Figure 29, we see the protagonist in a wide shot that composes him with 

the flowing motion of the water in the fountain; next, we see his face as he 

appears to contemplate the transient physical phenomenon of the flying 

birds; and lastly, we see the flying birds from Julio’s low-angle point-of-view 

shot that suggests his yearning for freedom amidst the modern condition. 

For the spectators, the disinterested contemplation of these ‘fleeting 

impressions’ (p. 52) promotes insight on the modern condition vis-à-vis the 

human condition, and the intuitive understanding of the struggle for 

redemption should be palpable within our shared physical existence. For 

Kracauer, these cinematic manifestations of ‘the transient’ (1960, p. 52) 

that draw from physical reality are ‘evanescent’ impressions – ‘like dream 

elements’ (p. 52) – that can be so powerful that they ‘may haunt the 

moviegoer long after the story they are called upon to implement has sunk 

into oblivion’ (p. 52). The scene exhibited in Figure 29, therefore, is powerful 

although on the surface, it does not contribute to the narrative in terms of 

information; here, the route taken by the Brocka film is intuitive, not 

intellectual. The setting, that is, a public park, is one of the ‘various 

extensions’ (p. 62) of ‘the street’ (p. 62) which is the ‘center of fleeting 

impressions’ (p. 62). The configuration of the transient elements – the 

wandering human being vis-à-vis the fleeting impressions from physical 

existence – is a cinematic tour-de-force from the viewpoint of Kracauerian 
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cinematic realism: ‘This dimension extends, so to speak, beneath the 

superstructure of specific story contents; it is made up of elements within 

everybody’s reach, moments as common as birth and death, or a smile, or 

“the ripple of the leaves stirred by the wind”’ (p. 303). 

 

 

Figure 30. Bona (1980) and Clutching a Knife (1985) 
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Kracauer observed that ‘the motion picture camera seems to be 

partial to the least permanent components of our environment’ (1960, p. 52) 

and that ‘it may be anticipated that the street in the broadest sense of the 

word is a place where impressions of this kind are bound to occur’ (p. 52); 

hence, ‘the attractiveness of street crowds’ (p. 19) in cinematic works. The 

multitude of independently moving and co-existing elements in the shots of 

street crowds – see Figure 30 – from ‘unstaged reality’ (p. 19) optimises 

the cinematic portrayal of the ‘fleeting impressions’ (p. 62) that abound in 

the streets. In Bona (1980) – see Figure 30a (top cluster) – the street crowd 

is from an annual religious event, the Feast of the Black Nazarene; in the 

third frame is the actress who played the title role, Bona, in the film. This 

opening scene introduces the film, which is about Bona’s devotion – and 

perhaps, love – to her idol, who is a bit player in the movies. Aside from the 

practical function of establishing the geography of the milieu and preparing 

the spectators for the theme of the film, this scene invokes the intuitive 

understanding that the cinematic experience is part of the continuum of 

physical existence in which the spectators, as experiencing human beings, 

inhabit. For the spectators, this cinematic priming results in the palpability 

of the phenomenalist approach to encountering the ‘empirical attributes of 

the film image’ (Aitken, 2001, p. 179).  

The same applies to the street crowd scene in Clutching a Knife 

(1985) – see Figure 30b: bottom cluster – wherein the actor who played the 

film protagonist, Turing, is situated in the middle of an ongoing protest 

march. Aside from its function in the film’s narrative – that is, to present the 
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possibility of joining a collective action as an option for the protagonist to 

fight for justice – this scene engages the spectator through a ‘multiplicity of 

sense perceptions’ (Aitken, 2006, p. 166) in the immediate experience of 

this scene as they see the sweating physicality and hear the real passion 

in the voices of the people who are participating in the struggle. This 

potentially transformative experience promotes for the spectators an 

intuitive understanding that the transient is an essential part of life and that 

change is within reach; indeed, mass action is one of the many valid 

possibilities achieving this as one navigates through the challenges of the 

modern condition. At last, the auteur’s vision for ‘the Great Filipino 

Audience’ (Francisco, 1993, p. 67) and his ‘duty of developing the public’ 

(Sotto, 1993a, p. 229) aesthetically bring about feelings of connectedness 

with the larger human struggle and yearning for freedom through the 

shared experience of the Brocka film. 

Analysis: Call to action 

In addition to ‘sweating physicality’ (Sotto, 1993e, p. 102) and ‘characters 

in the background’ (Hernando, 1993b, p. 46) as discussed in the previous 

analysis section (conscious observation), another distinctive characteristic 

of the Brocka film is ‘milieu formation’ (David, p. 188) as epitomised by 

Manila in the Claws of Light (Fig. 29). Described as ‘Brocka’s neorealist 

masterwork’ (David, 1990, p. 88) and considered as a ‘pioneer urban realist 

film’ (Campos, 2011, p. 5), this cinematic work emphasises ‘marginal 

characters and social problems’ (p. 6). It was in this film that Brocka’s 

‘realist effect’ was first realized, one of its foundations being his ‘inclination 
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to choose subjects (i.e., main characters) and subject matters that resonate 

with the “real” or “everyday” way of life of slumdwellers’ (Campos, 2011, p. 

5). Depicting Manila’s working class – the ‘people who make up Manila's 

cheap labor force and inhabit the city's shanty towns and squatter 

settlements’ (Pinches, 1985, p. 152) – Manila in the Claws of Light has been 

noted to be ‘the most honest and realistic story of the cruel city’ (Hernando, 

1983, p. 212). The Brocka film is designed as a spectatorial experience that 

provides insight on the individual’s place in society; this phenomenological 

reflection fosters ruminations on possible actions by the collective. By the 

end of the distinctive Brocka film, however, the narrative goes back to the 

individual who, though not necessarily deciding to pursue the path of mass 

action, at the least ends up with critical insight into his or her place in society. 

Brocka’s description of Julio Madiaga, the protagonist in Manila in the 

Claws of Light (Brocka, 1975) is indicative of this: ‘He begins as an observer 

but ends up as a participant. Once he understands the situation, he makes 

a move, no matter how hopeless it is . . . the ending is the beginning. He is 

now a man’ (Sotto, 1993b, p. 232). When he was asked to explain why this 

character was a symbol of the Filipino people, Brocka responded: “You can 

hit him, kick him and he will smile back at you. He will smile and smile again. 

But if you take out all his hopes, watch out because he will kill you” (Sotto, 

1993c, p. 226). 

Another seminal Brocka film that is in the same vein is Clutching a 

Knife (Fig. 30b) which has an ‘unrelieved sense of social repression and 

the tragedy at its end' (Guillermo, 2001, p. 211). At the conclusion of this 
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film, the death of the protagonist, Turing, foments phenomenological 

reflections on death, authenticity and freedom. It is an invariant feature of 

human experience that the continuously-flowing life-world – ‘we hope that 

actions are repeatable and that others are trustworthy so that we will not 

confront our own isolation and our own mortality’ (Meisenhelder, 1979, p. 

68) – shields us from thinking about death (p. 68). The killing of Turing 

incites for the spectator a critical awareness of his or her own life as the 

realm of ‘possibilities of our experience and understanding’ (Wagner, 1983, 

p. 9). The ending of the film harbours a contemplation of action vis-à-vis 

the life-world. It leads to the intuitive understanding that although it is true 

that ‘we must act in the everyday life-world, if we wish to keep ourselves 

alive’ (Schutz & Luckmann, 1974, p. 1), in a society in which human life is 

abstracted as demographic strata, e.g., socioeconomic status, life is easily 

taken away by those who command conceptual-instrumental rationality and 

abstract discourses such as the Marcosian ideology of the New Society. 

Because the corporeal subject is easily abstracted into a category – in the 

case of Clutching a Knife, Turing branded as a criminal – the state can 

easily deal with the individual; thus, the tragic ending of the film. The 

spectator, however, is left with resolute feelings that lead him or her 

question the status quo of the filmic reality which is equivalent to his or her 

own life-world. This critical awareness of pervasive injustice, through the 

perceptually-rich experience of the realist film, leads to the intuitive 

understanding that real power lies in collective action that materialises 
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concrete change. Decisively, in Christian Blackwood’s documentary, 

Signed: Lino Brocka (1987), Brocka articulated: 

The moment you accept the fact that there cannot be any change, 
that the system will not change, I think that’s the time that you die. I 
might as well not do anything at all . . .  

This is why later when I learned what was happening to my 
countrymen, I decided I also wanted to be part of those who tell the 
truth. I wanted to cry, and I wanted to disturb, but most of all, I wanted 
to be counted. (Blackwood, 1987) 

 

III Interim conclusion 

The Brocka film promoted the empowerment of the Filipino audience 

through an intuitive awareness of the graspable possibility of change in 

their shared physical existence which is characterised by oppression; thus, 

potentially transforming them from being ‘the agitated witness into a 

conscious observer’ (Kracauer, 1960, p. 58). This conscious observer can 

think clearly – notwithstanding the prevailing violence, fear, paranoia, and 

ideological conditioning – and, after letting a full range of possibilities for 

action come into view, actively pursue freedom in his or her own terms. 

Since ‘the refuse’ and ‘the transient’ KCR tropes are specifically cinematic 

‘objects’ (p. 53) and generally ‘aspects of reality’ (Aitken, 2001, p. 175), 

they are salient frameworks in navigating through Brocka’s oft-cited 

concern with the ‘human condition’ (Del Carmen, 1983, p. 29) which is, in 

the Brocka film, deeply and ineluctably rooted in physical reality.  

The distinguishing characteristics of the Brocka film – namely, (a) 

‘milieu formation’ (David, 1990b, p. 188); (b) ‘sweating physicality’ (Sotto, 
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1993e, p. 102); and (c) ‘characters in the background’ (Hernando, 1993b, 

p. 46) – can be employed to understand how the Brocka film interacts with 

its public through the medium’s engagement with the life-world. The power 

of the principally realist Brocka film lies beyond its being chiefly based on 

realistic material or its ability to allude to social issues on an ideological 

level. What the Brocka film has mastered is its resonance with experience 

– what we discover in natural cognition as the ‘world’, that is, the totality of 

individual objects that could possibly be experienced, is precisely what 

Husserl, founder of phenomenology22, calls ‘reality’ (Russell, 2006, p. 22). 

What Husserl called ‘everyday lived experience’ is characterized by its 

being caught up in the life-world (p. 184), which is defined as ‘the world 

given to us most immediately: the world-horizon in which we live without 

making it thematic as a world’ (Husserl, 1970, p. 379). The realist film tropes 

distilled from Brocka films serve as fulcrums between cinema and 

experience. In the Brocka film, the drama is enmeshed with the everyday 

lived experience of the people, involving, for example the sweating 

physicality experienced by the working class. It is distinctive of the Brocka 

film to fluidly map out the activities in the milieu, whether it be in the slums, 

small town, construction site, market, factory, television studio, convent, the 

street, etc., and tap into its life-world through figure movement and organic 

interjections of the characters in the background, which are foregrounded 

in eclectic, oftentimes poignant, cinematic moments. The spectator gains 

                                                             
22 For a full introduction to Husserlian phenomenology and the notion of the Lebenswelt, please 
see Chapter 2. 
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aesthetic pleasure by following the melodramatic – a genre associated with 

the Brocka film – story while at another level, its delving into the life-world 

of the milieu cinematically operates in parallel with the former; thus, 

producing, through the engagement with the quotidian, fortuitous and 

contingent lived-experience, an intuitive sense of being, being-there, and 

becoming.  

Brocka used burning human emotions within the familiar but 

constantly innovating melodramatic style and lived experience to 

cinematically engage the spectators to contemplate the everyday, not 

ideologically, but physically. On this plane, they go ‘back to the things 

themselves’ as Husserl would put it, to allow the phenomena to dictate the 

terms of their own explication (Russell, 2006, p. 18). This leads the active 

spectator to gain renewed insight on everyday lived experience, his or her 

place within the life-world, and resultant possibilities for action. This 

accounts for the real power of this auteur’s body of work. 
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Conclusions 

 

This final section presents the summary of the findings and conclusions of 

the study in three major aspects: (1) a prospective model of cinematic 

realism that resulted from the project’s phenomenological approach in 

investigating KCR film aesthetics; (2) an account of reckoning the 

Husserlian notion of the Lebenswelt which Aitken (2006) specified to be ‘a 

key to understanding Kracauer’s assertion that “physical reality” can be 

redeemed through cinema’ (Wils, 2016, p. 76); and (3) the implications and 

findings of using film practice and criticism as tools in examining KCR. 

Lastly, this section will propose recommendations for further research into 

the subject using both written and film-based means. 

I Summary of findings 

This section summarises the discussions of results and analyses of findings 

conducted in Chapters 2 and 3 with particular emphases on: [1] the way 

that Kracauerian cinematic-realist tropes (first row of Fig. 31) are 

exemplified (third row) in the ten short films in Life-world Series and 

selected Brocka films (second row); and [2] their corresponding 

implications on the dissertation’s study on cinematic realism (fourth row). 

Life-world Series elucidates the quotidian by turning spectatorial 

attention to the concrete presence of the objects that form the matrix of 

everyday life – see the ‘quotidian’ column of Figure 31. The meditative 

mode of these experimental documentaries promotes for the spectator a 
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contemplation of surface phenomena that offers a potentially 

transformative realignment of consciousness away from preconceived 

ideas that mechanise the daily routines and towards, as Husserl and 

Kracauer put it, ‘the things themselves’ (Russell, 2006, p. 18; Kracauer, 

1960, p. 170). 

 

 

Figure 31. Summary of findings 

 

This contemplative rendition of the quotidian offers for the modern subject 

a way to interpret his or her experience based on a life-world that 
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corresponds with his or her lived experience and not the instrumental 

discourses imposed by the modern condition. It affirms that this sort of 

realist film practice has a pronounced affinity for the non-anthropocentric 

worldview and optimises film techniques that bring out the revelatory power 

of the ordinary pro-filmic objects to ‘re-set’ consciousness of the everyday 

from an auto-pilot to a reflective-critical mode. This illuminates what 

Kracauer believed as cinema’s potential – with its gravitation towards 

physical reality – to redeem the modern subject from the manipulative 

tendencies of the modern condition.  

The next KCR trope, the fortuitous (Fig. 31), is rendered by 

foregrounding chance events and encounters using deep-focus 

photography and a series of long takes. These cinematographic techniques 

prime the spectator to be keen on perceiving objects outside the camera 

frame which serves only as a provisional limit to the much larger realm of 

physical reality. The direct implication of this is that the ‘continuum of 

physical existence’ (Kracauer, 1960, p. 63) is a major theme23 in studies in 

cinematic realism in general. The modern condition, however, abstracts the 

experience of the modern subject and since this tends to dismiss the 

individual’s immediate experience of the concrete, the overall human 

experience of the modern condition becomes fragmented. Drawing from 

this, it is proposed that an essential feature of the realist film – and in line 

with Kracauerian thought, film’s redemptive potential – is its capacity to 

render the complexity of fragmentation of the experience of the modern 

                                                             
23 Of all the cinematic motifs in KCR, the principal is ‘the flow of life’ (Kracauer, 1960, p. 273).  
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subject. By foregrounding this fragmentation, the realist film overtly 

recognises an invariant feature of the modern experience. This, in turn, 

serves a springboard on which to question the conceptual discourses that 

deny the inherent contradictions of the prevailing ideologies. For the 

spectators, this marks the beginning of an intuitive understanding on how 

these abstractions legitimise themselves by claiming to provide the 

structures which attempt to standardise how life ought to be lived within an 

orderly society. Certainly, the realist aspect of the realist film is enriched by 

claiming as its source of power the essences of modern life, the condition 

that made the very existence of the cinematic medium possible. 

 The indeterminate (Fig. 31) is rendered in Life-world Series by being 

principally composed of shots that cannot be conveniently pinned down by 

conceptual and instrumental rationality. This kind of cinematic imaging runs 

counter to that of dominant, commercial cinema which works primarily 

through the conventions – including genre, character archetypes, 

conventional narrative patterns, stars, etc. – with which the audience is 

assumed to be familiar. Since the shots in Life-world Series are largely 

indeterminate, the spectator is pushed to engage another mode of 

intentionality or conscious action, that is, feeling that results in intuitive 

understanding. This feeling-oriented route to understanding the cinematic 

work, as noted in Chapter 1, is outside the pleasures generated by the 

audience from emotionally-categorised genres (e.g., comedy, horror, etc.). 

Another way that Life-world Series depicts indeterminacy is through its 

affinity with experimenting with a variety of perceptually-rich pro-filmic (e.g., 
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natural formations) or formal (multi-media, multi-screen, etc.) cinematic 

elements. Taking these into consideration, it is therefore asserted that 

indeterminacy is a key ingredient of cinematic realism; indeed, parallel with 

this is an invariant feature of human experience, which is the multiplicity of 

meanings formed within the intersubjective life-world.  

The flow of life (Fig. 31) is cinematically executed by Life-world 

Series by being keen on Kracauer’s idea that life is a continuous flow of 

‘psychophysical correspondences’ (1960, p. 72). The ten short films 

presented the spectators with images from physical reality that serve both 

as psychological stimuli and as phenomenological objects of reflection that 

are intuitively recognised as patterns in our shared life-world and invariant 

features of human experience. This supports two things: Kracauer’s claim 

that the flow of life is a major motif of realist cinema; and that 

intersubjectivity is a key concept in understanding KCR and cinematic 

realism in general. The KCR trope that is the spiritual life itself is brought 

into play by Life-world Series by factoring in an invariant feature of human 

experience, that is, our insatiable curiosity in our constant search for 

meanings. The perceptually-rich and indeterminate shots in the short films 

bring the spectator into a state that inspires them to engage in what Husserl 

termed as ‘eidetic seeing’ (1982, p. 7) of the invariant features of the 

matrices of objects within the life-world and the workings of the intentional 

consciousness of the spectators. This leads one to contemplate his or her 

place within the intersubjective life-world and when he or she reaches 
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critical awareness, the intuitive understanding that he or she can question 

and change the order of things comes into view. 

The KCR trope of the refuse (Fig. 31) is depicted by selected films 

of Lino Brocka by confronting the spectators with the actual state of disorder 

and crisis in Martial-Law Era Philippines. As made explicit in Chapter 3, 

Brocka films did not merely function as exposés of the abuses during the 

Martial Law-Era Philippines 24 ; instead, these cinematic works used 

physical reality – the objects (and subjects) themselves – to make the 

Filipino audience critically aware of the damaged life-world which is 

domineered by prevailing positivist and instrumental abstractions. As also 

made clear in the previous chapter, an important critical insight that the 

spectators reach by watching the Brocka film is that their life-world, or as 

Husserl put it, ‘everyday lived experience’ (Russell, 2006, p. 184), has been 

corrupted by instrumental abstractions such as the modernising project of 

the Bagong Lipunan (New Society) during the Marcos dictatorship. Through 

the Brocka film, the spectators begin to reach the critical insight that in the 

Marcosian domain, the poor and the weak are associated with garbage25 

that are part of the refuse of modern society (Fig. 27). The spectators 

become critically aware about their place in the life-world through the 

Brocka film that offers an underlying questioning of the status quo. The real 

strength of the Brocka film ultimately lies in this ability to lead the spectator 

                                                             
24 Given the strict media and censorship, the alternative press was the closest in trying to achieve 
the goal of exposing the abuses during the Marcos regime. 
25 Brocka made many films in slum areas set in landfills in Manila. In the documentary, Manila… A 
Filipino Film (De Leon, 1975), Brocka revisited the site where he shot Manila in the Claws of Light 
(1975) and recalled: ‘I used to stay here, month after month after month’. 
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to reach the intuitive understanding that the shared, intersubjective life-

world should not be highjacked by the will of the rich and powerful. The 

critical observer that emerges from the film viewing experience of the 

Brocka film is a step towards what was noted in Chapter 3 as Brocka’s 

advocacy to create of ‘the Great Filipino Audience’ (Hernando, 1993a, p. 

19). The implication to the KCR trope of the refuse discussed here is that 

when the realist film ‘holds up a mirror to nature’ (Kracauer, 1960, p. 305), 

the spectators are potentially transformed to becoming conscious 

observers because of the ability of the cinematic experience to enhance 

our perception so that we can see the things, like the refuse, that are 

normally invisible to us.  

The seventh KCR trope, the transient (Fig. 31), is illuminated in 

selected Brocka films by having a propensity for the fleeting images 

whether experienced in masses (Fig. 30) or in solitude (Fig. 29). As stated 

in Chapter 3, the contemplation of these transitory images – ‘free-hovering 

images of material reality’ (Kracauer, 1960, p. 71) – advances an intuitive 

understanding of the malleability of the life-world and opens the possibility 

for collective action amidst a renewed insight on the power of the critically-

aware and intersubjective consciousness of the people. The implication of 

this to cinematic realism is that that the transitory images are the very 

essence of not just the realist film but cinema itself. This is in line with 

Kracauer’s observation in Theory of Film that ‘the motion picture camera 

seems to be partial to the least permanent components of our environment’ 

(1960, p. 52). It follows that transience is the very essence of the realist film; 
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indeed, impermanence is an invariant feature of not just cinema but also 

the human experience of the modern condition, life, and reality itself. 

II Towards a model of cinematic realism 

Since KCR tropes such as the fortuitous, the indeterminate, and the flow of 

life are ‘aspects of reality’ (Aitken, 2001, p. 175) and the project’s study on 

KCR took a principally phenomenological approach – particularly through 

the notion of the Lebenswelt – these tropes were identified within a matrix 

involving concepts along the lines of the aforementioned. Figure 32 

presents the seven KCR tropes – (1) the quotidian, (2) the transient, (3) the 

refuse, (4) the fortuitous, (5) the indeterminate, (6) the flow of life, and (7) 

the spiritual life itself – in relation to a prospective model of cinematic 

realism based on the investigation of KCR carried out in this dissertation. 

This model is set out here using a quadrant format referred to as an 

‘integrated quadrant model of Kracauerian cinematic realism’. 

The first part of the IQMKCR, ‘the everyday’ is the phenomenal 

dimension that is characterised by the ‘rich complexity of immediate 

experience’ (Aitken, 2001, p. 178) as perceived by the brain. The second 

quadrant, ‘the world’, is the psychological dimension wherein the physical 

reality of the Lebenswelt, defined as the ‘the surrounding ever-changing 

world of our everyday experience and perception’ (Aitken, 2016, p. 15), is 

apprehended from the point-of-view of the ego, the conscious thinking 

subject. Quadrant III (life) features the phenomenological dimension that 

accounts for the Lebenswelt in the ‘thick’ sense, which denotes ‘the entire 

world given to us in immediate experience that is bound up with sensuous 
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fullness, cultural richness, and manifold practical meanings that surround 

the intersubjective experience’ (Russell, 2006, p. 194). The ‘stream of 

material situations and happenings’ (Kracauer, 1960, p. 72) in the physical 

reality of this realm, when rendered by the cinematic film, ignites for the film 

spectator a ‘continuous influx of the psychophysical correspondences’ (p. 

72) which suggests ‘a reality which may fittingly be called “life”’ (p. 72). 

Within this context of the Lebenswelt in the thick sense, human beings are 

‘caught up’ (Russell, 2006, p. 184) in what ‘Husserl called everyday lived 

experience’ (p. 184).  

 

 

Figure 32. Integrated quadrant model of Kracauerian cinematic realism 
(IQMKCR) 
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Quadrant IV (Nature) highlights phenomenology as a ‘science of 

essences’ (Russell, 2006, p. 22) since this dimension emphasises the 

Lebenswelt in the ‘thin’ sense, a notion employed by Husserl ‘to denote that 

narrower set of phenomena, belonging to the world of experience, which 

are invariant from culture to culture’ (Russell, 2006, p. 194). An example of 

these phenomena is the invariant feature of human experience to have a 

constant concern for a cluster of concepts that revolve around home; the 

German word, Heimat, is one of the closest to capture the core of this 

phenomenon which comes in different linguistic forms across diverse 

cultures around the world, but all point out the same essence of home. As 

mentioned in Chapter 1, this Lebenswelt in the thin sense houses the 

essence of ‘Nature’ – capitalised to indicate its difference from the 

conventional definition of nature – that includes – but is not limited to – the 

entire realm of ‘physical reality’ which Kracauer defined using a variety of 

terms, including ‘material reality’, ‘physical existence’, ‘actuality’ and 

‘camera-reality’ (1960, p. 28). This notion of ‘Nature’ is far-reaching since it 

includes both Kracauer’s notion of physical reality and Husserl’s notion of 

‘reality’ (Russell, 2006, p. 22) as ‘the totality of individual objects that could 

possibly be experienced’ (p. 22) and extends farther to the yet unknown, 

unchartered and unimagined indeterminate totality of the absolute. As the 

‘I’ in the IQMKCR and the arrows at the centre of the figure indicate, the 

quadrants are integrated: within the physical reality of the human 

experience, the phenomenal, psychological and phenomenological 

dimensions co-exist; as a corollary, cinematic realism can be defined as a 
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cinematic experience of these interweaving dimensions as grounded in 

physical reality. A major implication of this is that the totality of Nature is 

inscribed in the particularity of the phenomenal experience of the everyday. 

III The Lebenswelt and film’s redemption of physical reality  

This section continues the discussion on the IQMCR and now focuses on 

the seven KCR tropes – positioned at the corners of the diagram (Fig. 32) 

– as used in this study, and on how they contribute to an understanding of 

the Lebenswelt as a potential route towards, following Kracauer’s lead, the 

redemption of physical reality. Within the realm of the everyday (Quadrant 

I), ‘the quotidian’ (employed in the discussion of Life-world Series in 

Chapter 2) and the refuse (used in the discussion of the films of Lino Brocka 

in Chapter 3) KCR tropes are aspects of reality that tend to be invisible. As 

Kracauer put it: ‘Strange as it may seem, although streets, faces, railway 

stations, etc., lie before our eyes, they have remained largely invisible so 

far. Why is this so?’ (1960, p. 299). The reason behind the ‘invisibility’ of 

the quotidian was ascribed in Chapter 2 to the propensity of the modern 

subjects to close their eyes to ‘the “blind drive of things” (Laffay, 1948, p. 

13)’ (Kracauer, 1960, p. 58) as they are ‘caught up’ (Russell, 2006, p. 184) 

in the Lebenswelt in the thick sense; as for the refuse, its ‘invisibility’ is 

imputed to the averseness of the modern subjects to see ‘the waste they 

leave behind’ (Kracauer, 1960, p. 54). The combined effects of the 

foregoing, bolstered by the domination ‘by systems of technical and 

conceptual rationality’ (Aitken, 2006, p. 154) within the modern condition, 

produce a prevailing state wherein the ‘immediate experience of the 
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physical environment as a possible object of contemplation for the modern 

subject has become sharply abridged, and therefore more “abstract” 

(Kracauer, 1960, pp. 291-7)’ (p. 154).  

Given this diagnosis of the damaged modern condition brought 

about by the predominating state of abstraction, Kracauer’s prognosis is 

that film, by promoting for the spectator ‘the experience of things in their 

concreteness’ (Kracauer, 1960, p. 296) – in other words, ‘a return to the 

“concrete density of things”’ (Aitken, 2001, p. 178) – can ‘provide the way 

forward for the modern subject’ (p. 178) through physical reality as an 

object of contemplation. This cinematic meditation on everyday life was the 

core and driving force of Life-world Series that attempted to investigate the 

possibility of realising the double purpose of foregrounding the quotidian as 

a trope and an aspect of reality and fleshing out the ten characteristics of 

the Lebenswelt – as (a) expansive, (b) multi-layered, (c) flowing, (d) in the 

process of becoming, (e) resonantly intersubjective, (f) a thing of beauty, 

(g) relating to essences, (h) cyclical, (i) transcendent, and (j) meaning-laden. 

As the intuitive awareness of the nature of the Lebenswelt come into the 

spectators’ view, they are potentially transformed through their ‘concrete 

mode of apprehending and understanding’ (Petro, 1991, p. 138) the 

cinematic objects of contemplation before them; ultimately, what they take 

away from the encounter with the cinematic images is a sharpening of their 

perception of an expansive, multi-layered, flowing reality that goes beyond 

but also co-exists with their everyday routines that are dictated by 

instrumental rationality within the modern condition. This cinema of 
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perspicacity also applies to the films of Lino Brocka, with their unflinching 

look into the refuse wherein the cinematic experience goes beyond an 

exposé of poverty and extends towards ‘transforming the agitated witness 

into a conscious observer’ (Kracauer, 1960, p. 58) as the film reveals for 

the spectators the possibility of seeing themselves as the refuse of the 

modern world, along the lines of Kracauer's idea of ‘the homelessness of 

the individual in the modern world’ (Elsaesser, 1987, p. 70). 

 The ego, within the psychological realm in Quadrant II (the world) 

[Fig. 32], construes for the conscious subject its own conceptualisation of 

a ‘self’ that is reasonably ‘solid’, stable and consequential. The principal 

task of this ego is to ensure the survival and structural integrity of the so-

called ‘self’ by monitoring reality, the aspects of which include the transient 

and the fortuitous. The ego’s sensitivity to changes in the environment 

(phenomenal transience) and the balance of happenstance (chance) in 

relation to the ‘others’ (other sentient beings, particularly humans) is there 

to ensure the continuance of the centrality of the ‘self’ in recognising the 

world as knowable and governable. This pre-eminence of the human point-

of-view, often at the expense of ‘Nature’ within the modern condition, is one 

of the main configurations that Life-world Series and Chapter 2 seek to 

address; Study Seven: The Street, for example, is built up of a multitude of 

manifestations of the fortuitous through multiple screens that veer away 

from the perspective of any single protagonist. The result, as derived in part 

from the film, was a fostering for the spectator of the intuitive understanding 

of the fortuitous as an aspect of reality – a part of Nature – that is beyond 
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the concerns of a single ‘self’ that is imagined to be detached from the 

larger web of things: the Lebenswelt. As regards the study’s exploration of 

the transient KCR trope in Chapter 3, the drifting away from the illusion of 

the all-powerful ‘self’ was observed in the potentially transformative 

experience of the Brocka film that promotes for the spectator an intuitive 

understanding that change is within reach, perhaps through mass action or 

other creative possibilities that tap into the power of the self as part and 

parcel of the Lebenswelt to which the ‘others’ are also organically 

connected.  

This brings the discussion to Quadrant III (Life) wherein the reality 

of the ‘flow of life’ as a KCR trope is established through the intersubjective 

experience of it. Within this phenomenological realm, the Lebenswelt in the 

‘thick sense’ becomes a source of shared familiarity for human beings, 

thereby fulfilling Kracauer’s notion of the redemptive potential of cinematic 

films that ‘virtually make the world our home’ (1960, p. 304), the intuitive 

awareness of which was one of the ultimate insights to emerge out of Life-

world Series. Finally, in Quadrant IV (Nature), the KCR tropes are engaged 

in a manner that recognises the indeterminate aspect of reality – ‘nature in 

its inscrutability’ (Kracauer, 1960, p. 20) – and opens the possibility for the 

‘spiritual life itself’ to lead on to the path of fathoming the chartered and 

unchartered, known and unknown, visible and invisible, determinate and 

indeterminate universe; indeed, this is in line with Kracauer’s conviction that 

at the core of the ‘cinematic film’ (1960, p. 72) – determined by its 

propensity to ‘penetrate the external world’ (p. 191) – lies its capacity for 
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‘reading the book of nature’ (Kracauer, 1960, p. 302). This curiosity for the 

nature of reality is in line with another invariant feature of the human 

experience, that is, the insatiable search for meaning. This accounts for 

why ‘suggestive indeterminacy’ (Kracauer, 1960, p. 71) is a key feature of 

the cinematic film that gravitates towards images that invoke a ‘sustained 

inquiry’ (p. 279); indeed, this completes the major set of characteristics 

investigated by this dissertation and the Life-world Series films in an effort 

to understand how the Lebenswelt contributes to the redemptive potential 

of film as regards the spectator’s engagement with physical reality as an 

object of contemplation. 

IV Implications of investigating KCR through film practice 

As demonstrated in Chapter 2, the use of Life-world Series as a tool to 

examine KCR film aesthetics shaped an investigation of the latter in terms 

of the Lebenswelt, which is central to both KCR and Husserlian 

phenomenology. In this thesis project, the use of film practice as a means 

of studying cinematic realism probed the KCR tropes as ‘aspects of reality’ 

(Aitken, 2001, p. 175) and also ‘aspects of the Lebenswelt’ (2006, p. 166). 

This prompted the construction of the prospective model of cinematic 

realism discussed in the preceding parts of this conclusions section of the 

dissertation. A major implication here is that realist film practice is an 

interrogation of reality and – especially if the film-making process is 

intuitively cognisant of this – the production of the cinematic work can also 

serve as a tool in developing new understandings of cinematic realism. 
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Aside from its theory-building project, Kracauerian cinematic realism 

is also essentially about seeking what kind of ‘film practice succeeds best 

in utilizing the aesthetic possibilities of the cinematic medium’ (Hansen, 

1997, p. viii). In this light, this section proceeds by explicating Kracauer’s 

idea of the film artist’s creative process, practice and role in an 

intersubjective life-world. This is linked to the research questions set out in 

the Introduction section of this dissertation, particularly about film practice 

as its primary means to investigate KCR. 

Kracauer supported ‘forms of avant-garde film-making which deploy 

the impressionistic style’ (Aitken, 2006, p. 166), a particular form – what 

can be named as a contemplative experimental documentary of wandering 

about or the floating flaneur film – of which was exhibited in Life-world 

Series. Although Kracauer devoted a chapter on the ‘Experimental Film’ 

(1960, p. 175) in Theory of Film, he also found this impressionistic style – 

as he searched for the ‘pristine and unadorned moment’ (Armstrong, 2007, 

p. 66) – in ‘The Film of Fact’ (Kracauer, 1960, p. 193) and ‘The Theatrical 

Story’ (p. 215). A distinguishing characteristic of the Brocka film, for 

example, as elucidated in Chapter 3, is its proclivity to let the Kracauerian 

‘fugitive moment’ (Armstrong, 2007, p. 66) interject along the main dramatic 

arc. These definitively Kracauerian moments in the Brocka film – masses 

on the streets (Fig. 30, the transient), contemplative walk in the park (Fig. 

29, the transient), and documentary-style rendition of life in the slums on 

landfills (Fig. 27, the refuse), etc. – organically serve as focal points in 

Kracauerian readings of the works of the Filipino auteur. These ‘poignant 
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configurations of camera-life’ (Kracauer, 1960, p. 277), exhibited by Life-

world Series and the Brocka film, ‘have an individuality and a glamour all 

their own; they spur our imagination, attuning it to the tales still half-

enshrined in them' (p. 277). Ultimately, the film artist’s role is to go back 

‘the things themselves’ (Russell, 2006, p. 18; Kracauer, 1960, p. 170) by 

drawing on the power of physical reality to redeem the spectators from the 

prevailing abstractions in modern society. Kracauer believed that this realist 

project would help us reclaim the life-world of our concrete, immediate, and 

lived experience and not that of instrumental and manipulative discourses. 

Only when we intuitively understand this do ‘we stand a chance of finding 

something we did not look for, something tremendously important in its own 

right – the world that is ours’ (Kracauer, 1960, p. 296). Finally, this implies 

a film practice that is also impressionistic and open to the emergence of 

new paths and possibilities for contemplation of the essence of things: 

The true film artist may be imagined as a man who sets out to tell a 
story but, in shooting it, is so overwhelmed by his innate desire to 
cover all of physical reality – and also be a feeling that he must cover 
it in order to tell a story, any story, in cinematic terms – that he 
ventures ever deeper into the jungle of material phenomena in which 
he risks becoming irretrievably lost if he does not, by virtue of great 
efforts, get back to the highways he has left. (Kracauer, 1960, p. 255) 

 

The film-making process of Life-world Series responded in part to the above 

statement by Kracauer. To illustrate, the original idea for Study Five: Rain 

was for it to be remake of Regen (Joris Ivens, 1929), which was ‘one of 

Kracauer’s favourite films’ (Aitken, 2016, p. 34) – see Figure 33. In the 
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process of shooting Study Five, however, the project, as it covered the 

physical reality of the milieu – Hong Kong in 2016 – was driven by the story 

of the cyclical nature of the natural phenomenon of rain vis-à-vis the human 

experience of the city. As the project delved deeper into the ‘jungle of 

material phenomena’ (Kracauer, 1960, p. 255), the original idea of making 

a shot-by-shot remake of Regen was transformed to let the subject matter, 

rain, indeterminate as it is, to materialise the ultimate form and content of 

the experimental film. The result was Study Five: Rain – made 87 years 

after the film that inspired it – that echoes the very essence of Regen, that 

is, the contemplative potential offered to the modern subject by the natural 

phenomenon of rain. 

 

 

Figure 33. Joris Ivens’s Regen (1929) and Joni Gutierrez’s Study Five: Rain 
(2016) 

 

The project benefitted from using film practice as a principal component in 

its investigation of Kracauerian cinematic realism, particularly in regard to 

its general objective to understand how the Lebenswelt contributes to the 

redemptive potential of film as regards the spectator’s engagement with 
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physical reality as an object of contemplation. The construction of Life-

world Series as a sequence of short film experiments allowed the study to 

identify salient patterns and formations that resulted from the project’s 

phenomenological approach – specifically hinged on the notion of the 

Lebenswelt – in examining KCR aesthetics; to illustrate, at the end of each 

component short film that sought to gain insight on a characteristic of the 

Lebenswelt – i.e., as (a) expansive, (b) multi-layered, (c) flowing, (d) in the 

process of becoming, (e) resonantly intersubjective, (f) a thing of beauty, 

(g) relating to essences, (h) cyclical, (i) transcendent, and (j) meaning-laden 

– questions and new directions on the use of KCR aesthetics arose and led 

to the design of the subsequent films. This emergent design that resulted 

from using film practice as a means to investigate KCR – true to the spirit 

of the phenomenological method – opened the project to a wide range of 

possibilities that it could not have encountered if it limited itself to applying 

a particular theory as a framework in doing film criticism of pre-existing 

works. A salient manifestation of this is that since the film project chose to 

have the Lebenswelt as its subject matter, the model of Kracauerian 

cinematic realism that was ultimately proposed in the dissertation featured 

the interweaving of the phenomenological notion of the Lebenswelt – in 

both its thick and thin senses – with KCR film aesthetics as anchored in the 

KCR tropes used in this study, namely, (1) the quotidian, (2) the transient, 

(3) the refuse, (4) the fortuitous, (5) the indeterminate, (6) the flow of life, 

and (7) the spiritual life itself.  
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The specific objectives of the thesis project, identified as the 

research questions (RQs) of the study in the Introduction section of the 

dissertation, contributed to the fulfilment of its aesthetic and 

phenomenological investigation of Kracauerian cinematic realism. Chapter 

1 defined Kracauerian cinematic realism and the film aesthetics that it 

entails (RQ-01), contextualised by KCR’s intellectual background as a 

subset of the ‘phenomenalist-realist’ (Aitken, 2016, p. 34) film (RQ-04) and, 

as discussed in the Introduction section, Kracauer’s earlier writings on 

abstraction and distraction (RQ-02). Chapter 2 explained how KCR 

appropriates the phenomenological notion of the Lebenswelt and how this 

fosters Kracauer’s assertion of the redemptive potential of film amidst the 

modern condition (RQ-03); further, it described how the research-based 

production of a KCR film can be designed as a method in systematically 

inspecting KCR (RQ-05). Chapter 2 also discussed the findings and 

conclusions that were generated by investigating KCR tropes – namely, the 

quotidian, the fortuitous, the indeterminate, the flow of life, and the spiritual 

life itself – using Life-world Series (RQ-06), a KCR film which that chapter 

positioned in terms of the cluster of genres of the avant-garde, poetic and 

experimental documentaries (RQ-07). As for the supplementary part of the 

examination of KCR tropes, that is, through film criticism of selected Brocka 

films, the dissertation, in Chapter 3, discussed the findings and conclusions 

that were gained by examining KCR tropes – the refuse and the transient 

– through film criticism of selected Brocka films (RQ-08). Finally, this 

Conclusions section has summarised how the project’s phenomenological 
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approach in investigating KCR fostered the construction of a prospective 

model of cinematic realism (RQ-09) and identified some implications and 

prospects of using film-making practice as an instrument to investigate 

Kracauerian cinematic realism (RQ-10). 

 

 

Figure 34. The modern condition, the Lebenswelt, and Nature 

 

As can be recalled early on the manuscript, in Figure 3 under the Research 

Questions section, at the core of the dissertation is the productive project 

of expanding the inventory of KCR tropes. This is afforded by their being 

much larger than their original place in Theory of Film for they are aspects 

of reality and characteristics of the Lebenswelt and as such, as epitomised 

by the entire thesis project, are also central in the larger phenomenological 

sphere. Figure 34 illustrates that the dissertation covered the essence of 

KCR as a realist film theory that relates the redemptive potential of the film 
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medium – via KCR tropes and their implied aesthetics, film practice, and 

spectatorial experience – vis-à-vis the modern condition.  

Through the aesthetic examination of KCR and the 

phenomenological investigation of the life-world which are both located, 

intertwiningly at the core of thesis project, the dissertation also identified as 

among its findings the characterisation of the life-world as a by-product of 

the primary investigation of KCR. These characteristics of the Lebenswelt 

– e.g., three out of twelve of which shown in Fig. 34 – were used by the 

dissertation to expand the possibilities of our understanding of KCR; indeed, 

the phenomenological notion of the life-world contributes to our continuing 

effort to grasp not just KCR, but the very essence of cinema. Figure 34 

further illustrates the realms of the modern condition (KCR) and the 

Lebenswelt, the former a subset of the latter. As consistently noted in the 

dissertation, both are subsets of the larger realm of Nature, which was 

affirmed in Chapter 2 as covering the entire realm of physical reality in both 

senses of: the chartered and unchartered; known and unknown; visible and 

invisible; determinate and indeterminate universe26. The KCR tropes as 

‘aspects of reality’ (Aitken, 2001, p. 175), as shown in Figure 34 are but a 

few instances of the universe of aspects of realities under Nature, which, 

as emphasised in the figure, covers both the known and the unknown. To 

conclude, as long as we human beings are physical entities who are 

insatiably curious about the nature of reality, the film medium – which 

gravitates towards physical reality as Kracauer invariably affirmed – will 

                                                             
26 This realm of the universe was also considered in Quadrant IV of the IQMKCR in Figure 32. 
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continue to be a means for us to investigate Nature that forms the very base 

of our physical existence. 

V Recommendations 

To complete the discussion of the current study, let us identify some 

recommendations that have resulted from its project of investigating KCR 

through a written dissertation and a film practice which seeks to take further 

and enhance what is covered in that dissertation. As already noted, the film 

practice component, Life-world Series, used the phenomenological notion 

of the Lebenswelt as the locus of its examination of KCR film aesthetics. 

For other researchers who would also be interested in investigating KCR 

through film practice, it is recommended that rather than interrogating 

profoundly a key conceptual anchor of KCR, as the current study did with 

the Lebenswelt, they focus instead on other notions that surround KCR, for 

example, those of abstraction and distraction as found in Kracauer’s earlier 

writings; with these as anchors, the resultant study may have more 

implications on the ‘social, gender and other mediations’ (Aitken, 2016, p. 

37) that were ‘left out’ (p. 37) by the  ‘approach adopted by the major realist 

film theorists’ (p. 37) – which includes Kracauer – who followed the 

phenomenalist-realist route. In addition, it is recommended that the 

prospective film of the future researcher-filmmaker may, instead of the 

experimental documentary used in the current study, experiment with the 

narrative fiction film – while still having phenomenalist-realist aspects and 

KCR tropes as with the Brocka film – and feature ‘characters and stories 

constructed in terms of social position, race, gender, age, ethnicity, 
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psychological make-up, and so on’ (Aitken, 2016, p. 37); this direction is 

anticipated to widen the possibilities of using film practice as a method in 

probing KCR and potentially expanding or redefining the boundaries of 

realist film theory, practice, criticism and discourse. 

The dissertation took the path of extending the KCR tropes through 

the larger realm of the Lebenswelt; consequently, the resultant 

characteristics of the life-world (e.g., multi-layered, resonantly 

intersubjective, cyclical, etc., as shown in Fig. 34) become prospective 

additions to the inventory of cinematic-realist tropes. Other researchers can 

also explore other routes such as: (1) other possible keys to KCR, e.g., 

other phenomenological notions such as intersubjectivity, intentionality, 

etc., instead of the Lebenswelt; and (2) existential phenomenology, e.g., 

that of Jean-Paul Sartre, Maurice Merleau-Ponty, Simone de Beauvoir, etc., 

instead of the phenomenology of Edmund Husserl. Throughout the thesis 

project, it has been observed that the study was moving towards this but it, 

in the interest of managing its scope, the dissertation stayed within the 

realm of Husserlian phenomenology. To illustrate, the titles of the seven 

analysis sections (corresponding with the seven KCR tropes) from 

Chapters 2 to 3 – daily matrix, internal currents, immanent patterns, eidetic 

formations, insatiable curiosity, conscious observation, and call to action – 

can further be clustered in phenomenological terms, i.e., intentionality, 

authenticity and freedom, that are, though well within the domain of 

Husserlian phenomenology, also salient in existential phenomenology. 
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It is also recommended that future research be conducted on the 

pedagogical applications of the PRF. The research project has found that 

the PRF forms not just the basis of the KCR film but also cinema itself. 

Students can be assigned to make short films such as those in Life-world 

Series and in the classroom, they can be engaged in discussions about film 

aesthetics, cinematic-realist theory, and philosophy. Film exercises such as 

these are good starting points in documentary and experimental film 

courses; in addition, since discourses on realism are located at the very 

essence of cinema, even introductory courses on film can also benefit from 

this type of realist film-making activities. 

As noted in Chapter 1, the seventh trope, the spiritual life itself, is 

special. In the interest of balance, however, the dissertation did not give it 

special treatment in terms of number of pages although it did deliberately 

present this trope last so that it could serve as a sort of culmination of the 

other tropes involved in the thesis project. For subsequent researches on 

KCR, it is recommended that this trope be given more attention for it can 

stand on its own and deal with critical research on film philosophy, cineaste 

groups, film festivals, etc. It is also suggested that future researches be 

conducted to assess how the KCR aesthetics and theory that emerged 

during the age of celluloid applies to the age of the digital. This kind of 

interdisciplinary study that intersects film theory and media studies will 

definitely enrich the larger study of cinematic realism as an important 

research thread in film studies. Another suggestion is to use film-making as 

a tool in phenomenological investigations in the social sciences. While 
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video recording has been used in ethnography and visual anthropology, its 

purpose has been relegated to that of documentation. Drawing on the case 

of Life-world Series which investigated the Lebenswelt – in both disciplines 

of film studies (humanities) and philosophy – film practice can also be used 

by social scientists who study social theories or cultural phenomena and 

their intersections with philosophy.  

Lastly, it is recommended that future research be conducted on 

Kracauer’s phenomenological investigation on the film spectator – 

Kracauer devoted an entire chapter on it in Theory of Film. While the 

dissertation considered the responses of the spectators of Life-world Series 

to enhance its phenomenological analysis in Chapter 2, the thesis project 

as a whole was not principally a study of the film spectatorship. Doing a 

study that focuses exclusively on the phenomenology of the film spectator, 

with an expanded take of Kracauer’s ideas on hand, would be a productive 

way for Kracauerian film studies to branch out to other seminal endeavours. 

In this spirit, this manuscript concludes with the following passage on the 

film spectator in Theory of Film: 

Through its very concern for camera-reality, film thus permits 
especially the lonely spectator to fill his shrinking self – shrinking in 
an environment where the bare schemata of things threaten to 
supersede the things themselves – with images of life as such – 
glittering, allusive, infinite life. Evidently, these loosely connected 
images, which he may of course interweave in many ways, are so 
profoundly satisfactory to the dreamer because they offer him routes 
of escape into the mirage-like world of concrete objects, striking 
sensations, and unusual opportunities. (Kracauer, 1960, p. 170) 
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